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Fire! Heat! Sweat! Sand! and With Pride!  

An Ex-Employee of HM Dockyard, Portsmouth Looks Back.  

  

Chapter 1 - A NEW BEGINNING  

Is it a good thing to look back to the past? I suppose, really, it depends on whether one 
has had a very happy childhood and home life, or one of utter sadness and sorrow that 
the individual wishes to blot out the past totally for the rest of his or her life. That, one 
can sympathise certainly with the individual concerned. However in my case I was very 
lucky that I was in the former category.  Yes, times were hard - my late lovely parents 
and my late lovely married sister, earning a living during the 1950s, found it hard to 
make ends meet; but we were very happy with what we had, and our home at No 7 
Rochester Road Southsea, in the historic city of Portsmouth, right on the South Coast 
of the United Kingdom, and home of course to the Royal Navy.1  

 I am now retired but went out into the big wide world to earn a living, at the tender 
age of 15, in January 1960, my final year at school in 1959, my birthday falling in 
December of that year, as it does every year.    I always wanted to work in the 
Portsmouth Naval Base, as it is now called, originally called H. M. Dockyard, but entry 
had to be gained by passing the Dockyard Exam.  This was held at the old Apprentice 
Training Centre at Flathouse, Mile End in Portsmouth.  This has long passed into the 
history books, along with the old Mile End Cemetery, Bailey & Whites large timber 
store - all now under the new Continental ferry port.  Even the new Apprentice Centre, 
opened in 1975 by the Unicorn Gate, is now part of Highbury  
College.      

On examination day, dressed in my best clothes, I attended the said centre.  We were 
instructed in no uncertain terms, NOT to cheat or try to copy your neighbour’s papers; 
ONLY to pick up the pencil to start to write WHEN TOLD TO, and WHEN to TURN 
OVER the exam papers, when told to stop, you STOP! And last by no means least, 
ABSOLUTE SILENCE!    The instructors were holy terrors, just like my last secondary 
modern school masters!   I had a feeling of sheer dread.  We were told to start.  As I 
took my pencil and turned over the exam page, I read what was on the papers.   The 
questions, and everything else, had me beat!.  I groaned inwardly, and tried my best!   
Unfortunately, having had T B, born with it in 1944, I was more off school with 
illnesses than anything else, so I was behind the other boys in my class.    

After our exam, which incidentally lasted all day with a hot free lunch at 1pm, we could 
go home; those who had passed or failed would be notified by post.   2 weeks went by 
before I duly received a buff envelope marked “OHMS OFFICIAL PAID” with a crown.  
(OHMS stood for, On Her Majesties Service, which is on all government pre-paid 
official mail.)   Dreading my results, I opened the letter.  It could not have been more 
brutal or blunt!  

   “Dear Sir/ Madam, Having studied your exam papers, on gaining entrance to 
become a trainee apprentice in Her Majesties Royal Naval Dockyard Portsmouth, we 

 
1 Rochester Road in Portsmouth is now in a conservation area, and anything done to the 1906 Edwardian villa 
terraced houses MUST be in keeping with the area, and also permission MUST come from the City Council, 
before any work can commence on the property.   Rochester Road is also, one of the most sought after residential 
properties; as soon as they are on the market, they are snapped up.  They are big 3-bedroom houses, double bay 
fronted, with a glass and cast iron porch canopy over the front door.     
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feel that your efforts have NOT come up to the standards that we require and that you 
are NOT suitable to be employed in Her Majesties  Royal Dockyard   
Portsmouth.  I am, Sir, your obedient servant, E. G.  White, Chief Instructor to HM  
DOCKYARD APPRENTICE COLLEGE PORTSMOUTH.”  

 “To say this was an outrage was a UNDERSTATEMENT! I t was downright 
patronising and insulting.  I DID try my best, but of course, I had NO EXCUSE  
WHAT EVER, according to them, I SHOULD HAVE KNOWN! “Right, I'll show `em!,” 
I thought angrily .   I could not sit the exam again, because if you failed, THAT WAS 
IT!  You were barred FORTHWITH; you had only ONE CHANCE.  

 It was to be 6 MONTHS before a unexpected golden chance came. I was sacked from 
my very first job, which I hated and won't go into details, not my fault, but the 
employer thought the work for a young lad like me, at 15 and not strong enough, was 
too heavy. I suppose he did not want to be a liability if I got hurt.  I signed on at the 
Youth Employment Exchange. The Civil Service clerk, was not too happy about me 
being on the dole, and asked me endless questions, as to why this?, why that?,  why 
did you not ? --- on and on and ON!  I wanted to hit him on the chin, but doing that 
would have got me nowhere, apart from ending up in court and a criminal record.   
“Right! See me next Monday morning, at 9 am  !  DO NOT BE LATE!” he replied icily. 
I just swept up my unemployment papers - NO DOLE MONEY FOR ME EITHER!  I 
was TOO YOUNG! -  and, seething, left the Youth Employment Exchange Offices.   In 
those days, they made you feel like a criminal, a stigma that you could never get rid of, 
even if not your fault.  I suppose, he thought I was trying to fiddle, or pull a fast one 
over his eyes; nothing could be further from the truth.  I WANTED TO  
WORK and, MORE THAN ANYTHING, in the PORTSMOUTH  DOCKYARD! Came 
the following Monday morning, I duly reported to the Youth Employment Exchange 
bang on the dot at 9 am.  I suppose if I had been late, even if only by 5 minutes, I would 
have got a rocket, and the Civil Service clerk would have thought...” If he cannot get 
here on time, what will his time keeping be like if he gets a job?.  Will he be 
RELIABLE?!!” Later I was duly summonsed to appear before the Civil Service clerk - 
to my surprise, a different one this time, a more kindly fellow.  “Well young man (Man 
?  I was still a BOY!)  what can I do for you this morning?”.  “Please Sir, I would like 
very much, more than anything, to work in the Portsmouth Dockyard”.  The clerk 
sighed.  “Yes, you and about 200 other applicants. Did you pass the entrance exam?”   
I shook my head. “I did try sir, but regrettably I failed”.   I told him the reasons and my 
illnesses which kept me from school.  The clerk waved his hands at me. “Yes, well – all 
right, I don`t want your life history.” “Now then, let`s see if there are any vacancies 
for you to enter as a Yard Boy”.    I asked what a Yard Boy was.  “General Hand” came 
the reply.     

In other words, a posh name for a dogsbody - to carry out all menial tasks, come rain 
or shine.  I didn`t care, if I could get into the Dockyard at all, I would be in 7th heaven!   
The clerk went through the card files of vacancies, this before the days of the internet, 
PC`s and all the modern marvels we take for granted these days.   He shut one drawer 
of cards, and went to the next.  I was starting to feel my heart sink to my boots. It 
looked like that I was not going to be lucky after all.   That row of cards were no luck 
either.  Come to the 3rd drawer of cards.  3rd time lucky?  I just held my breath!   The 
clerk thumbed through all of them. “No I am so sorry lad, nothing at the moment”.  I 
was devastated;  but then a miracle!  “Hello? what is that card doing there?”. “Tch tch, 
in the wrong place.” He picked it up and was about to put it in the correct file card 
drawer when he spotted the vacancy.   “Young man! How would you like to become a 
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employee of Her Majesties  Portsmouth Royal Navy Dockyard?”.  I was overjoyed, I 
could not believe it!  I was IN! - well almost anyway.  “Yes PLEASE! “, I said gushing 
over with joy.  “All right, Sunny Jim, all right, simmer down. Now the vacancy is for a 
Yard Boy in the M.E.D. Pattern Makers Shop.  If you wait there a moment, I shall give 
you the necessary paperwork to get you into the place, a letter of introduction, and 
your employment cards, plus some money to hop on the bus to the Dockyard.  You can 
get the No. 11 trolleybus that stops in Lake Road on the corner opposite this place, and 
alight at the terminus outside the Main Dockyard gate.” “Oh, just one more thing - 
DON`T, whatever you do, lose the documents I shall give you; they are the only thing 
that will let you in and out of the Dockyard.  No pass note - no entry, and if you DO 
lose them whilst you are in there, I cannot answer for the consequences; the Dockyard 
Police, will NOT be happy with you at all!”  I duly nodded, and would hold on to them 
like grim death!  

 After completing all the formalities, with a happy heart I made my way to the 
Dockyard Main Gate, located at  “The Hard” area as it is called, and where the trolley 
and motor buses turned round terminus point.  Upon my arrival, I got off the bus and 
made my way towards the Main Gate with a golden globe on each gate post.  There was 
the delicious  unmistakeable aroma of hot pies, hot dogs with onions, burgers, bacon 
butties, pasties,  coffee, and tea, from the little cafe opposite, where Joe public could 
buy a snack and drink, or the bus crews, as well as enjoying a cigarette, before setting 
off on their return run through the city.   This set my tummy rumbling, but I had no 
time to stop. If I had enough money left, after I had completed all the formalities, I 
would treat myself, provided I also had enough for the bus home.  (These days, that 
gate is no longer the main entrance, it is way in to the now historic dockyard heritage 
area, and is closed at night, except for a small wicket gate in the main wall, for 
nightshift employees and Naval officers and ratings on or off duty.)  I entered the Main 
Gate, showed my papers to the duty policeman on the gate, who then gave me 
directions to where the PATTERN SHOP was.  I was to go STRAIGHT THERE and 
NOT, on ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, to wander where I liked.  It was all OUT OF 
BOUNDS!  If I did so, I would be in very hot water, not to mention blowing my career 
out of the window for good. I duly asked for directions as I went along, making sure I 
was on track, and NOT going where I shouldn’t .  

At last I arrived at the place (more on the building later), going through its modest 
entrance opposite No. 2 ship mooring basin, I entered the place, making enquires at a 
small office under a flight of stairs. This I later got to know, was the Foreman of the 
Foundries writer’s office - his clerk, who directed me to go to the top floor and see the 
Pattern Shop Inspector who was in charge, Mr Jack Janes.  I saw his writer (clerk) 
first, who told me to wait for the Inspector.  He was on the telephone at that moment, 
giving somebody a real rocket!  I inwardly groaned, that`s ALL I wanted, someone in 
a bad mood!  But I need not have worried, for I found Mr Janes  a real gentleman!   I 
did my utmost to impress, but not to overdo it, or blow my chances.  If I was to be 
accepted, I vowed there and then to do my utmost, my best, keep my nose clean and 
stay out of trouble and avoid those who would try and lead me astray!   The interview 
was a success!  I was IN!  The very date I joined the Naval Base, I shall ALWAYS 
remember - October 19th, 1960 a Wednesday, at 7am start, and it was pouring with 
rain!   It was to be the beginning of a VERY HAPPY 33 years total years of service.  

 The only reason I did leave, with a very heavy heart, was because of that dreaded and 
formidable Prime Minister of ours Margaret Thatcher!  Her policies had torn out the 
heart of our industries, coal, iron and steel, and other manufacturing industries, 
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throwing scores of people on to the scrap heap, many who had worked all their lives in 
the same company for decades, kicked out. Of course, this reached out to the 
employees of the Naval Base, as well.  When the Falklands war broke out in 1982, the 
employees, with their redundancy notices in their pockets, worked all Gods’ hours to 
get the Navy ships and task force to sea. In war time, every one forgets their differences 
we all pull together, or else you lose the war!  Of course, the Secretary Of State for 
Defence, Sir John Knott, had paid a visit to the Naval Base, to discuss redundancies 
and restructuring of the Portsmouth Naval Base, prior to the Falklands conflict.   His 
visit was supposed to have been a secret, but somehow, word got out and he was almost 
lynched by the workforce! For me, it was a very painful choice and very difficult.  Do I 
stop on, and then get kicked out with no golden handshake - for ALL my, I hoped, 40 
years loyal and dedicated service? Or  decide to leave and take the money and run after 
33 years? .   After much deliberation and soul searching, I decided to take the money 
and run, leaving the Naval Base, on the 23rd August 1993.  I was out of work for 1 and 
half years, going on lots of courses to get employment skills, and eventually ending up 
in 2 private companies.  I had had enough and, in the end, decided to take early 
retirement at 60.  It’s true!  I am now busier than ever I was - with my many hobbies 
and also exhibition manager for my local model railway club.  Also I want to leave a 
legacy to the Portsmouth City museum of my life story - of what life was like in my 
days of youth , from the shops to the cinemas, public transport, my employment, home 
life.  So when I have shuffled off this mortal coil, future generations will have a 
wonderful archive record for prosperity.  No doubt, when I reach the pearly gates, St 
Peter will say... “Ah Yes!  ---David Barber?  Railway Enthusiast on Earth were you? 
There is a vacancy for you, at LUCIFER'S, No. 5 BOILER HOUSE!” Ha Ha!  

 To get back on track now, I served in several departments throughout my Naval Base 
career, the last one being the Resources Dept - where we organised everything for the 
warships that came into the jetties or dry dock, from steam and power to fire fighting 
etc.  Believe you me, the job at times could get very stressful, because we were more or 
less THE HEART OF EVERYTHING, providing all requirements to the ships, shore 
establishments elsewhere, and our own base.  It was 10 TIMES WORSE, when 
overnight the balloon had gone up! A warship had got herself damaged, and had to be 
rapidly DOCKED THE SAME DAY!   This of course, caused us no end of headaches, as 
all the work planned the day before was thrown out of the window! Trying to arrange 
transport for all the heavy dockside plant, compressors, chill water units that stopped 
the ships computers going CHINA SYNDROME situation, and loads of other items, in 
5 MINUTES FLAT!  and I MEAN  5 MINUTES!  was a real nightmare.   I often went 
home, mentally exhausted!   But all of that, and the other departments I served in, is 
another story.  
                                                                                      

Chapter 2 - A WIND OF CHANGE.  

Before I continue, I would just like to tell you that many of the work colleagues that I 
have known over the many years, and worked alongside in various departments of the 
Naval Base of Portsmouth have sadly died now, although a few are still around.  With 
the exception of one or 2 characters (well you get them in every job don't you?) I can 
honestly say, with hand on my heart, that I could not have worked with a finer bunch 
of men that it has been my pleasure to know in the departments I served in. “ 
Congratulations,  David!  You have passed the Interview Board !”, said Les Lindsay my  
Chargeman in 1969 of the Fitters Afloat West, Section 1,  FAW 1, located in Ivy Lane.  
Les was in charge of the transport section we had.  “You are to report to a Mr Pedrick 
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, Foreman of the Foundry shop on Monday morning. Despite the occasional mishaps 
you have had, and giving me kittens from time to time, you really have been a good 
worker, and I shall be sorry to lose you”.  Les handed me the official confirmation 
letter.  

 Now prior to all of this,  I always wanted to be a driver on the road in the Naval Base , 
driving the little 3 wheel auto trucks called Listers, and also another little runabout, 4 
wheel truck called  a Mercury.  I duly passed my driving tests on both vehicles, but not 
before giving the driving instructor a few nightmares and scares first!  I left the Pattern 
Shop in 1967, after rising from the ranks from Yard Boy, straight to Skilled Labourer 
and in charge of all the 100s of wood patterns in the cellars below and on the first floor 
stores, having to know exactly where EACH ONE WAS, either in the foundry shops or 
the stores, able to lay my hands on it should it be needed to make more castings of that 
type.  They were kept on record cards so I KNEW where they were, changes being 
written in as required.   Well, as regards the driving, on the Lister trucks, it was lovely 
in the summer, if it was a hot sunny day, but in the winter time, it was PURGATORY!  
These little runabouts were open to the elements.  If it was raining, and blowing a gale 
to boot, you got wetter and more sodden and colder than ever!  Your eyes would smart 
with the rain lashing you in the face, your hands getting numb, your oil skins feeling 
like lead, chaffing your neck and wrists raw!  On top of all this, if you got held up on 
the dockside, waiting to be unloaded or loaded up with the stuff you had to take from 
A to B, the jobs that Les gave you, would steadily mount up, whilst the other drivers, 
Ray, Mike, John, and a nut case we had called Derek, all their jobs would be done!   Les 
would get complaints from the people who had ordered the transport, and chosen me 
to do the job. “WHERE THE HELL IS HE?” they would thunder.  It wasn't my fault if 
I was late, but no excuses would be accepted.  I would arrive back at my work place, 
wet-through, stone-cold and dogtired.  “WHAT!!!!!? -   THAW OUT AND GET A CUP 
OF TEA?   ON YER BIKE!  I SHOULD CO CO!   Get out there, an` get them bleedin’ 
valves delivered to HMS  SO and SO in No. 14 dock, and for Gawd’s sake `urry up! DO 
NOT BE LATE!”  “An` when yer have finished there, I want yer to go to so and so-----
”.    It went on and on!    

Now these little Lister trucks were quite powerful little machines, able to carry up to 8 
cwt and tow nearly 1 ton.  2 stroke engine, but 3 wheels. Really, they were RATHER 
UNSTABLE, being on 3 wheels, and only meant for shop floor use, NOT to go along 
the main roads. The main engine with the front wheel was housed in a gimble ring.   
This is what you steered, to turn the vehicle round corners, with the steering bar.  Also 
on this were the clutch, 3 gears (1st, 2nd & reverse), throttle and hand brake.  There 
was a foot brake, and the fuel tank on the engine held about 2 litres.   To start the thing, 
one cranked a handle very fast, making sure that the inlet valve levers were in the right 
direction first.  To stop it, there was a little toggle lever at the engine front that you 
pulled out.  If the morning was very cold and a heavy frost during the night, you knew 
then that to start up your truck you would have a fight on your hands! I know this to 
my cost, after several attempts to get the thing started, swearing blue murder (“ For 
the love of God FIRE!”), only to die a coughing splutter for the umpteenth time before 
finally roaring away in a filthy cloud of diesel exhaust.  If it was totally dead, the only 
option was to bump start it!  Put it in gear and get towed by the Mercury truck until 
yours started up.  My truck was the new diesel model, circa  
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1965, Reg. No. 66 RN 64, and in bright 
yellow livery.  I was proud to be the driver 
of her, and kept her looking tidily, (slang 
for smart) touching up her paintwork 
from time to time.  Being a bus and train 
enthusiast, I later painted on the 
gearbox, the square dashboard dials of a 
Leyland bus and, in red, the double 
arrow logo of British Rail on the engine 
front and the wooden side boards of the 
trucks rear.  I thought this all looked a 
real treat, that is, until  the Chief  Garage 
Mechanic  Joe Graham , who looked and 
spoke like the great wonderful comic UK 
actor the late  Will Hay, saw what I had 
done, and BOY!, didn't I half cop it from 
him when I had to take my truck in, for 
annual servicing !  He told me in no 
uncertain terms, that the truck WAS to 
be in PLAIN YELLOW only and with the 
letters on the side boards RN in black; 
and NOTHING  

ELSE!   I had contravened a rule in the  

Ministry of Defence about the livery of  

military vehicles!    I was a bit miffed, to say the least, until one day the PORT 
ADMIRAL happened to pass me by on the pavement and stopped and beckoned me 
over.  I duly did so.  He congratulated me on the way the vehicle looked and said I was 
a credit to my department and the Naval Base image in general.  I thanked him, and 
told him what Joe Graham the Chief Mechanic had said.  “Nonsense!  my lad!  You 
have my permission to carry on as you are; if anyone else says anything different, you 
tell them to see me”!  I was flabbergasted!   All I could think was that he must have 
been a bit of a transport enthusiast himself.    

The reason the Lister trucks died out was because the Health and Safety Act, which 
came out in 1973 I think, deemed they were highly dangerous and unstable on the 
road.  This I know as a fact, having been involved in a nasty accident with the one I 
drove.  I had a heavy small turbine blade shaft on the trucks back, chocked, cradled, 
and lashed down tight.  I hit a bad bit of road, and my truck flipped totally upside 
down.  I was very lucky not to have been killed - I think my saddle seat saved me, 
preventing the truck going further.  Even so, I had a damaged big right toe, off work 
for 8 weeks!  

 Anyway back to my leaving the FAW 1 department.   I had applied to become, a 
Progress man Non Tech.  My job would be to see that the work that was allocated by 
the Progress man, an ex- tradesman, was carried out to completion.  I was to keep 
records and let him know the results - all okay, or delays, and the like.  I thought this 
would be a cushy nice warm office job. No more dirt, no more heavy humping things 
about, going home with back ache!   How wrong I was!    I stared with disbelief at where 
I had to go.  THE FOUNDRY!   Out of all places in the Naval Base that I could be sent 
to, I was posted there.  I thought I would be staying with the people I was already with.   
Looking back now, I suppose that because of my Pattern Shop experience they were 
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desperate in the Foundry department for a Non Technical Progress man.   For me, the 
wheel had come full circle, well almost back where I had started, except I was now 
going to be a member of the Foundry section whom I saw when I very first joined the 
Naval Base  in the Pattern Shop  10 years before! The year now was 1970!    

Came the fateful day. I duly reported to the Foreman of the Foundries writer (clerk) 
whose office was located under the staircase leading to the 1st floor above and to the 
top floor of the Pattern Shop. As I knocked his door and entered, I saw a smallish man, 
with horn rim glasses, an owlish cheeky expression, and a thin long pointed nose. I 
instantly recognised him, Frankie Booth.  Frank took one look at me, and his jaw 
dropped in surprise. “Good GOD!” he exclaimed, “David Barber! What are you doing 
here in this neck of the woods?” “You won't believe it, but I have come to join you lot”, 
I replied grinning and handing him my papers.  Frankie took them from me.  “No! 
Really? Well I never! Well I hope David you will be very happy with us. You were 
upstairs with the Pattern Makers weren’t you? under er--- Mr Hutchings the 
Inspector”.  I replied in the affirmative. “Right ho, I will let Mr Pedrick know you are 
here”, said Frankie, rising from his desk, and taking my papers to his office. He paused 
for the moment.  “Oh by the way, you did have your medical?” At this remark, I was 
puzzled. “Medical? Sorry, I don't quite follow your meaning”, I replied.  Then Frankie 
realised he should have explained it clearer. “Oh sorry, David, my fault! Because of the 
working conditions we are in - dust, casting fumes, dirt, noise, and what have you, we 
have to have a regular medical exam each year”.  “Ah, I see,” I nodded. “Well you have 
just missed this year’s one, EVERYBODY from the Foreman downwards has to go, 
including chest X rays, and a hearing test.”  “Better safe than sorry”, I replied. 
“Exactly!” Frankie duly knocked the Foreman's office door. “Enter” said a voice from 
within.    

  

Three minutes later, I was ushered into Mr Pedricks office.  Frankie closed the door.  
A tall man with thinning black hair, blue eyes and a pointed nose, rose up from his 
desk, came across the office floor, and firmly shook my right hand. He spoke with a 
soft West Country burr.  “Ah, you must be the new Non Technical Progress man?” he 
replied with a wry smile.  “Yes that’s quite correct Mr Pedrick”, I replied.  “Do sit down 
lad” he replied, ushering me to a chair opposite his desk.  “Thank you Sir” I replied.  
“Have I not seen you before somewhere?” echoed Mr Pedrick, pausing to light up his 
briar pipe.  A match flared and soon a thin waft of blue smoke curled up lazily from 
the pipes bowl, with a feint aroma of honeydew tobacco. “Yes Sir, I was up the Pattern 
Shop, under Mr Hutchings, the Inspector there”. Mr Pedrick nodded with a smile, “Ah, 
that’s right, I recall you now.  Right, now to business.”  The interview began.   “Now 
then David, your job will be quite a responsible one; you are not afraid of any 
responsibility are you?” “No sir”.  Mr Pedrick droned on.  “Good Man!  Well first and 
foremost, YOU will be the direct link between me, all the Inspectors, Chargemen of the 
foundry casting shops, and the Planning Office up on the first floor.  You will be 
responsible for the following: all casting orders, where EVERY casting is, at ANY given 
time, those orders if complete, or how many outstanding, any delays and why, and all 
dispatched castings, recorded in the ledger record books .”  I gulped silently, 
wondering what I had let myself in for. “On top of all this, you will also have to do the 
abates books at the end of the month.”  I politely enquired what these were. “They are 
the total amount of metal we have used each month.  You weigh up the total amount 
of completed castings, we will say for argument sake,  gun metal, and those orders not 
complete in the same metal.”  “ You do that with each metal type we have, then make 
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a grand total of EVERYTHING”.   My head was starting to spin! Mr Pedrick had NOT 
finished yet by a long chalk! “On the casting vouchers which you will be dealing with 
are the following:  the order number of the customer, who the casting is for, we will 
say for example “HMS  Fife”,  type of castings or castings, how many, type of metal it 
is they are made of, the weight, date sent, and metal type code number.  Most 
important, ALL castings MUST be SIGNED FOR!, before they are taken away by the 
customer.”  I nodded in understanding but at the same time, worried sick, would I 
cope?”  Mr Pedrick had the final word.  “Lastly David, for GOODNESS SAKE, be honest 
with me.” I will NOT tolerate any hiding of mistakes,  or my orders not carried out as 
expressly as I requested, or any customer taking castings without signing for them; if 
you do not, I shall be on you like a ton of bricks!”  “Yes Sir”.  “Now don’t worry, you 
won't learn it all in five minutes. If you don’t know, ASK!.  We are here to help you.”  “ 
Just one final word, you MUST be ACCURATE AT ALL TIMES!  As you are the KEY 
man, everyone will be relying on you for information”.  “Yes Mr Pedrick”.  “Right, you 
had better get started right away, will you go and see your Chargeman, Mr Len 
Mansfield, who will show you your work station, and equip you with your foundry 
clothes and boots.  
Welcome to the foundry shops David, I hope your stay with us, will be a happy one”.  
“Thank you Sir.” Mr Pedrick arose from his desk and shook my right hand again.  

 Interview over, I left his office, closing the door, my mind in turmoil!  I saw Frankie 
again.  “How did it go David?” he asked brightly.  “Well enough, but there is a heck of 
a lot to learn Frankie!” I replied slightly gloomily. “Don’t worry about it, take each day 
as it comes.  Who have you got see now?” “Len Mansfield, my Chargeman”, I intoned.   
“Ah a good bloke, Dave, he will help you a lot, he will see you all right.” “Do you know 
where his office is?”   I shook my head.   “Right, go through the shop here, through the 
double doors, turn right under the arch, and you will see Len’s office on the left side, a 
brick extension on this building in “The Parade” road. “ Thanks Frankie”. I duly left 
his office and made my way to Len's office.  The noise of the men trimming the castings 
and the roar of the shot blasting chamber, and those of the tumbling barrel types, was 
deafening.  I vowed there and then, to get some sort of ear protection.  This was before, 
the HEALTH and SAFETY ACT in 1974.  If people laughed at what I was wearing, I 
couldn't care less!  IT WAS MY HEARING at stake, NOT THEIRS!    I soon found Len's 
office, and knocked on the door.    

I entered a small office with an outer door, and a sliding inner one. Closing the outer 
one, I slid back the inner.  The atmosphere within, made me cough and splutter, it was 
full of blue cigarette smoke!  Talk about lung cancer and passive smoking these days; 
then, we were all ignorant!  A man with a black balding set of hair, moustache, horned 
rimmed glasses, a weather beaten craggy sort of face, with a ruddy complexion, either 
from high blood pressure or all those cigarettes!, sat behind a desk.  Thick fingers 
heavily stained with nicotine.  His desk was an untidy shambles - papers all over the 
show.  In his right hand was an umpteenth cigarette, the ash tray full to overflowing! 
His white coat, if you could call it that, was filthy, and  a REAL test for all the soap 
powders advertised on TV, whiter than white!    “Watcher cock!” terms of endearment. 
“Wot c`n I do fer yer?”  “His voice was rough and coarse.  “Hello Mr Mansfield, I am 
your new Non tech Progress Man”, I replied, trying not to cough and splutter in this 
hostile environment, or my eyes water.   I handed him my paper work which Frankie 
had given me back.  
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Len studied them for the moment and then warmly welcomed me into the fold as it 
were.  I thanked him. “Len to you“, he replied, after I called him Mr, not being familiar 

and hardly having just met him. Len was a 
rough diamond but a heart of gold. He would 
stick by you thick and thin, but would come 
down on you, if what you did was entirely 
your fault and side with the Management. 
Len rose from his desk, and asked me to 
follow him.   I did so, back the way I came but 
stopping outside a store place, alongside the 
lift to the cellars and 1st and 2nd floors 
above.  Len produced a bunch of keys from 
his pocket, undid the padlock, and switched 
on the fluorescent tube light. Inside there 
was a faint odour of soap, twine, new rubber 

boots, gloves, and  
fresh laundry.  Here were some of the foundry essentials.  Of course there were store 
cubby holes elsewhere in the place.  “ Right, wot chest are yer?”, asked Len going 
through a pile of brown overalls and work coats, stamped with our centre number on 
so they would NOT get lost in the Dockyard own laundry. If I recall, ours was C 570, 
the steel shop C571, small brass C572.  “Chest 42, Len.”  Len eventually came across 
my size, giving me 2 pairs, one to wear, one in the wash.  These days I am chest 44- 
46!  They looked a bit tatty, but clean. Len told me not to worry, as he would put in for 
2 new pairs for me to have made, also with my name on.   Next came the foundry boots, 
size 9 (they should have been 10!), with steel toe caps, for obvious reasons!  Now both 
feet have bunions!  God! They WERE heavy! I thought my poor old feet would swell 
up like balloons, get hot and sore, with them on all day. I would just have to suffer!   
Len gave me a little tip.  If I cut the sides of the boots at the ankles, they would not 
chafe my ankles so much, nor cut into the top of the foot where the boot tongue was.  
I was worried to death, defacing new boots! Len said, not to worry, my comfort and 
safety was number one.  “Sign the book for `em - oh, an` if yer DO LOSE `EM, the 
boots that is, yer will be fined, an` `ave ter buy a new pair out of yer own money.” 
“Charming!” I thought.   “If, an` when, yer boots eventually wear out, bring the old 
ones ter me an` I`ll issue yer wiv a new pair”. I nodded. “Right, let me now show yer, 
yer new `ome.”  Len and I left the storeroom. Len locked it again, turning off the light, 
and I followed him to what was going to be my new work place for the next 13 years!   
Len came to a small cube shaped wooden office, with glass panes on 3 sides, and a door 
on the off right side.  He turned the lock and opened the door, switched on the 
fluorescent light.  Inside was a desk, with drawers, chair, carpet, about a dozen pigeon-
hole shelves against the front glazed window wall, and other shelves on the right.  
These contained the abates books, and dispatch record books; those on the desk 
contained all the vouchers.  Two hooks on the wall and one on the door for ones 
possessions to hang up, and a couple of power point sockets, for the electric kettle or 
a fire in the winter.  “Right Oh, Davie, me ol` sparra!, I will leave yer to it now.”  He 
paused for the moment and then dropped a BOMBSHELL right into my lap!  “Sorry, 
but George Carter, `oo, yer `ave taken over from and ter show yer the ropes, is out sick 
again!”  “Yer will `ave ter cope as best as yer can”.    With that, Len left me to fend for 
myself.  
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 Thrown in the DEEP END SO SOON?! I knew I would be, but not as soon as that! 
Looking back at it now, I suppose, really it was a blessing in disguise.   I decided to 
play it by ear and do my best.  But I had to learn fast and quick. For whilst I was 
pondering what I had to do, the castings from the trimmers or fettlers were coming 
over to my dispatch bay area every few minutes, adding to the stock piles already there. 
If I did not act quickly enough, I would not be able to move for castings all over the 
show.  I would be in hot water on my first day, keeping the place untidy, and people 
tripping over the damn things!  I decided there and then, to put the casting types 
together, in neat rows, valves with valves, T pieces with T pieces, bends with bends, 
etc, and sort out who or what they were for later.  This would be easier said than done, 
because the castings HAD NO IDENTIFICATION MARKS ON THEM WHATEVER!  
After getting changed into my coat and boots, which felt like lead on my feet, I started 
to sort out the pile of castings into neat rows.     

I was about half way sorting out the castings, when in chugged a Lister wagon with a 
rather fat driver sitting on it in oil skins. Obviously it had started to rain in buckets 
outside. As he got off the auto truck, he left a small trail of rain drips as he waddled 
towards me.  A bright red round face, with watery blue eyes thrust into my vision.   I 
bent up from my task.  MY FIRST CUSTOMER! “`ULLO, MATE !”, he bellowed above 
the shop din. “COME FER ME CASTIN`S”.   “Er yes, erm quite,” I replied, trying not 
to panic.  “For God’s sake, which ones?” screamed mentally in my mind.  I tried NOT 
to look like an ignoramus clot, but the truth would come out sooner or later, sooner 
better than later! I was new to the game, I was MARKED NEWCOMER!  “Sorry to be 
a bit of a clot, but can you tell me, what they are, and what section you are from?” I 
queried.   I thought he was going to go and have a heart attack; his eyes went like organ 
stops! and his face redder than ever!  “WATCHER WANT TER KNOW THAT FER?” 
he screeched aghast.   “Well unless I know, what they are, and what Centre they are 
for, I can`t let you have them”, I replied quietly.  He went madder than ever!   “I 
WANTS `EM ! AN ` I AINT COMIN` ALL THE WAY BACK IN THIS BLEEDIN` 
RAIN, JUST TO PLEASE YOU!”     I could see that this was going to get nowhere, and 
on my first day I DID NOT want to create a bad impression.  I then hurriedly explained 
my position.  He then calmed down. “OH SORRY MATE, I ‘AD NO IDEA.” He then 
pointed to a large pile of valve castings in a group on the floor.  “These?” I queried.  “ 
YUS MATE, THEM’S THE ONES!”  . Thank heaven for that!  At least he had taken 
some before, and he knew what he wanted.  Now came the headache of finding the 
correct casting voucher, that these castings belonged to.  I hunted through the pigeon 
hole shelves, until I came across two both marked YSM( Yard Services Manager). Now 
a second headache, which one of the two casting vouchers was the correct one for the 
castings he was collecting?  Both were for valve body castings but which?  Then it hit 
me!  Thank God for my Pattern Shop, pattern store keeping days and a good memory!  
One voucher said R A valve bodies 6 inch bore (RA for right angle). The other was for 
straight bore valves.  It couldn’t have been simpler.  The castings he wanted were of a 
6 inch bore and at a right angle.   JACKPOT!  “Found the paper work my friend”, I 
smiled.  I gave him a hand to load them up on to his Lister auto truck. Then I found I 
had committed a cardinal sin, on my first day as well!.  I had forgotten to weigh one 
and to multiply by 6. This I duly corrected before, in my excitement of a job well done, 
I almost let them go without being signed for! Another cardinal sin!  The castings were 
duly signed for, and the driver reversed out of the trimming shop with his load on the 
back of the Lister auto truck.  Now I had to book them in.  Looking at the voucher, I 
noticed that the previous lot were a total of 6 also that had been sent. So the grand 
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total of 12 had now been delivered and was complete.  I copied all the voucher details 
into the miscellaneous book - Metal code No., Job order No. YSM 398/70, Customer - 
Y S M, Main Pumping station. Casting type and metal, and how many, 6 inch bore 
right angle valves, 6 in number, gun metal, Date sent 15/4/ 1970, order complete.  It 
was essential that my writing was NEAT at all times, because if any serious events 
occurred, or mistakes made, then the order and castings in the records could be easily 
traced.  I must admit, my writing at times is poor, and I have NO EXCUSE whatever!  
Thank God for modern PCs and word processors these days, for neat and clear writing 
and automatic correction, spelling, spaces, paragraphs. Even so, you won't beat 
beautiful hand calligraphy writing, in copper plate script and real ink.  It is an ART!    

 Here I was self-congratulating, chalk up number one success!   But no sooner had I 
done so, than no greater than a speedier fall, and back to earth with a bump!  “HEY, 
YOU!” intoned an angry voice.   I turned from writing in the book to confront a small 
man with glasses in a smart suit, collar and tie. His face was almost bright red with 
anger.  “Now what have I done? “, I thought.   He came right over and began to give 
me a right earful!  “Have you sorted out those Factory castings yet?” “They HAVE GOT 
TO GO TODAY, VERY URGENT!”  I was taken aback somewhat but, not to cause 
upset, I remained dignified as much as I could muster, although his manner to me was 
most abrupt!  “I am very sorry, but I have no idea, what they are, or where they are.”  “ 
I have only just joined today, been on the job five minutes, feeling my way in,” I politely 
replied.   Coo! You’d think I had done something truly awful, a king size blunder!   He 
went redder than ever, and his voice even louder!  “I DON'T CARE IF YOU HAVE 
BEEN HERE 5 YEARS!  GET `EM SORTED NOW!”   He stormed off,  
looking for another victim to vent his wrath on, leaving me to angrily stare after him.  
I was really annoyed with his abrupt manner, and his attitude towards me. My cheeks 
were red with anger and my eyes, steely glittered.  Just then, Mr Pedrick passed by and 
made enquiries as to how I was settling in.  He could see from my expression that 
something was not right.  “Come on David, out with it, what is the matter?”   I did not 
want to get anybody into trouble but here was a case that was justified, I was still wet 
behind the ears!”  I explained the truth exactly what had happened, and nothing else, 
no embellishments.  “Ah, that's the Progress man you are under, from the Planning 
Office upstairs, Bert Nuttall. Which direction did he go?”   I told Mr Pedrick which way 
he had gone.  Mr Pedrick duly sorted out Bert and gave him a rocket! “That new lad 
has only just joined us today; he has not got his wits about him yet. He does not know 
the difference between a fire bar or valve body. I want YOU to help him out for the next 
two months until he has found his feet and can cope on his own”.  Bert Nutall nodded 
in agreement.   It transpired later, that Bert was very wary of any newcomers, 
suspicious, until he got to know them better.  Bert duly apologised to me. Apology 
accepted, we soon became the best of friends, he giving me all the help I required for 
the following few months, until I thought I was capable to carry on on my own.  Of 
course, my predecessor, George Carter, who had done this job for years, and a veteran, 
came back off sick and went straight on to trim castings.  However, his methods of 
book keeping records, and the way they were set out, try as I might, I just could not 
fathom it out at all. So I decided to carry out my own versions.  After all, what one 
knows and suits one’s own best, makes the job that much easier, and easy to 
understand.    
On every book of dispatch, I started with a new blank page, making out the table 
columns thus:  Metal code number, Customer, Order no, Type of castings, how many, 
Complete, yes or no, Date sent.   
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I found all this worked a real treat, until one day after I had gone away on annual 
summer leave for 2 weeks to sunny Benidorm, I had caused a ALMIGHTY cock up!  
But more on that later.     
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Chapter 3 - HISTORY OF THE FOUNDRY BUILDINGS AND CASTING 
METHODS, FURNACE TYPES.  

  

Before I continue with my foundry experience, I thought it only right and fair to 
describe to you what the buildings looked like, the 
process of the castings being made, and the 
furnace types used.  The Iron and Brass Foundry, 
along with the Pattern Makers shop on the top, 
2nd floor of this 3 storey building, also with a 
cellar, stands 4 square and proud on the corner of 
Victoria Road and The Parade road.  The Pattern 
Shop and the 1st floor planning offices, pattern 
store, the shot blast and trimming areas, 
including the trimming shop annex, the 
Foreman’s Office, Officers toilets, and his writers 
on the ground floor, were along the Parade Road 
whilst the main casting shop ran alongside 
Victoria Road.  More on this casting shop later.  
In fact, it was in the shape of a letter L.   Built of 
dark red brickwork, with white granite stringer 

courses and typical Victorian round arch-topped windows of cast iron frames with 
small panes of glass, with one centre 
window that could fall inwards for 
ventilation.    On top of the Pattern Shop, 
was a large tank of water covering the 
entire flat roof but in 3 sections.  I think 
it must have held about 900,000 gallons 
of water, possibly more.  This was their 
own fire fighting protection, with large 
down pipes, valves and water hoses 
attached, in the Pattern Shop at intervals 
along the wall.  The entrance to the place, 
surprisingly, is quite modest for rather a 
grand building - a small sliding door at the front, overlooking 8 Dock and No. 2 Steam 

basin.  You entered this, and then 
through a small air-lock lobby, through 
another door and into the start of the 
foundry trimming area. On your 
immediate right, was the Foreman's 
office, his writer’s (clerk) under the broad 
iron staircase, leading to the first floor 
planning office, recorder timekeepers, 
pattern store, and then the Pattern Shop.  
Opposite on your left, was the Iron 
Foundry ingot store, the electric mains to 
the building, turned on and off by the 
duty shop electrician, then through the 

double wooden doors to the main casting shop.  Just past that, was the lift and lift shaft  
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to all floors and the cellar below.  Carrying on, on that side, was a small store, back to 
back with the electricians’ rest 
and work place, then came my 
dispatch office.  Past that on my 
side, a double row of rubber 
doors, which lead to a side 
corridor, which contained 
another small store, a door 
entrance to the cellars below, 
and a floor-mounted scale, on 
which you laid any large lumps 
of scrap metal prior to them 
going in the furnace.  Going on 
the right again, you came to the 
fettling benches, with their 
grinding wheels, cutting saws, 
and dust extraction plant.  
Beyond that, was the reception 
area to receive all castings for 
shot blasting, together with its 
overhead travel crane.  To the 
left once more, were the shot 
blast tumblers and shot blast 
chamber.  Finally through the 
large wooden doors, under the 
archway and through another 
set of large doors, into the 
trimming shop annex.  Here, 
were more fettling benches, 

with their own dust extraction plant and a big circular saw machine, plus a mechanical  
hacksaw.  There was also a water pressure test bench for certain castings, more on that 
also later. The Iron and Brass foundry was created to make castings as required for the 
then new-fangled steam-driven warships coming into service around about the 1850s 
onwards.  Of course, their Lordships at the Admiralty in London laughed and scoffed 
at the new ideas of steam propulsion, saying that sail would always be dominant and 
the wooden walls of mighty England, since Drake and Nelson would never die out.  
This is despite the fact, that in the 16th century, an ACTUAL  steam paddle ship, was 
tried out, but it was not very reliable mechanically and considered to be nothing more 
than a novelty toy. Also trials were had with another steam ship in the 1790s, but that 
too was thrown out by their Lordships.   But time and industrial progress and 
technology marched on and soon these wonderful new powerful steam war ships were 
being built.  The days of the wooden sailing warship, for over 400 years, were coming 
to an end.  The Iron and Brass Foundry building dates from 1857 and is listed.      
  

Of course, this meant new skills had to be found, pattern makers to make the required 
shape of the castings to be in wood, and the foundry men to turn the same thing into 
the actual casting required.  Pattern Makers as such, were not such a problem.  It was 
the shortage of foundry craftsmen.  Their Lordships were aghast at having to find yet 
more funds to train up new foundry craftsmen. This meant, at vast expense in those 
days, having to get foundry craftsmen from the famous bell casting foundries in 
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Whitechapel, East London to travel to Portsmouth  Naval Dockyard to teach the men 
there how to produce perfect castings. Having digressed a moment, let us now explore 
the casting shop of the Iron and Brass foundry.    
  

Going through the wooden double doors, we come into a high lofty building with an  
“A” shaped roof but hip 
jointed at the ends.  
Originally on the right 
side was the 
Inspectors` office along 
with the Chargeman’s 
whilst on the left was a 
furnace,  very  old 
fashioned this by the 
way in 1960. In 1964, 
this was scrapped and a 
new  smaller  one 
installed in the place of 
the Inspectors office, 
which  had  now 
transferred  to 
 where the trimming 
area was, these new 
offices, being built on 
against the stair case 
leading to the Pattern 
Shop, and new 
Planning Office, also on 
the 1st floor.   Also on 
the right were a row of 
ingot  moulds. 
 Any surplus molten 
metal after  the 
 days  cast, would be 
poured from the 
 ladle  into  these 
moulds and allowed to 
set. When almost set 

solid, still glowing red hot,  they  would  be turned over and the ingots would fall out, 
being left to cool off on  
the floor.  Going up towards the East end of the shop, on the right, were more furnaces, 
a pair of floor mounted type, the furnace men's cubby hole, or rest room, then an 
archway. Through here, were the hand wash basins, the oven for cooking one’s lunch 
the wife had made for her hubby, or hot pies, pasties etc, and most important, the hot 
water boiler or urn, to mash one’s tea. Above this, was a walkway which connected to 
the upper first floor storage area for moulding boxes, new crucibles, new small ladles, 
raffia straw, bags of moulding agents and other items.  If one carried on through the 
arch, you came into the Foundry Yard.  Here was located, the overhead travel crane, 
10 ton max lift, the coke store where coke was used in the cast iron cupola furnaces, all 
the very large moulding boxes or flasks, and the diesel fuel tank which fed the furnace 
flames. Last by no means least, an annealing furnace, for the steel castings.  The toilet 
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block was in the left corner. Originally, the rubbish dump was on the left side, but that 
went in favour of a new sand store, and with the more hygienic tidy skips, everyone's 

rubbish thrown in there.  Near 
the toilet block, were the dust 
hoppers, which carried all the 
deadly dust, from the shot blast 
process.  
These at intervals, were given 
a good shake, automatically by 
the motors attached. The dust 
fell into tubs, which then were 
watered down, before being 
man handled and emptied into 
the tidy bin, TRYING NOT to 
create too much  dust 
 cloud,  when emptied.  

  

Going back now into the Iron 
and Brass Foundry shop, there 
was, as previously mentioned, 
a side corridor with rubber 
swing doors each end. Inside, 
a door entrance to the cellars 
below, then 2 small stores and, 
at the end on the right, the 
locker and shower rooms.  As 
we carry on, there is a second 
lift. This went to the upper 
first floor but, because the 
floor mentioned was on two 
slightly different levels, this 
meant the lift had to go up 
another foot in order to get out 
of it on one side.  The lift had a 
gate each side. Back down 
again, we come to the two cast 
iron cupola furnaces, the 
blasting air fans with motors 

on the first floor, as well as the charging holes. There was a small hoist with a door 
landing, this for the wheelbarrow loads of coke for the furnaces.  A small steel steep 
ladder lead down to ground floor level and, also here, another furnace man’s rest 
cabin.  Of course, at the  
very end, were wooden steps to the ground floor again.  The last place on the right, 
housed a “FORDATH” sand mill mix machine.  
  

  

Back into the main casting shop, right at the very end, were the core-making benches, 
and the mould oven. This was originally heated by scrap wood and coke, later gas-fired 
as from 1976.  A capstan drum, hauled the trolley with the moulds on, in and out of the 
oven, by a hawser wire.  On the left side of the casting shop, all along, was the 
moulding/ casting area.  Above, were 2 overhead travel cranes, one kept each end of 
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the shop, reached by steel steps, This meant, that the crane driver who had to work the 
crane down the other end of the shop, firstly had to duck under the crane in front, once 
through, walk along the railed catwalk to the other crane, 40ft up!  Shop lighting 
throughout, was very large, single screw end globe tungsten  

 

bulbs, 240v, 150 watts, in green tin shades, with white glass reflectors. The casting 
shop had the same but with mercury tube bulbs as well.  1976 saw all the old lighting 
removed and large, very bright mercury vapour lamps installed in ALL of the foundry 
complexes. This gave everyone a much better and safer working environment. Now 
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having wandered ourselves around the Iron and Brass Foundry coming to the Steel 
and Small Brass foundries later on, let us now see how the castings were made and the 
furnace types used.  
 Chapter 4 - THE CASTING PROCESS AND FURNACE TYPES.  

 How a Casting is made?  It can be a very simple one, such as wing nuts weighing just 
under 1lb to secure water tight doors, or very complicated ones like pump casings for 
submarines, in hundredweights, up to very large castings - Penstock doors, 5 TONS 
each, inserted in dock culverts and raised to let the sea flood in to the dock, to float the 
ship out after a refit, or to let one in.  Before one can produce a casting, one has to have 
a wood pattern.  Although the founder is a highly skilled craftsman, the pattern makers 
skill has to be even higher.  For it is HE, who is solely responsible, in producing a wood 
pattern, a 3 dimensional object, from a flat drawing of the pattern required to be 
turned into a perfect casting every time. UPON his shoulders rests that responsibility.   
The wood used in the patterns was always yellow pine, soft but sturdy, and easy to 
carve and cut into the shapes required.  Once the pattern was made, the shop labourers 
(I have done this also) gave it a base coat of varnish and then covered it in red pattern 
paint, meth based.  If the casting was to be hollow, core prints were added on the 
pattern ends, showing where the holes would be in the casting, and highlighted in 
black.  Now to make hollow castings, one had to have a core box. This was the shape 
of inside the pattern and casting to be. Channels carved out by a gouging machine, 
with a round blade, all shapes and sizes.  The core box was painted the same as the 
pattern, the core channel, picked out in black.  Core boxes could be in 2 halves, or just 
one half, we will see the reason for this in moment. Patterns, if not solid, were split in 
half, held together by brass dowel pins, likewise a split core box.  Prior to the pattern 
and core box going down to the foundry to be made into castings, upon them would be 
the full details of what was required from the casting request voucher which would 
also go down with the pattern. Written thus were:    

4775 (metal code no.), F 209 (order no.), HMS  DIDO (ship), 5” bore sluice valve body 
(type of casting), 12 in no. (no. required),  gun metal (metal type),  23/ 4/ 68 (date). 
The core box would have 12 in no. cores.  
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 I must stress here that ALL the wood 
patterns made, and the castings from 
them, are OVERSIZE.   This is for 
obvious reasons, as all castings are 
machined on the lathe and holes drilled 
as required, to the CORRECT SIZE, 
prior to fitting on the ship or in a steam 
system around a building.  Once the 
pattern, core box or core boxes, if a 
complicated casting, left the Pattern 
Shop, with the voucher, it went 
downstairs to the Planning Office 
FIRST, for full records to be taken, and 
then to the Chargeman in the foundry 
shop.   Here the Chargeman would also 
record all the details and they in turn 
would go on a 5 -card trick, Work 
Instruction -White copy to the Planning  
Office, Green copy to the Inspector, Pink 
to the Chargeman, Yellow to the Time 
Recorders, and Buff to the founder. On 
this was also the dept. centre no., C570, 
working week number, we will say 32 (52 

weeks a year), and the work card instruction no., e.g.:17759 .  Now this number would 
appear on the founder’s wages slip, because they were job contracts that he got paid 
for, as well as money earned per hour, the Yellow copies going to the Finance dept., 
from the time keeper recorders.  Once that number had come in his wage slip, he could 
tear up the buff work card, unless some dispute or query stopped payment.  But this is 
getting off track DAVID BARBER! So let us return to our task.    
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For arguments sake, we will keep the casting to be a simple one, although the 
principles are more or less the 
same.  It will be a TEE piece; no 
dear! NOT TEA! A pipe joint 
casting in the shape of the letter 
“T” at the end, with flanges -  
from 1-inch bore up to 8-inch.  
The pattern is in TWO HALVES.  
Now the first thing the founder 
has to do is to sort out the correct 
size mould box, or its correct 
title, mould flask. No dear! 
nothing to do with hot tea either!  
Depending on how deep the 
mould has to be, usually several 
are clamped tight together for 
depth, although if the pattern is 
tiny, then just one will do.  
Having selected the right number 
of mould flasks, the founder then 
places the pattern face down on 
the foundry floor with the flasks 
like a frame all round it.  Next he 
shovels special washed loam 
sand into the flask until it is level 
with the top.  Once that is done, 
using a long rammer, a steel bar  

with a flat brass or steel hammer head, 
he begins to ram and pack the sand till it 
is solid and smooth.  This could take a 
hour or so, depending on the size of the 
casting to be made, sometimes longer.  
Once done, if he could lift it, or by 
getting a labourers help, or the crane if 
that heavy, the mould would be turned 
over, revealing the pattern lying in the 
sand. NOW FOR THE TRICKY BIT!  
Getting a metal spike, the founder would 
tap it into the pattern. Once in, he would 
then VERY GENTLY remove the pattern 
from the mould flask, LEAVING ITS 
IMPRESSION in the  

sand.  If lucky, the mould shape should be perfect, but if some of the sand had collapsed 
or torn, then using special spoon trowels, the damage could be smoothed over.  The 
process was repeated for the other half of the mould flask.  After that, the channels for 
the runners and risers were carved in the mould. These are like the sprues, or twigs, 
that you find in plastic kits that hold the parts together; they do exactly the same 
function, guide and feed the metal into and around the mould.   
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In order that the casting can be made hollow, it has, as previously described, a core 
channel box.  It is the internal shape of the casting to be, and is made as follows.  The 
founder first of all, gets some wire roding  bent to shape and bound with wire if a T- 
pipe shape is required, and lays them in the core box channel . The channels are then 

filled with sand, and packed tight and 
smooth till a solid shape has been 
reproduced, JUST LIKE THE FLASK 
IMPRESSION BUT IN REVERSE. If 
the core box is only one half type, the 
2nd core half has to be made from the 
same box, if a split core box, then both 
halves can be made at the same time.  
Once the core interiors have been 
made, the two halves are VERY 
CAREFULLY removed from the core 
box channels, and joined together by 
wire at the core ends. Of course at this 
stage, the sand cores are HIGHLY 
FRAGILE!.   Now the next stage 

comes. Once both moulds have  
been made, they are dressed; NO DEAR, NOT CORSETS! or ANYTHING ELSE!   

The founder, first of all had to blow clean very carefully, the mould impression in the 
sand, of any dirt, loose sand grains etc, that might ruin the casting shape when the 
molten metal flowed in. This was done with a small pair of hand bellows.  Once the 
founder was satisfied, that the mould was perfect, he then gave it 2 thin coats of 
plumbago.  This was a mixture of water and lead graphite. TOO thick a mixture and 
the mould could be ruined and the casting would come out shapeless.  The cores were 
treated in the same manner.  The same day, the moulds would go into the mould and 
core oven after the day’s work, to cure rock hard overnight.  Next morning, the moulds 
and cores would be rock solid and also very hot, ready to receive the days cast.  The 
moulds and cores would be taken to the founder whose` job they were. Now came the 
mould assembly.  Once the mould was sufficiently cool enough to touch, which did not 
take very long, the first thing the founder did was to make one last inspection. Once he 
had satisfied himself all was okay, he then gave the mould a light dusting of resin 
powder.  This was to make sure that the casting once set, would slip out of the mould 
easily. Next came the positioning of the CORE.  Now this had to sit in the mould 
impression DEAD CENTRE! Otherwise, if you did NOT, the casting inside would be 
thick on one side and wafer thin the other.  Finally the top half of the mould was closed 
over the bottom half. The two halves of the mould flasks were clamped tight with 
wedges and cotter pins. To prevent molten metal leaks, loam sticky sand was packed 
tight around where the joints of the flask boxes met.  The last task was to create vent 
holes in the mould.  This was HIGHLY ESSENTIAL, because the moulds had to be 
properly vented. Molten metal when it goes in a mould creates its own gas and, if that 
gas does not escape, the mould will explode violently, showering molten metal 
everywhere and badly burning the workers! I have seen this happen on occasions!  
Once the gas escapes, usually to make sure, the founder with lighted taper touches the 
vent hole.   Then guidepouring cups were placed on the runner and riser holes.   For 
technical terms, the top half of the mould flask was called the cope and the bottom 
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half, the drag. I do apologise, if I have got that back to front, no doubt some ex founder 
will correct me!             

Now for the cast.  Prior to the days cast, the 
ladles were heated via a gas heater, till their 
insides were glowing red-hot.  Once done, 
the heater was removed via the overhead 
travel crane, then the ladle picked up by the 
crane. In between the crane hook and ladle, 
was a spring balance scale, big white glass 
dial, with black weight numbers and a red 
hand. This registered the amount of metal, 
coming out of the furnace, and NOT TOO 
heavy for the crane to lift.  The ladle was 
positioned by the furnace-pouring spout.  

The furnace tilted and the molten metal  

poured into the ladle.  One of the furnace men’s job was to use a skimmer or paddle 
blade, as the metal flowed into the ladle.  This stopped all the impurities or slag, which 
rose to the surface, rather like milk skin in a heated saucepan, going into the mould.    

The molten metal runs into the mould and AROUND THE CORE IN THE MOULD 
CENTRE.  After the day’s cast, the castings are left to set overnight.  The following day, 
the castings are knocked out of the sand mould.  Originally it was done by hand - shop 
labourers, hot, backbreaking work, and then the sand recycled through a small 
portable mechanical sand screen machine. In 1966, a big new mould shaking plant was 
put in.  The mould boxes were placed on the shake-out screen by the crane, a switch 
turned, and the table vibrated knocking out all the castings. The sand would then go 
down a conveyor into a hopper, then up another conveyor into the top hopper where 
it was washed and cleaned before coming down into the distribution conveyor as fresh 
sand and distributed around the sand bins in the foundry shop for the founders to use 
again.  Any solid lumps, core rods, wires, or other rubbish was automatically rejected 
down another chute into the waiting barrow below, carted off as rubbish to the tidy 
skip.  If you recall, I explained that the molten metal FLOWED AROUND THE CORE 
in the mould; the core mould also gets smashed, thus LEAVING YOUR CASTING 
HOLLOW, so that is EXACTLY how it is done! Of course the casting was very rough, 
and very dirty once it has left the mould, so 
before it could be sent away, it had to be 
trimmed and cleaned.    The first stage was 
that it was shot blasted.  The castings went 
into a special shot-blasting chamber.  The 
worker wore a thick rubber apron, gloves, 
steel capped boots and air-fed helmet with a 
mica screen.  Once the door was closed, the 
co-worker turned on the air supply to the air 
gun that fired the shot - exactly the same as 
used in shot guns, for the glorious 12th of 
August.  At  
a pressure of 120 psi, the shot cleaned off every speck of dirt and grime.  The shot 
travelled through a plated metal floor with 100s of holes on to a conveyor below that 
took it to the top of the hopper and went round again to the shot gun in the chamber. 
The shot blast lamps were protected by armour-thick shatter-proof glass.  Meanwhile, 
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the dust and dirt was sucked out into the outside dust hoppers.   The fan motor blew, 
as well as sucked, providing both mediums for the work to be carried out.    

Literally in ONE YEAR, 1 TON OF SHOT WAS DEVOURED, smashed to atoms!    
Once the castings had been cleaned, the final stage was the rough finishing, or its 

true title, fettling of the castings.  
Remember I mentioned the runners 
and risers, or the sprues or twigs? 
These were the waste bits of the 
casting, which were removed and 
re-melted down to make more 
castings.  Any jagged edges, known 
as flashings, were also removed.  
The tools used were, hammers and 
cold chisels, files, and air driven 
surface angle grinders, and grinding 
wheels.     Lastly the casting was 
ready for dispatch but, of course, 
was inspected before it left.  NO 
ONE KNEW what the metal would 
do when it went into the mould.  
The  casting  may  have 
 looked perfect  on  the 
 surface,  but underneath, 
could have been a big cavity, too 
much gas in the metal, caused a 
bubble to form.  To prevent 
 this,  the  furnace 
 men dropped in, de-gassing 
tablets to the molten metal charge 
prior to it being poured.         

Now for the description of the furnace types that were used:  

 REVERBERATORY FURNACE. These were the ORIGINAL type used to melt down 
the metal. They depended on wind draught up the furnace chimney, rather like your 
domestic coal fire at home, to fan the flames to melting temperature. It could take all 
day to melt the metal, if the winds were light, and in the wrong direction. This was 
totally unsatisfactory for making the castings in great quantities, and required daily.    

SKELNER FURNACE. This new furnace was the KEY to all day casting production 
required on a daily basis, and in large quantities, plus shorter melting of the metal 
time.   The crucible pot, which held the metal, sat in the centre of the furnace.  The 
furnace itself was a steel framed box, or a round one, lined throughout with fire bricks, 
and fixed with fire brick cement.  On one side, there was the fuel sprayer nozzle with a 
valve.  This nozzle emitted diesel fuel in a fine mist, which was fed from the outside 
fuel storage tank in the foundry yard through pipe work along the walls and branching 
off to each furnace. The fuel would be ignited by either a lighted taper or a rag soaked 
in oil and thrown in the furnace.  The sprayers were just the same as those on ship 
boilers, oil fuel fired.  In order to get the melting temperatures up as quickly as 
possible, the furnace, had its own self-contained fan blower motor.  Once the furnace 
had been lit, the fan motor was switched on.  Air blasted through trunking and into the 
furnace, alongside the sprayer nozzle.  Of course, the air valve and the nozzle, had to 
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be adjusted, in order that the correct temperature was reached to melt the metal, and 
the correct flame colour, usually orange red.  If one did not get it right first time, the 
furnace would spit, pop and bang, and acrid white smoke would be emitted that 
clouded the casting shop in a white choking fog - everyone gassed and eyes watering 
from the fumes!    Also attached was a temperature gauge.  This had a thermometer 
wire probe running from inside the furnace to a gauge on the wall, divided into 3 
colours: white cold, yellow hot, and orange at melting temperature.   Once the melting 
temperature had been reached, the furnace was shut off, and the furnace man, pulling 
down his gold coated visor with helmet, would climb up the little ladder and peer into 
the furnace heart to see all was well.  As an extra precaution, he also used a pyrometer 
probe.  This was a portable temperature gauge, the end of which was the wire probe, 
covered in small fire clay ring bricks. The furnace man would dip the probe into the 
crucible, and hold it there until the correct temperature reading on the needle gauge 
steadied.  If it was not hot enough, the furnace would be turned on again, until it was.  
The crucible pot would be stirred with the ladle paddle or skimmer by the furnace man 
and then, to extract the metal into the waiting ladle, the furnace would be tilted.  This 
could be done manually by the furnace man, turning a wheel with a long rod that 
engaged a tooth gear wheel set in a curved teeth quadrant rail, or could be motorised.    

POT FIRE FURNACE.  This furnace was of the small cube type, the air fan and 
trunking along with the fuel sprayer nozzle and the furnace bulk, were below ground 
level, usually 2 to 3 foot down.  It worked on the same principal as the SKELNER 
furnace, the crucible pot sitting in the furnace centre.  When the metal was ready to be 
poured, after the furnace was shut off, the round top cover was unbolted and swung 
away.  Then the crucible pot was pulled out by lifting tongs, and placed in a special 
crucible pot carrier.  This was a long straight steel affair but with a scissor action, a 
round bulge to hold the crucible pots in the middle, and two pairs of handles each end, 
one for the labourer and one for the founder.  These furnaces were not used often - 
only for small amounts of castings to be made should orders be light.  However, if a 
very big order was required and so much work involved, then every furnace was used 
to utmost capacity.    

I might venture here, as when the molten metal was being poured from the ladle, the 
founder, had the “LIVE” end as it was called - he turned the wheel which tilted it, whilst 
the labourer held the “DEAD” end, a metal bar to keep it steady.   There is an example 
of a pot fire furnace in the Historic Dockyard Apprentices Exhibition, in the foundry 
exhibit of long gone trades.    

CUPOLA FURNACE.  Now these furnaces were a different kettle of fish!  They were 
used primarily for the smelting of cast iron.  They consisted of a long steel chimney, 
with a spark arrester cage or cowl on the top and the furnace chamber below with the 
pouring spout.  The furnace inside was lined with fire brick and clay up  as far as the 
furnace charge hole located on the first floor. The reason for this will be explained in a 
moment. The furnace chamber was in fact a double; the rear one would trap all the 
slag or impurities, whilst the molten iron would flow into the main receiving chamber.  
Underneath the rear chamber would be two-drop doors, kept in place by a metal post 
with a length of rope attached and a metal wedge hammered home tight.   
Also were 2 doors, one in each chamber, also hammered shut.  The fan blower motor 
and air blast trunking was located on the 1st floor, and went down to the furnace below.  
Preparation of the furnace was as follows, usually the day beforehand as it took quite 
a while to do.  First of all, the bottom doors were closed as previously described.  Then 
the furnace chamber side door holes, first of all had a layer plug made, of special loam 
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sand packed really tight and smooth, followed by a wooden one cut to shape from a 
scrap piece of plywood. Then the steel door with a lug bar was hammered into place. 
Now the furnace could be charged for the next day’s cast, the reason for that charge 
hole on the first floor becoming clear.  The chimney flue of the furnace to the chamber 
below was filled with alternate layers of coke, lime stone, wood, and scrap iron, plus 
new metal ingots through this charge hole, until the layers were level with it. Once 
filled, the scrap wood was set alight, usually consisting of wood off cuts too small to be 
made into patterns, or wood patterns now obsolete, including their core boxes, 
burning until the coke was glowing red hot.  Once it was, the fan blower was turned on 
to raise the temperature to melt the metal.  Now around the air blast trunking in the 
main furnace chamber were little portholes called “twyers” (pronounced “tweers”).   
Looking through these, the furnace man could see how the progress of the melting 
stage was progressing, or using a small poker, could probe about to see if any 
obstruction was present and try to clear it; it was not always easy to do so.  The purpose 
of the limestone, was to clean the iron of any impurities as it melted.   The metal was 
fed into the charge hole located as described on the 1st floor. When it melted it ran 
through the coke layers and limestone into the main receiving chamber of the furnace 
waiting to be tapped.  Tapping the cast iron was VERY DANGEROUS, the reason being 
that when it poured, a huge cascade like a firework display of golden sparks showered 
everywhere. If one of those got in your clothes or down your neck, you could be badly 
burnt.  After the days cast, the stripping down of the furnace began.  Now these types 
were even more dangerous than the other furnaces, because the charge had to be 
extracted by hand, this is how it was done.  Firstly, the 2 drop doors were opened, 
under the rear chamber, by pulling the metal pole and wedge away with the rope 
attached. Next the 2 chamber doors would be lifted off and wedges knocked out, 
revealing the wood and sand plugs.  A slag receiver container would be placed at the 
rear chamber plug door hole, whilst a bed of sand was made with a protective metal 
sheet on the front chamber.  Of course, the temperature was over 3,000 degrees F; 
great care was required when removing the charge inside.  The furnace men sweated 
buckets! It was also mandatory for the furnace men to take salt tablets with water daily.   

The removal of the furnace charge began.  Standing behind the metal protective screen 
the furnace men, with their visors down, gloves on, canvas apron on, with long steel 
bars, would batter down the first sand plug on the front chamber.  A small hole would 
appear with an orange glow before finally, with a rush, the contents would spill out 
into the bed of sand laid out earlier.  Once done, the screen on feet was moved to the 
rear chamber plug hole, and the same process carried out. But here was a difference, 
for this was where the ENTIRE FURNACE charge was in the chimney! After battering 
down the rear sand plug in the rear chamber door, there would be a small orange glow, 
then like a dam bursting, the whole slag charge would cascade out like toffee.  At the 
same time, with a rush, the whole charge from the chimney flue, would cascade on to 
the floor through the drop open doors, with a huge sheet of flame, white hot coke 
bouncing all over the show, and terrific heat.  It was a golden rule, that NO ONE was 
to be within 50 ft of the furnace, around the back area, when the charge was being 
dropped. Once it was, only the furnace men were allowed round the back.  Here they 
turned on the water hose, to damp down all the embers as much as possible.  The 
furnace thundered, hissed and roared, as icy water met 3,000 degrees F! Clouds of 
steam like a sauna bath filled the air, with a pong of bad eggs, this due to some sulphur 
content.  Lastly, they threw sheets of old corrugated iron over the dying embers for 
protection, and when cold the next day they were cleared away. The slag, cooled to a 
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green glass appearance, but was VERY SHARP and no one was to touch it, unless you 
wore thick gloves.  Of course, sometimes the dropped charge from the furnace would 
not budge, some obstruction would be holding it. For the furnace men this was highly 
dangerous since it meant, with visor down, they had to peer up inside the chimney just 
seconds, to see where the jam was, and get a prick bar to dislodge it.  The snag was that 
charge could drop ANY SECOND WITHOUT WARNING. After a lot of oaths and 
swearing, the furnace man would feel a slight movement. “IT`S GOING, RUN! they 
would yell, only seconds to spare before the lot came down as described.       

Of course, water and molten metal DO NOT MIX. If water gets on to molten metal, the 
result is a loud explosion, scalding steam, and worse, molten metal going everywhere.  
The reason I mention this is to illustrate what can happen, and did, to a full casting 
charge in the Iron and Brass foundry one day in 1973.  This particular day, of April 
showers was exceptional, very heavy, with strong wind gusts, and thunder and 
lightning.  The skies were very gloomy, almost a sinister purple grey twilight, getting 
darker by the hour.  There was a huge greenish pink flash, followed by a colossal crack 
of thunder and then a torrent of very heavy rain, never seen the like.  Now at the time, 
number 1 cupola cast iron furnace was flashed up for the days cast, with a full metal 
charge.  Of course everybody laughed and joked about the weather outside, or 
grumbled, wondering if they would get home dry after out muster at 4 .30pm ( 16.30).  
Unbeknown to the furnace men however, on the upper floor where the furnace charge 
hole was, the roof had a leak.  As the rain outside lashed down like a tropical torrent a 
sudden steady stream squirted straight through the roof into the furnace charge.  The 
result was inevitable!   There was an almighty “BANG!” The ENTIRE furnace contents, 
shot out from within and flew all over the show.  The furnace men reacted, God knows 
how, with split second timing, fleeing from the scene, although the chief furnace man, 
Ted Parker, received 20 percent burns on his back. He was very lucky not to have been 
burnt alive.  Luckily there was not much to burn on the landing, mostly all steel. But 
even so, the Fire Brigade was called, and the Dockyard ambulance which took poor 
Ted down to the Dockyard surgery who then dispatched him to the now long-gone 
emergency hospital, “The ROYAL”, off Commercial Road and just outside the 
Dockyard.  Ted was laid up for over 4 months and then getting skin grafts.  He fought 
for compensation, the Transport & General Workers Union, fighting the case - bad 
building maintenance; the hole should have been spotted and repaired.  Ted won, 
getting £8,000, which in those days was quite a sum.  Of course, that days cast was 
totally cancelled as enquiries had to establish what had happened and witness 
statements taken.  A whip round was organised to help poor Ted - over £150 was raised 
and presented to him, and flowers from the Foreman to his wife.  Ted and his wife 
were very grateful for all the kindness shown.  

ELECTRIC CARBON ARC FURNACE.  Now on to happier things, we come to the 
furnaces for melting steel.  As a matter of interest to the layman, the Portsmouth 
Dockyard steel foundry was the ONLY steel foundry in the WHOLE of Southern 
England!  This meant, of course, casting orders were quite considerable.  Castings for 
the other Naval Dockyards and private firms such as the famous shipbuilding firm of 
Vosper Thornycroft, which by co-incidence is now established in the Portsmouth 
Dockyard.  Since 1992, the place is now a private company, FSL, Fleet Support Limited 
although attached to the Ministry of Defence (Navy).  Refits these days are more or 
less like a garage overhaul. The days when a warship was refitted and stripped to the 
bare bones in dry dock, taking 5 years in the case of the aircraft carrier HMS 
VICTORIOUS in 1961, have long gone.  But all that is another story, so let’s keep on 
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track.  The electric arc furnace, of which there were 2 in the Steel Foundry of 3 ton 
capacity and dating from 1929, when starting to melt the metal strikes an electric arc 
from 3 electrodes made of carbon, attached to the copper collars at the furnace top, 
with cables leading to the main switch board control. Because of the terrific heat 
generated, the collars and electrodes are cooled by water jackets, with cold water 
pumped through them.  It is the ARC THAT IS STRUCK, that actually chews the metal 
into its molten state.  It looks like what you see an arc welder does in a garage on a car 
- a blinding purple white flash.  Scrap steel and some iron is usually the metal charge 
used.  The electrodes move up and down, according to the strength of the electric arc 
struck - the higher they are the greater the arc.  They can be worked automatically or 
manually by turning the hand wheels on the back of the furnace, but usually it is the 
former.  Whilst the melting process is carried out, aluminium sticks are added to clean 
the metal of impurities, likewise fluorspar granules. When the metal was almost ready 
to be poured the furnace man, with a tiny scoop on a long bar, would take out a sample 
and pour it into a mould.  The duty Scientist, in this case Bob Lyle would know by its 
colour and fluidity if it was ready to be poured or not.  This was called the Bessemer 
process.  Of course the casting ladles, because of their large size and 3 ton of metal at 
a time in one, the molten metal would pour out from the bottom into the mould.  This 
was achieved by a plug, which was covered in fire clay bricks and sat in the hole of the 
ladle.  It was lifted up by a lever attached to it to let the metal run out.  The Steel 
Foundry had its own labs where not only steel was tested for quality control, but all 
the other metals used as well. Because the steel was at a higher temperature than the 
other metals, this meant that the moulds had to have a different type of sand mix.  Also 
in the flange parts, horse shoe nails or brads were added to the mould. These helped 
feed the metal flowing into the mould.  The castings were moulded and knocked out 
as described in the Iron and Brass foundry although with two different things.  The 
runners and risers were burn off in the Steel trimming shop using oxy -acetylene gas 
torches. Then the usual tools used to finish off the castings.  However, pure cast steel 
is very hard but at the same time is also brittle.  This meant that EVERY casting had 
to be heat treated in the annealing oven in order to reset its molecular structure so it 
would be strong and not snap.  When they came out they were left to cool down over 
night before being shot blasted clean, as the process left a blue grey scale all over the 
castings.  The steel trimming shop also had its resident welder to patch up any castings 
with defects.  The area was marked out in chalk and then the fettler using a chisel pistol 
or grinding tool cut out the bad bit of the casting which was then welded shut.  Of 
course, quite a few castings went over to the X RAY labs just across from us in Murray's 
Lane, particularly those used in submarines for obvious reasons.  Also, all welds were 
X rayed as well.    

I must apologise, dear reader, for digressing just a moment because I forgot to mention 
how cores were made in the Iron and Brass foundry WITHOUT the core box.  These 
were mainly for rudder bearing sleeves -up to 124 inch diameter or even larger.  The 
bearing sleeves, or bushes if you like, were sometimes 10ft or more in length. This 
meant a lot of large mould boxes, stacked on top of each other, to produce that length. 
Now the core was made on a iron barrel, the same length as the casting required and, 
may I add, all different sizes and diameters as well.  The barrel was laid down 
horizontally on to V-cut stands, both ends having a spigot by which it was lifted by 
chains by the crane or, when laid down, rotated by the founder with a handle fixed on 
one end only.  Now the iron barrel was first coated in a wet loam sand mix. Once that 
was done the founder began to wrap straw raffia rope, from a large coil of the stuff on 
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the foundry shop floor, around the barrel, turning it slowly and also moving from side 
to side in each layer, until the desired circumference was reached. Each layer was also 
covered in the special loam mix sand and left to set. It was khaki in colour and smelt 
something vile because fish guts and fish oil, supplied in large drums, were added to 
the mixture.  Sometimes, if a smallish one was being made, the core barrel could go 
vertical and a screed board was used to smooth out the sand layers as the barrel was 
rotated.   In other cases, if no core barrel was available, the founder made a wire frame 
and then added loam bricks in several layers, joined together by wetting the brick 
edges and leaving them to set.  Then each layer of bricks had a smooth loam sand layer 
laid on top.    

Finally in the casting process we come to test bars.  Now these were used for quality 
control. The castings that were made also had test bars made with the same metal 
used.  The casting and test bar had numbers stamped on them and all details of the 
castings date: who for, type, etc, were kept on records. Should the casting fail in test, 
or the test bar, both would be scraped and remade.  This was applied to certain castings 
only where in the warship machinery areas very critical could mean life or death in 
action or emergency. With those test bar records, the castings and test bars, could be 
traced right back to when they first were made, and the reasons why they failed.     

 Now let us wander, dear reader, around the 
Steel Foundry shop, and trimming shop and 
last by no means least, the Small Brass 
Foundry shop, whereby yet another 
moulding process we shall see they used to 
do called CO2.  The Steel Foundry was built 
on the site of the old Coppersmith Shop in 
1923.  The old Coppersmith Shop dated back 
to the early 18th century, as far as I know, 
and was the ONLY place in the Dockyard at 
that time that did smelting of copper into 
sheets to clad the hulls of the Navy warships. 
These stopped the dreaded sea worm, or its 
larvae, from attacking the wooden hull below 
waterline and sinking the ship.    The Steel 
Foundry, its trimming shop annex, and the 
Small Brass Foundry run along Murray's 
Lane, although the Small Brass one is also on 
a corner with THE PARADE road.   The Steel 
Foundry is of cathedral like proportions size 
wise, the  
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roof up to 40- 50 ft high and again in an “A” frame style.  At the western end of the 
building are long thin windows, whilst in the roof space are glass windows and along 
the walls of the building.  At each end are double sliding doors.  Up on a first floor level 
is a single storey store, reached by a steel staircase with wooden treads.  Under this 
was a sand bin then, about half way, the entrance to the locker and shower rooms and 
toilets.   Just past that was another sand mixing mill, before finally the moulding ovens 
like those in the Iron and Brass 
foundry.   Coming over to the 
roadside of the building, were 
round hand wash communal basins, 
and the tea urn plus the cooking 
oven.  Besides this were the offices 
of the Inspector and the  
Chargeman.    Steam 
 heaters adorned the walls, 
big oblong sheets of metal, set high 
up. In winter  they  were 
 worse  than useless, hardly 
any heat at all, because the 
installers forgot, HEAT RISES! At 
the other side of the foundry, of 
course, were the 2 electric furnaces 
with their control panels. When the 
furnaces were running they used to 
get red hot!  Of course sometimes 
there were fears they might burst 
into flames!   
Between the furnaces was the 
furnace men’s cubby hole or little 
rest shack home made from odds 
and ends of wood.  Below each 
furnace of course was a very deep 
pit covered over by steel plate for safety reasons. These allowed the furnace to tilt when 
the metal was due to be extracted.   Between them yet again was another deep pit, also 
covered over for safety reasons, which contained piles of scrap iron and steel.  When 
the furnace was to be charged up ready for a melt cast, the overhead travel crane, of 
which there were two, would engage an electro-magnet when hooked up to collect the 
scrap metal from the uncovered metal pit.  Switch on the magnet, collect the scrap, 
and drop it by the furnace for it to be loaded in by HAND.  The scrap metal could not 
be just thrown in the furnace, because if it was, the arcing process might be impaired 
or cause a short.  This meant that the furnace men HAD TO CRAWL INSIDE to load 
the metal in a certain way. One had to have nerves of steel (sorry, the pun) not to feel 
claustrophobia as this was carried out.  Right round the back of the furnace of course 
was the main sub-station and control panel to them, a lethal 33,000 volts. The only 
people allowed in there were the shops duty electricians, Roy Ralph and Tom 
Chalmers.  Still around the back were the science labs, under Bob Lyle with his 
labourer assistant, Bob Greenaway.  We move now towards the steel trimming shop 
and by pass a smithy forge. Coming into the main casting shop area again, we come 
upon the ladle storage place.  Ladles had to be relined from time to time, with fire clay 
and a dressing of plumbago, because the terrific heat would crack them.  If these 
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repairs were not carried out there was a good chance that the molten steel would burn 
through the steel shell of the ladle with consequences too terrible to contemplate.  
Originally the castings were all knocked out from the moulds by hand, until this 
foundry shop, also received a shake-out plant. WHOOPS! Naughty, I left a furnace out!  
This was an electric furnace installed in 1967 for melting iron only, makers being GEC. 
It was not used all that often.    

Going through the wooden doors we now enter the Steel Trimming shop or fettling 
shop if you prefer it.  It had a big door entrance on the Murray Lane side but at the 
other end was a roller shutter door entrance at Victoria Road.  Coming back from 

there, on the left was the 
annealing furnace, lit up by 
diesel fuel like the normal 
casting furnaces. You had to 
make  sure  that  the 
 spray mixture was right, or 
else thick clouds of choking 
smoke would envelop the shop. 
Also there was the diesel fuel 
supply tank, which  was 
 fuelled  by  road 
tankers  outside  in 
 Victoria Road.  In order to get 
the fuel into the supply tank, a 
air driven pump was used when 
the tanker lorry had connected 
the hoses to the inlet pipe set in 
the outside wall.  The tank also 
had a red arrow indicator 
worked by a float which showed 
how much diesel fuel was left 
inside.  There was  also  a 
 taco  graph temperature 
recorder, when the furnace was 
running providing a record of 
how the furnace was working.  
Then the furnace man’s cabin.  
All this was under the care of 

Ernie Hare.  Ernie also did fettling, as well as drive the overhead travel crane in the 
shop  (this  was  20  tons maximum  lift)  when  the  
annealing furnace was not running.  Opposite him was the electric welder’s bay, the 
shop welder Ernie Bryant. Then on the right side were the fettling bays and, on the 
left, the oxyacetylene burning bays of Wally Geer, Arthur Capel, and Charlie Evans.  
The gases came through pipe lines with outlets every so often and the cutting torches 
screwed into them. These gas lines were all over the entire Dockyard, fed by large 
storage tanks up the Eastern end of the yard. These in turn would be filled by a delivery 
from the British Oxygen Company road tanker. Of course outside on the wall were the 
master valves to the gas lines in the shop. These at night were turned off and covered 
over with a steel box, padlocked shut, to prevent any silly fool turning them on.  Poor 
old Wally, it was a hell of a shock for all of us, because one day he had gone to use the 
toilet in the foundry yard, and never returned. We wondered where he had got to, until 
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someone found that he had dropped dead in one of the cubicles from a heart attack; 
he was not long to go for retirement!   Now on the burning bay side was the Hydro 
Blast chamber, exactly the same principle as the shot blast, but using water instead.  It 
was not very effective, wet and messy, and in the end was removed.  In its place was 
put in a baby annealing furnace, whereby small steel castings were treated, as well as 
castings of aluminium bronze for secret submarines. Finally we come to the dispatch 
office of the finished castings, in charge of Danny Harfield, my opposite number, plus 
a weigh scale and a grinding wheel machine with self-extraction dust plant.  Also here 
were the time clock and clock cards for the Steel Foundry and Small Brass foundry 
staff.  The Iron and Brass time clock with cards was located opposite my dispatch office 
in the fettling bay area.      

Having digested the Steel shop we now go into the Small Brass foundry.  This was 
where all the small castings 
were made. As such a small 
casting shop, all castings were 
knocked out by hand and the 
sand thrown through a 
mechanical sieve via a shovel, 
of course a labourer job.  
Going through the blue doors 
in Murray Lane, on the right 
 was  the  shop  
Chargeman’s office, Eddie 
Berriton. Next to that an ingot 
store, then on the right was a 
tilt Skelner furnace, with 
another at right angles. Beside 
them were 2 pot fire furnaces, 
as described in the Iron and 
Brass foundry.  These were 
under the jurisdiction of 2 
furnacemen , Eddie 
(POPEYE) Doyle, and Ernie 
Hutton.  Eddie got the name 
POPEYE because his left eye 
was closed up, possibly due an 
accident in time past.  Also 
there was a sliding door that 

lead to the Steel Trimming shop again.  At the far end were miniature  
mould box and core ovens, and the emergency exit door into Victoria Road. Also were 
the hand wash basins.  The moulder’s benches ran along the wall that was on the 
Parade Road side.     

In 1975, a new rapid moulding technique came out known as the CO2 process.  This 
was put in the Small Brass foundry; the mould ovens were scrapped as well as the sand 
sieve machine.  In place of the mould ovens was a special sand hopper that contained 
silver sand. This was filled up by a tanker truck from outside, blowing the sand via 
pipes into the hopper. Also, a small sand-mixing mill was added.   The sand colour was 
creamy white.  By the moulding benches were placed CO2 bottles with small hoses 
fixed with a trigger gun. The gas bottles also had gauges to show how much gas was 
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left.  The secret of how the moulds could be used instantly, without having to wait next 
day after being baked rock hard in the ovens overnight, lay in the chemical binding 
agent called glycol. This was added to the silver sand, and the mould from the pattern 
and core made in the usual way. Then the trigger gun attached to the gas bottles was 
fired into the sand via a vent hole. The gas, which I dare say you have guessed by now, 
was carbon dioxide.  This made the sand ROCK SOLID!  Once this had been achieved, 
the mould and cores were dressed in a green sort of paint and set fire to.  This action 
cured the mould which was instantly ready to receive the day’s cast. The only snag was 
that the sand could only be used ONCE and then thrown away after the castings had 
been knocked out of the moulds.   
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Chapter 5 - FUN AND GAMES!  TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS!     

Now we come to a lot of very funny, true episodes that happened to me and others, and 
also tales given me by my work friends in the foundry shops. However I MUST stress 
here that the place was NOT one of mirth, for it was a very dangerous place to work in 
and you had to keep your wits, eyes and ears open AT ALL TIMES daily.  Of course 
looking back now, some of the episodes that happened to me, you can see the funny 
side but at the time could have had serious consequences for me.  It is hard to believe 
but would you know it? for the first six months in the place after I first arrived, I was 
a JINX!, a JONAH! No matter what I said, even in jest (many a true word), and 
pointing to some object saying, “Mockers on it, that will go bang later, it happened!”  I 
do not know to this day why. Perhaps the Gods above had cursed me for leaving the 
Fitters Afloat section, and got their own back.  I began to feel as though I was becoming 
a liability to the Management and would get the boot.  Of course, the Inspectors 
dreaded me saying anything in jest because, if I did, it happened; so I was sternly 
warned to keep my mouth shut and not say something I shouldn`t.     

Anyway, on with the stories:  

David Barber and the Chatham Castings.  

 You will recall, that I had devised my own book-keeping records and system of 
recording all the castings and paper work that passed through my hands, and the 
castings dispatched to the customers because for some reason I could not do the same 
system as George Carter before me had done and whom I had taken over from. This 
was working fine until one day I caused an ALMIGHTY STINK of complete balls up!   

The trouble started with a number code, F175.  Now there were 2 lots of this number. 
One was an ORDER NUMBER F (FACTORY SHOP) for Portsmouth Dockyard, and 
the other was a DRAWING NUMBER for CHATHAM DOCKYARD.  Chatham  
Dockyard had closed its Foundry casting shop down so they sent their patterns in a 
wooden case to us for us to make into castings which we, or rather I, sent in the case 
back to Chatham. The Chatham lorry would arrive on the Tuesday afternoon with the 
patterns and collect the case with the castings to take back on Wednesday morning.   
The almighty confusion arose because the castings for Chatham with the same number 
F175, and the same pattern type, were JUST A FRACTION SMALLER! It meant that 
EVERY CASTING marked F175 had to be checked side by side, to see which was ours, 
being slightly larger, against those destined for Chatham.  It was imperative that I kept 
both orders separate from each other.  Just digressing for the moment, I made the 
brilliant suggestion to the Foreman, Mr Pedrick, to avoid confusion as the castings had 
no markings on whatsoever, why not put the order number on the pattern and drawing 
number?; in tiny cast letters or plastic ones which would be reproduced in the mould 
and come out on the castings.  The idea was a winner for which I got £30!    

Of course yours truly was sending the orders out of F175, CH 344 F175, left, right, and 
centre, unknowing that somehow along the line I had got the ORDERS MUDDLED!  
Off I went, with my lifelong friend Dennis to sunny Spain, Benidorm!   
Sand, sun, sea, sangria, senoritas, flamenco ole!  - annual 2 week leave in July 1971, 
in blissful ignorance!    Of course, George Carter who had done the job for years was 
ordered to take over my spot, whilst I was away on holiday. George readily agreed, 
only to find out later he wished he hadn’t! Poor George!  When he entered my little 
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office that of course was originally his and began to sort out all the casting vouchers 
and record books, George paled in shock.  “Oh, My GOD!  What on EARTH has HE 
BEEN DOIN’? I CAN’T make head or tail of what he has done here.  Why did he NOT 
KEEP to what I used to do, recordswise?”  BUT that was only the start and least of 
George’s worries! As George gloomily stared at the books of what I had done in my 
own system and wondered how to extricate himself from the headaches I had 
unwittingly caused, along came the Inspector from Chatham Dockyard, Jack White.  
Now the Inspector from Chatham would travel down to Portsmouth Dockyard on the 
Tuesday with a travel warrant and visit the Foundries, bringing along any new 
casting voucher orders and news of other casting products required, visiting the 
Foreman and Inspectors. He would then sign the casting vouchers for the Chatham 
castings, releasing them to be sent on the Wednesday, before heading home to 
Chatham but of course getting a good lunch in the Officers canteen beforehand.   
Jack’s expression was black as a thunder cloud as he stormed straight into my 
dispatch office.  “I want words with that new Non-technical progress man of yours! 
WHERE IS HE?” said JACK breathing fire and brimstone!   “I am sorry but David is 
not here; he has just gone off on 2 weeks holiday” said George, wondering what 
horrors were next in coming. He would not long find out!  “HOLIDAY?  HOLIDAY?” 
said Jack, his voice rising a semi tone.   “I’LL GIVE HIM HOLIDAY!”  “Order No, CH 
344, three dozen sets of 5 inch bore sluice valve castings drawing number F175, for  
HMS DIDO.”  “We have NOT had the entire order yet! There are loads missing!”  
George paled. “Oh my God, what has he done now?”  “You tell me!” echoed Jack.  
“Unless these castings are found sharpish, the ships refit will NOT be finished on time, 
which will incur penalties and the BALLOON will go up!  Because she is to be re- 
commissioned with VIPs on board and the Dockyard Admiral with his wife!”  The news 
was even grimmer, a bombshell!    “Oh hell fire!” moaned George.  George knew the 
only answer to this almighty mix up was to grab the bull by the horns so to speak!  
“Okay Mr White, we will have to search David’s Chatham casting record dispatch book 
and see what he has done”. They both looked at the book.  The order was in the book 
okay: CH 344, drawing number F175; all castings complete but were they the right 
castings sent? “Well according to David he has sent the lot so you must have had `em”, 
replied George shutting the big record book with a bang.  Jack went even madder!  
“HOW THE HELL HAVE WE? I TELL YOU NOW, WE HAVE NOT! I REPEAT- WE 
HAVE NOT!”  Just then, Mr Pedrick the Foundry Foreman, puffing on his pipe, walked 
briskly by, smiled at JACK and then saw that Jack was hopping mad.  Mr Pedrick 
wandered over and soon heard the tale of woe.  “Hello Jack, what is the problem?” 
Jack soon told him. Mr Pedrick shut his eyes in disbelief and shook his head. “All right 
Jack, don’t worry, leave this with me, we will sort this mess. When David comes back 
I will have words with him”.    

Just then, Mr Pedrick and Jack, noticed on the dispatch bay floor, a pile of sluice valve 
castings marked F175 AND CH 344 F175.   “We have found them!” said Jack overjoyed. 
But only on closer inspection they found to their dismay that the castings were ALL 
different sizes!  Then it dawned on all 3!  “The twerp! David has gone an` sent vice 
versa! He has somehow got the Factory casting sizes mixed up with the Chatham ones” 
replied George.  “So now, we have got to find EVERY casting sent to Chatham and the 
Factory!” said Mr Pedrick aghast.  “That is a nigh impossibility; where do we start 
looking?” echoed Jack. “Some could be assembled and on board the ship. I dread to 
think what could happen during her trials after her refit if a valve blew in the boiler or 
engine room.” “Well we had better start looking fast” replied Mr Pedrick. “ I will have 
a word with the Foreman of the Factory to see if he can trace those that David sent 
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there and send them all back, if you can do the same your end.” Jack nodded, “Okay 
Mr Pedrick, I will”.  Somehow by a good stroke of luck, EVERY CASTING was traced 
and re -sorted into their CORRECT SIZES and to the correct customers in record time.  

Of course yours truly came back off holiday, fully refreshed and ready to start work.  
“Hello David, had a good holiday?” replied the writer Frankie Booth.  “Yes, great! Tell 
you about it later” I replied. “Well sorry to put a damper on your recollections David, 
the Foreman wants to see you as soon as he arrives in his office five minutes from 
now”.  “Okay Frank.” I left him, went in my office, put on the light, placed my coat on 
the hook and my bag on the floor, and changed into my brown smock coat.  My 
stomach was now feeling sick, butterflies!  You were not invited to the presence of the 
almighty or GOD! that often, unless you had  committed something serious!  Bang on 
the dot at 8am, Mr Pedrick duly arrived at his office and, from mine, I could see that 
he had.  I decided to wait five minutes for him to get settled in first and then knock his 
door.  “Oh well, let's get it over and done with,” I thought.  I duly knocked his office 
door.  “Enter!”  I went in and closed the door behind me. “Ah David!  AT LAST!  YOU 
CAUSED A VERY EMBARRASSING SITUATION TWO WEEKS AGO!.   
WHAT ON EARTH DID YOU DO WITH ORDERS, CH 344 DRAWING F175 AND  
F175?.”  Mr Pedrick went on to give me a right roasting over the mistake I had made.  
I explained what I had done, and that I really had no excuse and apologised for the 
mistakes I made.  “Well, you can also apologise to Jack White for what you did, when 
he pops down tomorrow.  Right, pull your socks up or else! That's all!”  “Yes Mr  
Pedrick”. With that ringing in my ears I left his office. Of course I got another three - 
Mr Bond, my Inspector; Len Mansfield, my Chargeman; and George Carter, my 
forebear.    

Len Mansfield and the Dockyard Cats!  

Now the Dockyard, sorry Naval Base (the Dockyard officially died on 1st October 1984 
after 500 years, its obituary printed in the local paper, “The News”) had quite a large 
number of feral cats.  Of course they did keep down the plagues of rats and mice but 
as far as your docile domestic cat was concerned these were different! You try and be 
friendly and stroke one, it would HAVE YOUR ARM OFF! They were covered in fleas 
and other nasty parasites, or suffered some sort of cat disease. But cat instincts and 
the will to survive are strong.  The kitten litters produced melted people’s hearts. Quite 
a large number were taken by Dockies and given loving homes; they became good pets. 
It was essential that the kittens were taken before their natural wild instincts took over, 
otherwise you were too late.  Cute and heart melting they might have been but the little 
devils were TIGERS! I have no idea how many are left in the Naval Base these days, 
possibly not all that many as no doubt most have been taken home as pets. Of course 
having one of those, if fully grown, was a real challenge to its owner trying to rid it of 
its feral ways.  

Well without exception, the Foundry had a number of feral cats, living in a large, 
battered wooden crate out in the Foundry Yard.  One of them, we shall call Percy, was 
an ugly brute!  I love cats to death and have one of my own. But this one I was not 
going anywhere near.  If ever a cat deserved to be a pet of the Wicked Witch of the 
West, or to star alongside Vincent Price in a horror film, Percy fitted the bill! His coat 
was a matted, dirty tabby shade. He had a crooked tail, bent wire like whiskers and 
large orange saucer eyes.  His “meow” was spine chilling to say the least, and his growl 
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very sinister! Of course, Percy’s delight was to regular as clockwork go and cock his leg 
and release half a gallon of pee all over Len Mansfield's (my Chargeman) office door!  
There is nothing worse than cat urine. On a hot day the stink was vile!  Len had his 
office, if you recall, just on the outside of the foundry building. Len of course went 
barmy but we laughed with glee.  Arthur Capel and Charlie Evans also were on the side 
of Percy.  “Len should leave poor Percy alone, ‘e’s mi friend.” retorted Arth.  Every time 
Len saw Percy, Len would utter threats and curses. “G`ON!  GIT AHAT OF IT!  YOU 
`ORRIBLE HEATHEN! I’ll `AVE YER GUTS FER BANJO STRINGS, I WILL!” Of 
course, the more Len cursed him the more Percy would retaliate. Percy would spit and 
growl at Len before running away as fast as his legs and paws would let him. But one 
day Percy could stand no more! Len had caught him red handed this day trying to 
relieve himself as usual on the office door. Len had the dregs of his tea mug handy and 
threw the lot over Percy, before trying to kick his backside!  Percy stood his ground for 
the moment before snarling and spitting at Len. “Go On, SHOVE OFF! GIT AHAT OF 
IT!” Len lashed out again. Percy bolted but his large orange saucer eyes glittered with 
hate for Len.  Percy had a memory like a Elephant; he never forgot!    If Len wanted 
war, war it would be and revenge is sweet as they say.  If Len was going to give revenge, 
Percy would no doubt give it back two fold!  

 The day was a sweltering one so Len had left his office door open for fresh cool air to 
circulate (not that there was much of it anyway) plus his office window.  Len would rue 
this day that he had left his office wide open!  Now Len, after tea break at 9.50am, had 
to attend a meeting with the Inspectors and other foundry Chargemen in the 
Foreman's Office. Whilst Len was at the meeting along trotted Percy! He stopped and 
sniffed the air before making his way towards Lens office to do his usual antics on the 
door. But a slight breeze suddenly pushed the office door ajar, wide enough for Percy 
to squeeze through.  Percy could not believe his luck - he had scored the jackpot! 
Revenge it would be and revenge Len WOULD GET!  Of course, the inner sliding door 
was open as well!  Pussy’s chance had come!  I bet that cat had a smile on his face like 
the Cheshire Cat of Alice in Wonderland! First Percy cocked his leg, and peed all over 
the wall with the window in. Next he squatted on his haunches and did a great pile of 
poo all over the carpet on the floor!  For final good measure, Percy leapt on Len's desk, 
scattering all the paperwork everywhere before finally leaping down and fleeing from 
the office before Len got back.  After the meeting was over, Len had no idea what would 
be awaiting him on his return.  He would soon know!  Len, unsuspecting, opened the 
office door only to be confronted by such a stink that poor Len was almost bowled over!  
“PHWAR!  PHEW!  WHAT A STINK!  WOT THE ‘ECK ‘AS BEEN GOIN` ON `ERE ?”  
As soon as Len saw the pile of poo and a damp patch on the wall he knew the culprit 
all right!  It was rumoured, that Len's voice could be heard all over the Naval Base as 
he ranted and raved at Percy. “THAT ***** CAT!  I  WILL ***** ** `AVE `IM I WILL! 
AND `IS GUTS FOR GARTERS!”.  Of course we got to hear about it, and we could not 
stop laughing.  Some poor so and so though had to go and clear up the mess.  

All was well for the next few weeks until one day Percy not only struck inside Len's 
office yet again, BUT TWICE the same day!   Of course for poor Len, this was more or 
less the last straw.  Len, on this particular day that afternoon, asked me to pop into his 
office to fetch some papers he had left on his desk with the warning:  “Fer GAWD’S 
sake Dave, whatever yer do, DON’T let that cat in my office!” “No Len, I will keep a 
look out”, I replied brightly, going to the office to fetch the paper work that Len asked 
me to get.  Famous last words!   I had hardly opened the office door, when I felt 
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something-furry brush past my legs. Of course I knew to my dismay that Percy had 
slipped in unnoticed.  That cat must have been watching me, and his tactics would 
have done credit to the UK SAS & US Navy Seals!  Before I could stop him, Percy had 
delivered another pile of fresh steaming dung and half gallon of pee on the wall!  I was 
aghast.  I chased Percy out, but it was too late, the damage had been done!  “Old Len 
WILL go potty this time”, I muttered to myself.  Then I saw the funny side and tried 
not to giggle.  I had a hell of a job to keep a straight face as I handed Len the paperwork 
he asked for.  He noticed my slight grin.  “All right, Davy boy! What's the joke?”  “Er 
nothing, Len” I replied.  “Yes there is; now what's the game?” Len this time hands on 
his hips with a scowl. “Honest Len- it’s nothing!”  I said, still trying to keep a straight 
face.  “Look `ere Davy. Somethin’ is afoot, don't try an` lie to me!”. I then burst out 
laughing. “Len, you know that cat?” “Wot about it?” replied Len grimly. “Well I am 
awfully sorry, really I am, but before I knew it and before I had opened your office 
door, he had brushed past me, and he, he, he,---” . The words died on my lips before I 
just curled up weak with laughter.  Len realised what had happened even before I could 
get the words out.  Len went barmy!  “OW GAWD! NOT AGAIN!!!!!” Len tore back to 
his office, only to be almost bowled over by the smell - this time almost 10 times 
WORSE!   Len came back. I was still weak with laughter, but he who laughs last, laughs 
longest.  Len had one ace up his sleeve.  “All right Davy me ol` china, seein` ow yer 
find it all so amusin` an’ that it woz you `oo let that cat in my office, YOU can get a 
mop, bucket, brush an’ broom, plenty of disinfectant and carbolic, and CLEAN IT ALL 
UP!”  And I want the office smelling sweet as roses and, above all, SPOTLESS OR 
ELSE!” “Yes Len”, was all I could mumble. So for my pains I had to clean up the mess 
pussy had made.  It took some doing I can tell you!  Despite my vigorous efforts, the 
awful pong lingered for another 3 weeks, before it faded away.  Percy lived to a ripe old 
age, and Len never did get the satisfaction of catching him!  

Arthur Capel’s Gas Torch.  

Arthur Capel and his colleague, Charlie Evans, worked in the Steel Trimming shop. 
Their job was to burn off the steel castings - all the waste parts, the runners and risers 
as previously described in the castings of the Iron and Brass Foundry. Once done, they 
could be fettle-finished with the usual tools. Arthur and Charlie used oxygen 
/acetylene cutting torches, attached to the gas lines with outlets on which the black 
and red rubber hoses from the torch fitted, done up tight with brass nuts.  Gauges were 
also fitted, with a filter, which stopped moisture building up inside the hoses at night.  
Arthur and Charlie had their own burning bays alongside each other.  Spark screens 
were also provided, which were placed in front of what Arthur and Charlie were 
burning to stop people getting burnt by stray sparks.  Of course, there was a steel wall 
to chest height that enclosed the burning bay areas, with a hinged door at one end 
made from steel odds and ends sheeting welded together.  Now one day, I was having 
a right old time!  If anything wanted to go wrong, it did!  I was fighting a losing battle. 
On top of all this, I was trying to cope 6 ways at once. For some reason, everything was 
red hot urgent! Well, you do get days like that don’t you? I was on my umpteenth 
headache - trying to sort out a batch of castings that HAD to be sent REGARDLESS at 
all costs - when along came my Chargeman, Len Mansfield.  I groaned inwardly, at the 
same time thinking, “NOW WHAT, WORRY GUTS!?”  Len placed a fatherly hand on 
my left shoulder and I bent up from the task I was doing.  “ Dave me ol` china, I know 
yer workin` six ways at once, but will yer ̀ op over to the Steel Trimmin` shop, pronto? 
A customer `as come in fer some very very urgent steel castin`s , Mr Goad, (by now he 
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was the new Foreman as Mr Pedrick had been promoted  to a higher rank and located 
in the then new Central Office  

 
Block, now demolished) `as requested they MUST GO at ALL COSTS! ” I put on my 
most dazzling smile. “That's okay Len, no problem! Leave it with me, I am on my way!” 
I replied cheerfully, but under my breath, “Silly old Fool! As if I haven’t enough to do 
already!  NO PEACE FOR THE WICKED!” “Thanks Dave, yer a good man!”, replied 
Len going on to see Mr Bond, the shop Inspector in his office. Luckily the castings were 
already sorted out.  It just meant weighing them, finding the correct paperwork to be 
signed, and loading up his van and entering all the details in the ledger book. It only 
took ten minutes.     
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After he had gone I was about to go back to my side in the Iron and Brass when a 
flickering yellow, sooty flame in the burning bay caught my eye.  I wandered over and 
saw that one of the gas cutting torches was still alight, and the flame seemed a bit too 
close to the red and black rubber hoses leading to the gas lines.  The torch was resting 
at an angle on a piece of scrap steel.  “That's naughty, leaving it to waste like that and 
it is too near those rubber hoses. I had better turn it out”, I muttered to myself.  Of 
course, I had read on one of the Foundry notice boards: “SAVE ENERGY, TURN OFF 
ALL----”, you know the kind of thing. So I did!  Little did I know that my good deed for 
the day would backfire in spectacular fashion!.  Of course I recognised the work area 
as Arthur Capel’s. Just for the sheer devilment, I wrote on his spark screen, “DON’T 
WASTE GAS!  STEP ON THE GAS, ARTH!  (Hurry up!)  OUCH, SHOUT, HOLLER! 
GET YER PARTY BALLOON GAS FILLED FOR NOTHING!  POLLY WANTS A 

CRACKER, AWWK!” After I had gone back to 
my own side, Arthur returned with Charlie; they 
had gone out to make a cup of hot sweet tea each 
in the Steel Foundry shop from the tea urn.  
Although officially it wasn't a true tea break in 
the afternoon, everybody from the Management 
down did it. Besides, it helped refresh one and 
gave you energy for the rest of the working day. 
So long as you also got on with your work and 
did not EAT anything, the Management turned 
a blind eye.  Arthur entered his burning bay but 
stopped dead in his tracks when he noticed his 
gas-cutting torch was out!  “’Ullo, mi gas torch 
`as gorn out, you didn't touch it did yer 
Charlie?” “ No mate I haven't.” replied Charlie, 
sitting down, placing carefully his pint mug of 
hot sweet tea on one side and proceeding to light 
up his pipe.  “Well someone `as an` when  
I find out who, I shall----!”.  Arthur broke off in  

mid sentence.  He then saw all the writing on his spark screen.  Arthur at once, rightly 
guessed who the culprit was!  “That STUPID FOUR-EYED TWERP DAVID, THAT'S 
¬OO!” thundered Arthur. “I wish he HAD LEFT THINGS ALONE!” Charlie his mate 
was a bit puzzled as to why Arthur was upset but then recalled that Arthur’s cutting 
torch had been playing him up all week!  Arthur dreaded having to relight the blessed 
thing!  He got hold of the gas torch, turned on the valves, got the flint gun, made a 
spark, and the result was ---- “hiss, click, spark, light, BANG!”.  The flame died out 
with a bang and a puff of black smoke.  Attempt 2: “Hiss, click, spark, light, BANG!” 
Attempt 3:  “Hiss, click, spark, light, BANG!” Arthur flung down the torch in disgust!  
“Flippin’ useless THING!” He went and sat down on his seat and morosely began to 
sip his cup of hot sweet tea.  Even the hot sweet tea didn't help poor old Arth. He had 
been most upset, someone touching things they shouldn't! But what rubbed the salt in 
the wound was that poor old Arth had been TRYING ALL WEEK to get the torch to 
light properly, and the VERY DAY HE DID,  yours truly TURNED IT OUT!  

Who should come into the Steel shop at that moment? None other than Mr Goad, the 
Foreman.  Mr Goad made a beeline for Arthur.  “Arthur, have you burnt the risers yet, 
off those urgent Tee piece castings I asked you to do?”  That was the straw that broke 
the camel’s back! Arthur just exploded, and Arthur was afraid of no one!  “NO I  
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AINT!  AND WOT’S MORE, I’M AVIN` A CUP OF TEA, SO THERE! YOU CAN 
BLEED’ WELL WAIT!”  Mr Goad was taken aback and almost went purple!  “HOW 
DARE YOU TALK TO ME IN THAT FASHION; BURN THESE JOBS OFF AT ONCE!”  
Arthur retorted a tone higher and louder!  “WELL, YOU TELL THAT STUPID 4-EYED 
GLASSES TWERP, DAVID BARBER, TO LEAVE MI GAS TORCH ALONE, AND 
KEEP OVER HIS OWN SIDE, AN` DON'T COME BACK NO MORE!”.   
Arthur then related what he had discovered, and how long it took him to get his gas 
cutting torch to light properly!  “I see, Arthur. Okay, borrow Charlie’s one when you 
have had your tea, I will seek out David and speak to him, where did he go?”  “ He went 
back to his own side Mr Goad” replied Charlie, knocking out his briar pipe, the ashes 
mingling with all the ash and burnt bits of metal from previous cutting jobs on the 
floor. “Right, thank you”.   Mr Goad duly went back to his office in the Iron and Brass 
foundry but on the way sounded me out by the dispatch bay sorting out the castings. 
After stating what had happened, Mr Goad ordered me to go over to the Steel 
Trimming shop to apologise to Arthur, also telling me I should have left things alone; 
but did concede my efforts in trying to cut out waste.   “Yer will be the death o` me” 
replied Len Mansfield.  “’Urry up an’ see ARTH, ‘e’s very UPSET!”. “Yes Len”was all I 
could muster.  I had hardly entered the building, poking my bonce round the big doors 
when an almighty voice thundered “OI! C`M `ERE YOU!” I walked briskly up to poor 
old Arth but grinning like the Cheshire cat. I spoke in my most posh City Gent voice I 
could muster.  “Hello Arthur old bean! And what can I do for you old fruit!?” Charlie 
Evans, just grinned too!  Arthur was NOT AMUSED! - rather like Queen Victoria!  
“Why did yer touch mi gas torch for?” said Arthur, rather cross.  I then explained the 
reason why I did it and mentioned the cutting waste poster, doing my good deed for 
the day.  Arthur almost broke his false choppers in astonishment.  “WAISTIN`?” 
echoed Arthur, his voice going up another notch.  “I left that on for SAFETY 
REASONS”!  “It has taken me ALL THE WEEK to get it to light properly, and the very 
day I does, YOU! TURNS THE BLEEDIN` THING OUT!” . “GO ON, GET BACK OVER 
YER OWN SIDE, AN` DON`T COME BACK `ERE NO MORE!”   
“Yes Arthur, Three bags full Arthur (well almost that phrase). Sorry, won`t happen 
again Arthur” I said grinning and beating a hasty retreat before Arthur could kick me 
up my backside!  I certainly learnt my lesson the hard way that day!  

Paperwork & Procedures!  

Before I continue on with more of these very funny true stories,  I  thought it only right 
to divert slightly and tell you what metals the foundries used, and the procedure of 
how the castings were dispatched and the paper work involved and the abates books.  
We will deal with the metals first. You had two types, “Ferrous” and “Non Ferrous”.  
The non ferrous were those of the non magnetic variety, that is unable to attract a 
magnet. These were: Gun Metal (a mixture of Copper and Brass) the most used, 
Phosphor Bronze, Aluminium Bronze, Aluminium,  Cupro-Nickel, White Metal and 
Zinc.  The last 3 we did not melt that often.  As for the ferrous metals, Cast Iron, Nickel 
Iron ( used in mine sweeper ships for obvious reasons), Cast Steel, Carbon Moly Steel 
and the toughest Chrome Steel.  The WORST metal ever to cast was White Metal.  This 
was used mainly to line brass or gun metal bearings. When the metal was ready to be 
poured, as it came out of the furnace into the ladle, it produced a thick white fog 
throughout the casting shop. The colour was a greenish yellow instead of the usual 
orange red.  At the same time, this thick whitish fog also produced millions of tiny 
white particles just like snow, which fell slowly to the ground. The smell was terrible, 
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and the fumes were highly noxious!  You could taste them too for a few days 
afterwards. Despite the main casting shop doors in the Iron Foundry were closed tight, 
and the side corridor rubber swing doors at each end also, some fumes still managed 
to percolate into the trimming bay area, leaving a thin blue haze. The casting shop roof 
fans worked overtime trying to vent the gaseous fumes.  It was VERY BAD for the 
overhead travel crane driver as the ladle was on the crane hook going around the 
moulds. Prior, he had to wet a handkerchief and tie round his mouth and nose - just 
like the bad cowboys in those Western films - to help him breathe.    

 Next we come to the dispatch of the castings. Every casting order had a casting 
voucher in a book form like a cheque style. The code number of these was D1031 if I 
recall.   I think I have told you what was on these. Well of course copies were made, 
carbon paper slipped under the original written on top, for records being kept. They 
were kept for 5 years before being ditched. So if anything should go amiss the voucher 
could be traced back and the enquiry or query solved.  The original voucher with each 
casting order (the voucher with the wooden patterns) went first to the Foundry casting 
shop Chargeman. Once he had entered all the details of it in his record books, and also 
entered the founder’s name that was going to make the castings which indecently was 
also put on the side of the voucher, he then passed the voucher to me. I kept it in my 
office and then used it to match and despatch the castings. I had a pigeon hole type 
shelf on my desk where all the vouchers from various customers were kept together.  
Factory with Factory; YSM with YSM; and so on. Should a casting turn out to be a bad 
one, too porous or misshaped in the mould, known as a short run (not enough metal), 
the foundry would raise a replacement voucher to cover the original, at its own costing.  
The order number would be: IF 45/72 ( IF  Iron Foundry) 72, the year 1972,  for order 
F188/72,  F being the Factory shop and the casting details also added. This IF voucher 
was pinned to the original.  Once the castings had all gone, their weight recorded on 
the voucher, and the customer’s signature and date, they were recorded in the dispatch 
ledger books, then sent up to the Planning office again. From there, they went to the 
Time Keeper recorders for costing before finally going to the Finance Department to 
be paid.  Little did I realise at the time that what I was handling daily was in fact 
thousands of pounds in value.  

 Now let’s take a look at a casting dispatch list.  As an example, let us look at one for 
the Factory shop.  This shop near the Unicorn Gate (which is now the main entrance 
to the Navy Base) was the largest covered machine shop in all of Southern England.  It 
was the main major machine and tool shop of the entire base. Everything was made or 
refitted or machined, from valves to big turbines.  Below is how the list was made out. 
We shall go through the columns one at a time:  
Mr J. Ford   Foreman / Factory  15.  3.  72        

  

   

Foundry  

Code       

Ship  C /V           C/M   CASTING   

LIST                 

   

 NO   

METAL  DATE  C    

N/C   

45590  NAIAD        F133/72    10  6”  BORE   

SLUICE  

VALVES          

8       

  

GM           15.3.72   C  
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46789  HERMES  F124/72    33  T    PIECES   

no t 1399         

5  

  

GM  15.3.72   N/C   

98991  OTTER  F 34/72     42  BULKHEAD 
PIECES  no  
b22           

3  CS  15.3 72   C  

68890  YSM  F545/72    41  PENSTOCK  

DOOR  no p  

155              

2  CI  15.3.72   C  

767777      SOBERTON  F789/72    36  GUIDE  

WINGS   no  

34073w            

10  A B           15.3.72   N/C  

56711  FEARLESS  F276/72    44  RUDDER 
BUSHES no  
rb 311             

        

2       

 PB  15.3.72   C  

48789  PHOEBE  F809/72   21  4”B X  16” L   

QUILLS           

4  GM  15.3.72   N/C   

  

 88900  

  

  

FORCEFUL  

  

  

F10/72      

  

  

12  

  

  

HAND  

WHEELS        

  

  

4  

   

  

A A           

  

  

15.3.72   

  

  

 C  

  

  

                                                           George  Kelly   
                             for  FOREMAN  OF THE FOUNDRIES   

15.  3 .72                                                      

Starting from left to right: first is the Foundry Code - this was the code no. given to the 
metal used: 40000 to 60000 was gun metal, 60000 to 70000 was phosphor bronze, 
70000 to 80000 was aluminium bronze, and so on; Ship or Service, self- explanatory; 
F the casting voucher number and year of issue 1972; CM  was the Chargeman number  
(The Factory had numbered sections that each had a Chargeman  so those castings on 
arrival there would ONLY go to those numbered section;  the F number and CM 
number were also written on the castings by a white ink marker;  if one did not do so, 
it could cause the castings to end up in the wrong section, and they could get LOST 
FOR MONTHS!);  Type of casting, self explanatory plus also its drawing number; 
Metal: GM gun metal, CS cast steel, AB aluminium bronze, etc;   Date sent;  C  for 
completed order, NC order NOT complete, more to come to finish. Lastly the Progress 
man planner would come down from the office upstairs and check what I had done 
against the list I had made out. If happy, he would sign the book to release the castings, 
in this case George Kelly who went on from humble ranks to become Foreman of the 
Foundries in Devonport Dockyard. These too have now gone.  At the top of the list, it 
was addressed to Mr Jack Ford, Foreman of the Factory.   Now the next thing I had to 
do were copy lists made out.  Under the page of the record dispatch book I placed a 
spirit carbon paper with a special shiny copy paper on top.  You had to make sure that 
the paper and carbon one were the RIGHT WAY ROUND!   What I wrote would go on 
to the carbon paper, and then onto the shiny paper side.  The reason for this will be 
revealed shortly.  I then took the shiny paper up to the FORDIGRAPH duplicating 
machine.  This was the days before modern PCs and all the rest.  One placed the shiny 
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paper right side up, and then whetted the roller with meth spirit. Not too much, 
because if you did, the whole lot would be a purple smudge on your fingers, everything!   
You fed the blank A4 sheets through the machine, pressing a treadle, which 
reproduced what you had written in purple ink, taking care NOT to smudge them.  So 
how many copies would we need of this list?   For a start we need 8 for the Factory.  
Each section Chargeman had his own list - that way they knew who had what casting 
in his section, then singles for the following: Foundry Foreman, Foundry Inspector, 
Progressman in the Planning office, total 11 sheets!   The only snag was the spirit 
carbon papers could only be used once and then thrown away.    Now for the abates 
books.  I dreaded doing these because they HAD TO BE in BY A CERTAIN TIME. They 
were the complete records of EVERY CASTING VOUCHER and CASTING for the 
month made and sent, complete orders or not, and they HAD TO BE ACCURATE.  If 
the weight tallies I worked out in total for ALL metal used for the month to make them 
were NOT CLOSE ENOUGH, or DEAD ON, they had my guts for garters!   I had to 
total up each column, we will say -- 5 lots of gun metal castings and then add all 5 into 
one total. This covered ALL the metals used, complete orders, and not complete.  Now 
the completed vouchers would have marked on them in red like this:  P 5/72 ----.  This 
showed that the orders were completed in period 5 and this was also put in the abates 
books, which had columns of all the casting voucher details and CWT QTR LBS. The 
completed vouchers went up to the Planning Office as well as the abates books for 
checking and voucher costing.  Those vouchers with the orders not yet complete were 
kept back till they were. They still had to be marked P5 just the same.  Once the order 
had been it would be marked again BELOW the P5/72 like so:   P5/72-----------------   

                                                    P6/72 ---------------  

  

Only the castings in P6/72 would be recorded in the next monthly period, thus showing 
the order was now complete.  The numbers ran from P1 to P12 a year.  Usually, the end 
of the financial year was March 31st. Likewise, the production work week numbers, 
which were chalked upon  a board in the casting shops as example,  32/ 75, year and 
week number .   These numbers ran from week 1 to 52    Also, I had to add up every 
total of metal weight into ONE GRAND TOTAL OF EVERYTHING!   At times trying 
to do these books was a nightmare, particularly if I was really rushed off my feet which 
quite often I was.  Once the then new-fangled computers came out all these abates 
books were done away with. I think it was about 1974/5.  It relieved me from a lot of 
stress and worry I can tell you.  As my maths was not too hot, I was given an electronic 
calculator like they have still that saved a lot of bother also. Of course, one could still 
make a mistake if you pressed the wrong key.  Luckily I remembered the old tales: 16oz 
=1lb, 28lb = 1qtr, 4 qtr = 1cwt, 20cwt = 1ton. We went metric in 1975 - that really had 
me beat!  I got done no end of times for it! Try as I might, I still got nowhere!  Oh well, 
we do our best and if you don't like it you know what you can do can't you? EXACTLY! 
I am sorry that I do not have an actual casting voucher on me, taken one for a souvenir, 
but I did manage to snaffle a few dispatch books! So dear reader, we will now carry on 
with the very funny true stories that happened to me and my work friends.  Oh just 
one more thing, you may wonder what a quill casting was, and sticks and flanges which 
I have not mentioned.  These quills of various sizes and bore holes, round in shape by 
the way, and round solid sticks also various sizes, were used for bearings, washers, and 
the like. Round flanges all various sizes, mostly with holes, some solid, were used on 
the ends of pipes THUS making a joint!   Some flanges had high collars others had very 
narrow or almost none.  
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David Barber & the Roller Shutter Door  

If you recall, I told you previously about the Chatham Dockyard lorry that came down 
on Tuesdays with wood patterns and returned the following morning with the castings, 
as the Chatham Dockyard had closed their foundry down so we had taken on their 
work.  Well this particular Wednesday in March 1974 was no exception, the usual run 
of the mill except it was pouring with rain, and I mean pouring, but also blowing a full 
gale to boot!  The March wind doth blow, and we shall have snow, and what will the 
robin do then - poor thing? So the saying goes except, no snow, only very heavy rain! 
Of course using the overhead travel crane in the Iron and Brass foundry yard with that 
wind blowing, trying to load the packing case of castings on to the lorry, was rather 
dangerous. In any case (sorry the pun) that foundry yard was chock full with all sorts, 
plus another articulated trailer dropped by another lorry so it was totally blocked in. I 
suppose I could have gone into the trimming shop annex, pulled back the big blue 
doors as wide as possible, and the lorry back in there, loading the packing case up with 
its own overhead travel crane. It would have been done that way, the driver getting a 
very tight lock on the steering to back in, but the lorry he had this time was a longer 
model and no way could he back in there.  There was nothing for it; he would have to 
load up in the Steel Foundry Trimming shop, across the road in Murray Lane.  In this 
case he would have to go along Victoria Road, stop, and wait till I had opened the steel 
roller shutter door at that end of the shop and then back into the place to load up.  
Trouble was and is, this entrance at the Victoria Road end faced No. 2 berthing basin 
and South West Wall jetty, which in turn looks across a wide expanse of water right up 
to Portsdown Hill and Porchester Castle, with NOTHING to impair or break up the 
winds speed with buildings in the way.   I vowed to get the lorry loaded up as quickly 
as possible without causing too much of a disturbance.  All went well, and after all the 
paper work was signed and Police pass given to let the castings go out of the gate, the 
driver went on his way.  But it was when the roller shutter door started coming down 
that it happened!   As I was lowering it down (you hauled on a chain to raise it or lower 
it) an extra very violent strong gust of wind got hold of it like a big sail and pulled it 
out of the guide ways, at the same time bending it at a crazy angle. There was also a 
small clatter, pieces of cog wheels and other gubbins fell to the floor. The door became 
jammed solid; it would NOT GO UP OR DOWN! I was in a right fix here! I groaned 
inwardly at what happened, wondering: “WHAT THE HELL DO I DO NOW?!!” Of 
course, that was the least of my troubles!  By now a fierce draught was whistling up the 
shop, causing dust, dirt & loose paper to blow all over the show!  I began to receive a 
steady barrage of oaths and cat calls! “FOR GAWD’S SAKE SHUT THAT FLIPPIN` 
DOOR!”.  “OI! SHUT THAT BLEEDIN` DOOR MI TEA IS GETTIN` COLD!” - that 
from Arthur Capel. Bleedin’ was mild to what he had actually said.  All the time things 
were getting worse, and on top of all this, very valuable castings were now exposed to 
would be metal thieves. Something had to be done and quick to remedy the situation.  
Of course one of my work mates Charlie Wareham, the shot blaster in the Iron and 
Brass foundry, was in the shop and came over to see what I had done.  His reaction 
and his expression made me see the funny side and I was weak and helpless with 
laughter.  Charlie bellowed at the top of his voice to no one in particular. “FLAMIN` 
HELL FIRE!  WHAT A FLAMIN` HEADACHE!”  “ How DID you manage to do THIS?”   
Seriously it was no laughing matter.  I explained exactly what happened. It was an act 
of God!  But you can't really place the blame on him can you? The Almighty having a 
little joke, what proof could I show? None!  “Yeh, pull the other one!” retorted Charlie. 
“All right, I’ll buy it, I'll believe yer, but thousands wouldn’t!” Just then in came Len 
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Mansfield, my Chargeman.    “`Ere Charlie, after tea break, will yer blow them---”. Len 
stopped in mid sentence and then his eyes popped like organ stops!  “OW GAWD!  
WOT ̀ AS BEEN GOIN` ON ̀ ERE?”  Charlie related to Len what I had said. Len turned 
to me with a scowl. “Davy, me ol’ china, you will drive me to an early grave you will!” 
“You have caused us a right old headache, I don’t know how we are going to fix this; 
can't we TRY and free it some `ow?”  More oaths and threats!  “OY! NEVER MIND 
ABOUT ALL THAT!  SHUT THAT BLEEDIN` DOOR!” This from Arthur Capel again.  
Try as Len might his efforts were useless! The door was stuck solid!  “Yer wait till Mr 
Goad sees this, he will go potty with you, Davy boy.” said Len lighting up a cigarette. 
Talk of the devil! Mr Goad appeared in the trimming shop and made his way to Len.  I 
groaned inwardly as I knew what was coming, THAT’S all I needed! “Len will you...” 
began Mr Goad but then stopped short in mid sentence and his eyes popped at the 
state of the door.  “WHAT on EARTH has been GOING ON HERE?” echoed Mr Goad 
genuinely shocked.  “David, please explain to Mr Goad what you did“, said Len my 
Chargeman.  I did so, the full facts, but Mr Goad would have none of it! “It was YOUR 
FAULT - YOU LOWERED THE DOOR TOO QUICKLY!” thundered Mr Goad. “You 
can come with me to my office and I will TEACH YOU WHAT MY ORDERS MEAN!”  
That meant another rocket, followed by possible suspension from my job.  But by now 
I was smarting; this was not MY fault, I knew it and I was innocent of the whole affair 
and I was willing to take it further to my union.  But a saviour came my way in the 
shape of Ernie Bryant the shop welder. “Excuse me, Mr Goad, but I saw the whole 
thing. David IS totally innocent. The wind took the door out of the guide before he 
could stop it; it was totally unexpected”.  Mr Goad went bright red and calmed down. 
For one thing, he had no right to give me a rocket in front of the men and my 
Chargeman; if at all, it should have been done in his office in private.  Mr Goad 
apologised.  “Oh! er, er, in that case, David I am sorry we will forget all about it.”  
“Apology accepted Mr Goad” I replied, but seething underneath mentally: “GET  
YOUR FACTS RIGHT YOU OLD GIT, BEFORE YOU JUMP THE GUN!” GOOD OLD 
ERNIE!  HE had saved my bacon that morning!    

But of course, the problem of the door was still outstanding!  Mr Goad turned to Len 
Mansfield.  “Right ho, Len. Will you get on to the Ministry of Public Building and 
Works?”  MPBW - this was a Government department that maintained all defence and 
crown properties throughout the UK including the Royal Palaces.  “Tell `em it’s VERY 
URGENT! We can't leave the place open all night like this, there are thousands of 
pounds worth of steel castings lying around here for people to steal them.”  “At once 
Mr Goad, they will put up temporary wooden shuttering that will do till we get the door 
fixed.” replied Len. Of course the way Mr Goad said, “Steal the steel castings”, double 
pun, gave me a fit of the giggles. “I do NOT think that is FUNNY DAVID! NOT AT 
ALL!” retorted Mr Goad angry again, as he stormed off to his office.    

“Davy, what am I ter do wiv yer?” said Len in despair. “Shoot me Len” I replied 
grinning.  Len just shook his head.  I there and then thought what other misfortunes 
would come my way.  They say trouble always comes in threes and it wasn't too long 
before the next two!  

 David Barber and the Shot Blast Overhead Travel Crane.   

In the shot blast area of the Iron and Brass Foundry, just past the trimming fettle bay 
areas, was a small overhead travel crane. This ancient relic was built about 1922 and 
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sounded like one of the old tram cars in our cities many years ago. Maker’s name was 
ISLES.  The crane was worked by hand toggles, which you pulled to make the crane go 
forward, backwards, the hook and block to up and down or from side to side.  It was 
used to load up or unload heavy castings to be shot blasted, or when done on to the 
trolley which was wheeled into the shot chamber, or trimming shop annex next door 
once blasted clean.  I had one also but, alas, it shorted out one lunch break in a shower 
of green flashes and golden sparks - on its own just sitting there doing nothing.  How 
that happened I had no idea but it was never replaced after it was taken down.   

Well on this occasion I had to load some very urgent castings in the guise of rudder 
bushes, bearings if you like, for the rudder stock to sit in. These when machined up the 
Factory shop would be lined in the hardest and most expensive wood known, lignum 
vitae.  These rudder bushes in gun metal were about 4ft across and 15ft long, and 
8CWT each.  Regardless of all costs, these castings HAD TO GO because if any delays 
incurred the ship would not come out of dry dock in time; then the BALLOON WOULD 
GO UP!  Trouble was that Charlie and his mate George Batchelor were too busy to help 
load them up as they had loads of work to do themselves also urgent.  However all was 
not lost, for George showed me how to work the crane, how to sling the load and what 
strops to use. (Dear George, what a shock for me and everyone else and his poor wife 
Pat? For in 1977 on his way home from work one day, he suffered a heart attack, falling 
off his bike on Fratton Road Bridge over the main line out of Portsmouth and near 
Fratton Station. I took it very hard, because he was one of the nicest, kindest, generous, 
and warmest work friends one could ever ask for.  His tales of when he did his bit in 
the Army, National Service, had me in fits!  I attended his funeral.)  

George left me with one warning.  “David, WHATEVER you do DO NOT let the block 
an’ hook go RIGHT UP inside the crane. Once you have finished with it to park it out 
of the way. The reason bein’, is that the cut-out prevention device which stops the hook 
and block  going up too far is still NOT FIXED and we have only JUST got the crane 
BACK  after a lengthy repair. Just make sure the hook and block are beyond our heads 
okay?”  I duly nodded.  Of course George went off to attend and look after Charlie, 
doing the shot blast, whilst in the meantime along came my customer with a Lister 
truck and a long trailer to take the bushes away.  I successfully loaded him, paper work 
signed and entered in the record books, then I proceeded to put away tidy the overhead 
travel crane. I moved it dead slow to the buffer stops on the track, and then raised the 
hook and block.   As the hook and block vanished into the dark depths of the crane 
above, I got distracted by Lenny Fry (he sadly has died now) a casting trimmer, talking 
to me about something or other, and then said: “See ya’” before going on to where he 
was heading for.  Of course, that,s what did it!  I had NOT been concentrating!  
Suddenly, there was a almighty crash, a screech of metal against metal followed by an 
OMINOUS SILENCE!  “Oh GOD, what have I DONE?” I groaned silently.   

Not daring to look, but I had no choice, I found to my horror that not only had the 
crane hook and block GONE right OVER the top and were lying against the winding 
drum, but ALL the hoist cables had come off it and ended in a HUGE TANGLE like 
GRANDMA’S KNITTING!    “God, Charlie and George will go do lally (mad)” I 
muttered. That was an UNDERSTATEMENT!  Meanwhile, Charlie had finished shot 
blasting and George opened the shot blast chamber door to let him out and of course 
pull out the trolley load of castings now clean.  George came over to me asking if I had 
finished with the crane as they needed it to off load their shot blast trolley of steel 
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castings on to one of the foundry Lister trucks to cart them over to the Steel Trimming 
Shop. It was no good; I had to tell him the truth would out sooner or later. Sooner 
rather than later.  “George, I am awfully sorry, but I think I have had a slight accident 
with the crane” I replied feeling sick in my stomach, and knowing the full implications 
of what I had done would cause delays. Heavy castings would not be able to be 
unloaded to be shot blasted. On top of that, castings would back pile in the Foundry 
casting shops because no room at the shot blast area. What with daily casting going on 
as well, no one would be able to move for huge piles of castings!   “YOU WHAT?” 
echoed George, with a frown and hands on his hips.  Suddenly I began to laugh, 
possibly through nervousness.  “OH no DAVE, you HAVEN`T!”    George peered up to 
the crane above and saw the results of my handy work! “Oh mi------ CHARRR LLL I 
EEEEE! COME AN` SEE WHAT DAVID has GORN AND  
DONE!”.  Charlie Wareham, after putting away his shot blast helmet and gloves, 
wandered over to George. “What’s up George?” asked Charlie puzzled.  George, 
without further comment, just pointed to the crane above.  Charlie peered upwards 
then he bellowed at the top of his voice ----.   “FLAMIN` HELL FIRE! WHAT A 
FLAMIN` HEADACHE!”.  Of course, Charlie yelling like that and his expression just 
made me weak and helpless with laughter but it was nothing to laugh about really. I 
had caused an ALMIGHTY problem.  “DAVID, we have ONLY JUST got the crane back 
REPAIRED after 6 WEEKS! GOD KNOWS how LONG it will take to fix this time!” 
replied George very angry, and rightly so.  “DO you KNOW that YOU have effectively 
STOPPED US WORKIN`” echoed Charlie, prodding me in the chest with a finger. “We 
won`t be able to unload nothin’, castin’s will be piling up everywhere, we WON’T be 
ABLE TO MOVE!”  “You wait till FLANNEL (Len Mansfield our chargeman) finds 
out!” Talk of the devil, he came into the shot blast area and after he heard the tale 
summonsed me to go with him to the Foreman, Mr Pedrick. Of course I received a 
almighty rocket from him for being careless, and to leave the crane alone in future!  
“Roy Ralph will LOVE YOU!” intoned George.  Roy was the duty shop electrician along 
with his mate Tom Chalmers. Of course I got a rocket from him as well!  Luckily the 
crane was able to be fixed in 3 days as the electricians had not much work on. Even so 
the pile of castings had grown quite a bit.  If it had been any more days, well------.     

  

David Barber & the Urgent Stick Castings.    

One day I had to send some very urgent castings up to the Factory shop. These were 
not your usual urgent castings, but seriously white hot urgent. The warship that 
required them HAD TO SAIL the next morning off on a secret mission and, if she did 
not get them, the BALLOON and not to mention a 21 GUN SALUTE with ME as the 
TARGET would go up! The Factory staff was on standby to machine up the castings on 
night shift.  The castings that were made were of a solid round length of metal, known 
as sticks, 18 inch long and 6 inch diameter. There were 4 of them.  Of course, soon as 
they had been shot blasted they were whisked pronto into the Trimming Shop Annex 
and marked with a white cross.  Nobby Clarke, the trimmer, who was to fettle and 
rough finish them for me to dispatch that same afternoon, came bounding into my 
office. “Ey up, Dave! Them castin’s are in. I am just goin’ to trim `em.  Do yer want the 
riser `eads left on or off?”  I turned from my paper work. “Oh thanks Nobby, that’s all 
right, heads off if you will please”.  “Right ho, be done in a jiffy!”  I thanked him, 
relieved that soon these castings would be out of my hair and on their way the same 
afternoon.  I had NOT checked the casting voucher to see if those riser heads had to 
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come off or not and, in any case, I was so used to having them removed as waste I 
automatically said YES!  Trouble is, being familiar breeds contempt as they say, as I 
was to find to my cost!  

A few hours later the castings were all done. Nobby came into my office “Right Oh! 
Dave, those castings are all ready for you!” “ Oh thanks a bunch Nobby”, I replied 
feeling very relieved. Grabbing my large sack truck, I wandered over to the Trimming 
Shop Annex whistling a cheerful song, carefully loaded the castings on to the sack 
truck, and trundled them back to the dispatch cage. (If I may digress here slightly, I 
forgot to mention, because the risk of theft a dispatch casting cage was built where all 
the castings were placed prior to collection. The cage was divided into sections, 
Factory, Chatham, YSM, etc. and padlocked shut.  I had the only keys. I forgot once to 
leave them behind, going abroad on holiday, causing a right stink, as no one could get 
in to send the castings away. It meant a new padlock on the cage door and, BOY! I 
didn`t half cop it on my return!)   I duly weighed one of the sticks, making a mental 
note of this, when Len Mansfield happened to stroll past.  He stopped and came over 
to what I was doing.  “Oh, ah, Davy boy, are they them urgent castin`s?”  “Yes Len, 
Nobby just finished them for me. I am weighing one now then add up the total”, I 
replied cheerfully.   “Well done Dave!”  Len, grabbing a pin from his coat lapel, then 
began to probe for any gas holes that were seen in the metal surface of the casting. 
Provided not TOO deep, they would machine out all right. But if the pin sank right in, 
then there was a cavity, which had to be either ground out and new metal fused in 
(molten from the ladle, or plastic metal, like plastic wood in tubs you can buy), or 
electric-arc weld repaired, or, if really bad and would fail under huge pressures of 
scalding hot steam, oil, or icy cold water, then the casting was scrapped and melted 
down to make a new one.   Len straightened up and put the pin back in his coat lapel. 
“That's okay, Dave, me ol’ china, there is a few `oles but they will machine out”.  He 
was about to move away, when a horrible thought struck him.  “Davy me ol’ cock, I ‘ave 
a feelin` that on those sticks, the riser `ad to stop on”.  “Eh?” I said alarmed.  “Go and 
get the castin’ voucher an` see wot it says”.   “Yes Len”.  Feeling sick as a parrot, I went 
to my office to hunt for the said voucher.  I soon found it and, to my dismay, in red 
letters on the bottom---- “HEADS TO BE LEFT ON AT ALL COSTS!”   Guiltily, I 
handed the voucher to Len.  Len went white as a sheet. “GAWD! YER BIN AN’ DUNIT 
NOW!  YER FEET WON’T TOUCH!” “Do you REALISE the situation you have now 
caused; not only will the ship NOT SAIL, but also the mission she is on is very sensitive 
DIPLOMATIC WISE.”   I shut my eyes in horror.  I had a nightmare vision of 
explaining to a packed House of Commons, the PM, Her Majesty, not to mention the 
PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES, the SOVIET CHAIRMAN, and the French 
President! No doubt setting back the Entente Cordiale 200 years and NATO 50 years! 
- and possibly start WORLD WAR 3!  It had just snowballed, ALL because I had had 
the riser heads cut off those castings!   How Len knew what that warship was going to 
do I had no idea, perhaps a wild guess.  I wished at that moment, the floor would open 
up and swallow me!  Just then Mr Goad, the Foreman, came along and saw Len and 
me. “How are those urgent castings Len, are they ready?” Len was now in a right old 
fix; tell him yes and they were ruined, or bluff it out with some story. It was no use, the 
truth would come out sooner or later and, if he had found out that Len tried to hide it, 
he would be in more hot water than I was.  “Yes Mr Goad but David here made the 
error; he had the riser heads removed”, said Len looking glum, and expecting Mr Goad 
to blow his top! It was not long in coming! “WHAT?!!!!.”  Mr Goad rounded on me in 
fury. “I OUGHT TO KICK YOUR BLOODY BACKSIDE!”  “DON’T YOU READ YOUR 
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INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN?!!!!!”  What could I do? Nothing, I just stood there, cheeks 
burning red with shame whilst Mr Goad ranted and raved.  Len also got a rocket for 
letting me do what I did.  I had no intention of letting poor old Len take the rap for 
what I had done; I was careless and it served me right. Len was totally innocent of the 
whole affair and the deed was committed whilst he was elsewhere. But as Len was in 
charge, he should have checked on me all the same, and the ultimate responsibility 
was his.   

Len then had a brain wave.  “Excuse me, Mr Goad; we might be out of trouble after 
all”. Mr Goad’s eyes narrowed. “What do you mean out of trouble?!” he snapped.  “Well 
if I ring up the Factory and speak to the section Chargeman who they are for, we might 
know lengthwise how much is REALLY wanted.”  “They might want the full length” 
echoed Mr Goad. “If so we are back to square one!” “Well, we can but try.” said Len, 
gesturing with his hands and a pleading look on his face. Mr Goad was swayed. “Well 
–all right, it had better be!”And then to me, “HEAVEN HELP YOU IF IT’S NOT!”   
“DAVY, what is the section Chargeman on the voucher?” enquired Len. I told him. “Er, 
number 44, Len”.   “Right oh!” Len went off to his office and made urgent enquiries.  I 
waited with bated breath -all this depended on my remaining in the Naval Base, my 
career in tatters, sent out in disgrace.  It was only 2 minutes but it seemed like 12!  Len 
came back and reported to Mr Goad in his office. “All okay, Mr Goad, they only want 
10 inches, so there is plenty to play with on the machining side.”  Mr Goad was very 
relieved. “Thank God for that!” “Shall I tell David?” said Len brightly. “No! I shall!  I 
want to make sure HE NEVER PUTS US in that situation like that again.” said Mr 
Goad rising from his desk, and coming to sort me out. Mr Goad gave me a further 
lecture.  “You are DAMNED LUCKY, that we have got away with it this time. Let the 
castings go.  If it occurs again, look out!”  “ Yes Mr Goad” was all that I could say.   Mr 
Goad went back to his office. Poor old Len, he received another 1000 grey hairs that 
day!    

Len shook his head sadly and wandered off to his office. Of course Nobby got to hear 
all about it, and came to my casting cage grinning like anything!  “Hello David, you 
dropped yourself in it YET AGAIN?” I explained what had happened and all the 
implications. “Oh dear! Too late now ain’t it?” said Nobby, still grinning and eyeing 
the castings on the floor severed from their riser heads.   “Don’t worry, we all make 
mistakes”!  “Yes, but not like this” I intoned. “I should have checked properly”.  Nobby 
patted my left shoulder, “Not to worry, you are not the first or the last; people in High 
Office have made almighty clangers worse than you!” “Yes but they got away with it 
because of friends in high places, and some other poor soul took the blame” I replied.  
“Well, I know of a good remedy to cure all ills and stress”, said Nobby giving me a wink. 
“Oh? And what is that?” I queried.  “Why? Put the kettle on, see ya” - and with that 
Nobby went back to the Trimming Shop annex.   I must explain here that the reason 
the riser heads had to be left on was so that the chuck of the lathe had something to 
grip while machining, otherwise there would have nothing to hold on to.  In future I 
made sure, and doubly sure, if the heads of quill and stick castings had to come off or 
stay on!  

  

Fred Horn, Jim Kinsley and the Very Urgent Cover Casting.   
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Fred (Trader) Horn was a founder, located in the Small Brass Foundry across the road. 
He was a top craftsman of his trade. Although ruddy in complexion with blue eyes, 
grey hair and a moustache, he had a heart of gold.  His bark was worse than his bite; 
more often than not, he and Charlie Wareham would have a right old slang match 
between the pair of them! Fred hurling insults and getting redder by the minute, whilst 
Charlie would just grin wider and wider, and then say something worse so that Fred 
nearly exploded!  It was NOT done in spite but just for the sheer hell of it!    On this 
particular day Fred had to cast a very urgent steam valve bridge cover.  It was almost 
bridge-shaped too.  Fred, in order to get the job out on time, decided to work his lunch 
break which he did with the blessing of Chargeman, Eddie Berriton.  

 With the new CO2 sand moulding process, as described previously, the casting was 
made in no time! Still somewhat hot although not glowing red, the casting was rushed 
over to the shot blast chamber. Once cleaned, George Day, the new shot blaster (sadly, 
he too is now dead) handed the casting to trimmer Jim Kinsley. Jim was from 
Lancashire and sounded me out about it. “EH UP DAVEY! Is this yon castin` yer want 
urgent?”  I nodded. “That's the one Jim ta.” I said. “But you had better let me get the 
pattern first, to check the length of the boss on the bottom”.” We don't want to cut it 
too short.” Instead of the usual taper boss on the end where one could see where to 
make the cut, Fred had put on a straight round stick mould so that the taper boss could 
be machined out on the lathe. Trouble was, if you had no idea where to cut, it was vital 
to find out before you did!  

 But Jim was impatient.  He grabbed the casting and placed it in the vice.  “Don't worry 
Davy, it will be all reet any road!”  Before I could stop him, Jim lowered his goggles 
and switched on the cutting saw blade.  The 16 inch round diameter blade at 3000 rpm 
sliced through the metal like butter, with a shower of red hot sparks that shot up the 
extraction trunking flue, a scorch smell of hot metal, the cut ends blue with the heat 
and friction. With a loud clang the stump remains fell to the floor!   Jim then placed 
the casting on the large grinding wheels to give it a final finish.  “Here yer are, it’s for 
thee; don't say I give yer owt!”  He banged the casting on my office desk and walked 
away to do more castings.  I looked at the casting. I had the horrible feeling that Jim 
had ruined it!  So I went over to the Small Brass foundry to hunt for the pattern to 
bring it back and compare the bottom boss length. I found that it was Fred that had 
made the casting, and of course he and Jim often exchanged banter and insults, just 
like with Charlie Wareham, but never really meaning it.  I came back to my side with 
the pattern and compared it with what Jim had done.  You have guessed it! Jim HAD 
cut TOO MUCH OFF!   I went over and saw Jim.  Jim stopped what he was trimming. 
“You TWIT! You have ruined it Jim - you cut off too much!” I replied showing the cover 
casting and pattern alongside it.  Jim looked sheepish. “Eee by gum lad, thee are reet, 
who made t` castin` any road?”  “Fred Horn, he will LOVE YOU! He worked his entire 
LUNCH BREAK to get it done as well!”   “ Oh ‘eck!”  “Exactly! GIS US IT ‘ERE! I WILL 
GO AN SEE HIM!” replied Jim, snatching the casting from my grasp.  Jim went over 
to the Small Brass Foundry and sorted out Fred.  

 Fred was busy bending over some moulds getting them ready for the next cast.  Fred 
bent up from his task and hurled insults to Jim!  “Hello you long orrible lookin’ useless 
article! WHAT do you WANT?”   Jim sheepishly handed the casting cover to Fred.  
“Eee, sorry Fred, but I think I cut castin’ too short; can thee make t`nother?”   
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Fred almost bit through the pipe he was smoking in shock! “I OUGHT TO WRAP THIS 
BLEEDIN` CASTIN ` ROUN` YER BLEEDIN` `HEAD! you useless great article! “GO 
ON, I WILL FIX IT!” Fred snatched the casting from a grinning Jim and placed it in a 
makeshift mould. Fred would fuse a new bit of gunmetal on the end.  The job was done 
in no time and I made sure that Jim never cut it too short again, marking the right spot 
with a black marker pen.  If he had done we would have been up the creek without a 
paddle!  How we kept it dark from the Management I shall never know!     

David Barber and Furnace Man, Ernie Hutton.  

Ernie Hutton was a furnace man with the Small Brass Foundry although, if demands 
dictated, he could be sent to work in the Iron and Brass Foundry - if a very heavy load 
of castings had to be made and every furnace put into operation.  There was one very 
funny episode that happened to poor old Ernie one day. He went into the Small Brass 
foundry’s metal ingot store as usual to get some out ready for the days cast when 
suddenly he let out a howl of pain!.  Ernie came out of the metal store and clinging 
hard to his right glove was a dear little kitten, a tabby.  The kitten had sunk its teeth 
and claws deep into Ernie's hand, spitting and snarling, most likely thinking it had 
caught a mouse!  Of course, poor Ernie was dancing around the casting shop, with the 
kitten clinging on for dear life! Luckily, someone managed to remove the kitten from 
Ernie’s hand and it fled back to the metal store cage again.  Unbeknown, a wild Mother 
cat and her kittens had taken up residence. What in a foundry shop? Why not? Warm 
and cosy!  That kitten ended up in one of the founder’s homes.  Of course Ernie went 
down to the Naval Base Surgery where he got bandaged up and anti-rabies injections 
given.  Anyway one day, I had to get rid of a lot of confidential paper work, a chore I 
had been given by Mr Bond, my Inspector. I could not throw them in the tidy skip bin 
out in the foundry yard because people would read them. Also the wind might blow 
them all over the shop. Nor could they be torn up small. As I had no shredding 
machine, I was in a slight flummox as what to do.  Of course!  BURN THEM!  

 I duly went over to the Small Brass Foundry where I saw the then new Chargeman, 
Brian Quayle, promoted from being a founder. (Sadly he too has died now, only 43 
when he did, with cancer.)  “Hello Brian, I have to get rid of this confidential paper 
work; can I burn it?” Brian looked at the armful of paper work I had in my hands. 
“What are they?” he asked.  “Oh I think its reports, old casting documents and whatnot, 
all sort of rubbish really. Mr Bond has had an office clear out” I replied, “I can’t just 
dump `em”. Brian nodded. “Yes, --okay David, you can throw them in that furnace 
over there, we have just finished casting” said Brian pointing to the 2nd Skelner 
furnace glowing orange hot. “Thanks Brian.”  Loaded with armfuls of confidential 
paper work, I went to the said furnace and began to throw in reams of the stuff. Of 
course, soon as the paper work touched the red hot inside of the furnace, it burst into 
flames before dying as a mound of black ash.  Soon every scrap had been burnt, job 
done, and thanking Brian, I went back to my own side again. Little did I realise that 
the following morning, I would cause a right old furore in the Small Brass shop!  

The following morning began as usual; everything a daily routine for everybody. In the 
Small Brass foundry, Ernie Hutton had loaded the same furnace that he had used the 
day before with metal for the day’s cast. Little did he know what would happen next!  
It wasn't until Ernie turned on the fan blower to the furnace to create the flames 
reaching melting point for the metal that it happened!  WHOOSH!  A very large black 
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cloud of ash shot high into the air from the furnace, before it gently floated back down 
like millions of snowflakes.  Talk about a North Pole blizzard!  Trouble was the 
ENTIRE shop was enveloped in this black ash storm.  It settled EVERYWHERE, on 
everybody and everything and, being sooty and greasy, left black streak marks on the 
founder’s clothes, their workbenches and tools!   Of course, you should have heard the 
oaths and threats aimed at poor old Ernie Hutton who was entirely innocent of the 
affair!   Brian Quayle on hearing the casting shop commotion came out of his office 
and his eyes went wide at the sight. “Oh hell fire! WHAT A MESS! IF I had known this 
was going to happen, I would have NEVER given David permission to burn all that 
confidential paper.”   Brian saw all the founder workers and apologised to them, saying 
that he was partly responsible for the mess being created, allowing yours truly to burn 
all that paper. Naturally it took quite a while to clean up all this mess; as soon as one 
tried to sweep it up with either a hand brush or broom, being very light, the ash would 
just float out of the way at the slightest draught of the brush or broom.  All the founders 
were up in arms as the ash on their clothes would leave sooty spots which were A REAL 
TEST for all those soap powders advertised.  

Yours truly, the culprit, was soon sounded out by the furnace man, Ernie Hutton.  He 
stormed over to my office in the Iron and Brass Foundry trimming area.  I was busy 
writing casting voucher details in one of my record books, when my office door 
suddenly crashed open, making the windows rattle. Ernie, his face bright red and 
breathing fire, confronted me on what I had done. “WOT the `ELL ‘APPENED THIS 
MORNIN` IN MY FURNACE?”  I turned to face him. “Oh Good Morning Ernie, I am 
sorry I don't quite follow you” I replied.  “OH YES YOU DO!”   “YESTERDAY, when 
you threw in all that paper to burn it without me seein` yer!” retorted Ernie still mad.  
I then realised what he was on about. “Oh yes, I forgot. I am truly sorry Ernie, anything 
amiss?” I enquired.  THAT WAS AN UNDERSTATEMENT!  Ernie went even madder!  
“AMISS! I SAY THERE IS!” “YOU! are RESPONSIBLE for makin` a huge snow storm 
in the SMALL BRASS FOUNDRY. Ash flew EVERY WHERE!  It covered everyone and 
everything!” I just groaned at what I had done. “Sorry again Ernie, I didn't realise what 
I did would cause an uproar. I forgot that when you turned on the furnace fan blower 
the ash would come flying out” I replied.  “I had to destroy the papers somehow as they 
were confidential”.  “I couldn’t care less, if they were sky blue pink! The point is - IT’S 
A FURNACE, NOT,” and emphasising the point, stabbed me in the chest with his index 
finger, “an INCINERATOR for YOUR rubbish!” “DON'T let it occur again!”  “No Ernie” 
was all I could say.  “GOOD MORNING!” replied Ernie, leaving my office and 
slamming the door again. For my pains, I had a rocket from the Foreman, Mr Goad, 
and one from Mr Bond, the Inspector, and Len Mansfield, my Chargeman.  Of course, 
I had constant mirth and laughs from my work mates all day long, never letting me 
forget! You do learn the hard way sometimes!      

  

Len Mansfield, Mr Goad and the Missing Tomato!    

  

If ever there was a case of the famous detective Sherlock Holmes, called to investigate 
a crime of mystery, then this episode fitted the bill.  Len Mansfield, my Chargeman, 
grew a window box of tomatoes in his office. They grew big and ripe, some the size of 
a cricket or baseball, full of juice and sweet as a nut.   
Len would often pick one, when they were ripe, and have it with his cheese sandwiches 
during tea or lunch break.  On this occasion however there was only one left, the VERY 
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LAST one of all, so if he wanted any more, he would have to buy new baby plants.  
Arthur Capel and Charlie Evans, the 2 burner-trimmers were in Len’s office, sorting 
out paperwork for the day’s work. Arth noticed the big juicy last tomato left on the 
stalk, winked and gestured to Charlie what he was about to do. Charlie of course knew 
what Arth was up to so, in order to divert Len’s attention, he asked Len to clarify one 
or two more points.  Whilst Len was occupied, Arthur sneakily pulled the tomato of 
the stalk and carefully placed it in his top overall pocket.  Just then in came the 
Foreman, Mr Goad.  It was time for Arthur and Charlie to make their move.  “Oh you 
don't have to go on my account,” said Mr Goad.  “That’s okay Mr Goad, we have got a 
lot of work on, and we want to get started,” replied Charlie. “Mornin` Mr Goad”, 
replied Arthur, knuckling his forehead as he left. “Morning, Arthur!”  Mr Goad then 
chatted to Len about some problem that needed sorting. When done, Mr Goad went 
back to his office.  It was almost time for tea break.  Len got up and went to mash his 
tea then opened up his lunch box and took out 2 large cheese sandwiches. He then 
turned to the window box of the tomato plants to use up the very last one left on the 
stalk only, to his surprise and bafflement, it HAD GONE!.  Len scratched his head. 
“Hello, that's odd; I could ‘ave SWORE that tomato was there not five minutes ago”. 
Len looked on the floor, under his desk, just in case the thing had dropped off and 
rolled onto the floor; he did not want to squash it.  Len looked everywhere; but no 
tomato. Then Len recalled the last person in his office was Mr Goad.  “No! Not HIM? 
Surely not?” pondered Len, his forehead in a puzzled frown. But as Mr Goad was the 
last person in his office, Len could only conclude that Mr Goad was the guilty party. 
“Well would you believe it? I never thought I‘d live to see the day that MY Boss would 
stoop to a tactic like that!  I was lookin` forward to eatin` that an` all, with these cheese 
sandwiches.”  Len sat down to eat, reading the paper but not very happy that his last 
tomato had been swiped.  Of course Arthur and Charlie made sure that they scoffed 
this tomato with THEIR own cheese rolls before the tea break was over.   After tea 
break, Len wandered over to the Steel Trimming Shop to check on the work progress. 
He was still unhappy that he had MISSED his very last tomato. “I was lookin` forward 
to eatin` that all mornin` an`, when I went to get it, somebody had stole it!” thought 
Len.  Of course, Arthur noticed Lens` glum expression. “Was’a matter Len? You look 
a bit upset mate.” “Someone stole me last tomato, I was goin` to enjoy that an all, wiv 
my cheese sandwiches at tea break.”  “No!”exclaimed Arthur pretending to be 
innocent. “Any idea who took it?” “Well, I shouldn't mention names, but Goadie was 
the last person in my office and `e took it!”.  “I call that a diabolical liberty!” “Yeh!  So 
do I Len,” rejoined Arthur.  Charlie Evans just grinned. Just then, in to the Steel 
Trimming shop walked Mr Goad. For Arthur, this was too good a chance to miss!  
“Hello Mr Goad, that's a crying shame ain’t it?” “What is?” asked Mr Goad, turning to 
face Arthur. “Poor Len `ad `e’s last tomato swiped!” Len went white as a sheet, and 
franticly waved at Arthur to shut up and hissed through clenched teeth, “Will YOU 
SHUT UP AND LET IT DIE!?”  But there was no stopping Arthur!  He rambled on.  
“Yeh, DIABOLICAL I calls it, fancy avin` e’s last tomato stolen I ask yer! Ee` was 
lookin` forward to eatin` it an` all!” “I don't see what this has got to do with work, do 
you?” said Mr Goad, looking a bit cross.  But Arthur had not finished yet!  “Yeh, not to 
worry though, we found out `oo the culprit was”. “Len said: “Fancy old Goadie, a 
wealthy monthly-paid bloke like `im, having to stoop to low tactics like that, when `e 
could afford to buy a whole box full!” Yeh that's what ‘e said! Mr Mansfield said it was 
you!” Len was horrified and wished at that moment that the floor would open up and 
swallow him!  Mr Goad went almost purple!  He rounded on Len in a furious tirade!  
“DON’T YOU EVER SAY THINGS LIKE THAT AGAIN! HOW DARE YOU!”   
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Poor Len just stammered and stuttered, going bright red! “I didn't mean it like that Mr 
Goad; honest, it is all a mistake!”   But Mr Goad was MOST upset, ordering Len over 
to his office for another right rollicking!  Arthur and Charlie, of course, just laughed 
with glee.    
  

Charlie Evans and the Burning of a Hole.   

  

One day as Charlie was not very busy, sitting in his burning bay smoking his pipe, in 
came through the double doors leading from the Steel Foundry were Mr Goad and the 
shop Chargeman, Ted Wilkie, pushing a trolley with a old mould box on it. They 
stopped by Charlie`s bay. Mr Goad asked Charlie if he could burn out a hole on this 
mould box as it was going to be used on a job and the hole would have a bolt through 
it to secure it to another one to make a pair.  Charlie looked a bit glum, scratched the 
back of his head and said: “Well I dunno Mr Goad, I will try but it is cast iron.”  “What 
has that got to do with it?” replied Mr Goad, a little niggled. “Steel, no problem, the 
trouble with iron is, is its content. Soon as I burn it, the slag given off will seal up the 
hole again; it will be just wasting time”.  But Mr Goad would have none of it; HE KNEW 
BEST! “OH PIFFLE! GET ON WITH IT!”  “ All right Mr Goad”, said Charlie, as he lit 
the cutting touch and pulled down his goggles. At the same time under his breath 
“Don’t say I did not warn you!”   After many attempts, Charlie straightened up and 
pushed back his goggles. He was back where he started!  “Sorry Mr Goad, I told you, I 
did try”.    Mr Goad hated to admit defeat but he had no choice.  
“Push the BLOODY THING BACK TED, WE WILL DRILL THE BLASTED THING!”  
Of course, Arthur Capel saw what had happened and this was too good a chance to 
miss!  “Huh!  Another RIGHT PAIR of idiots who can't tell STORK FROM BUTTER!” 
replied Arthur with a cheeky grin on his face.    Mr Goad just glared! He did NOT like 
being taken the Mickey of!  
David Barber and the Water Test Bench.  

One of my jobs that came along later was to water pressure test certain castings before 
they were dispatched. It was a good job too in a way, particularly as those made for 
submarines were very critical. One did not dare contemplate the consequences if a 
casting failed whilst the submarine was deep dived, many hundreds of feet down.  The 
castings tested were valve bodies, straight through and right angle types, bulkhead 
pieces, deckhead pieces (the difference between the two, that the flanges around the 
casting of one on the pipe part distance wise were shorter) taper pieces and lastly, tee 
piece castings. With the testing of the bulkhead, deck, and taper piece castings, they 
presented no bother. With the valve bodies and tee piece castings, this was another 
matter. Where the casting branched off, you had to put on a wooden blank with a 
rubber washer and “G” clamp that tight.  You also put rubber seal washers at the top 
and bottom of the casting to be tested, all various sizes, making sure that all joints were 
water tight.  The casting was also held in an “A” frame clamp, the top bit had a bleeder 
valve fitted on which was the steel sealing flange with a very tiny hole underneath. A 
second tiny hole was on the metal testing bench which the water came through.  

To test the casting to make sure it did not leak the procedure was as follows.  It was 
sealed tight as previously described, making sure the casting on the bench was 
deadsquare and central over the tiny inlet hole. Once sealed tight, you then turned on 
the water. You also opened the little bleeder valve on the top blank and waited until 
the water came out of it in a tiny dribble. Once it had done, you knew the casting was 
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full of water and the test could commence.  You then turned on a little air pump, fixed 
on a compressed air line which had a reading gauge, getting the air to reach 105 P. S. 
I. and no more.  Making sure that the pump was working in slow strokes and not fast, 
the casting was left on test for five minutes. You also used an air gun on the compressed 
air line to blow dry any beads of water off the casting surface. This of course to check 
that those beads were either a fluke or the casting was leaking.  If you found the water 
bead had re- appeared, then that casting was marked where the leak was and placed 
to one side for the Inspector to make a decision, either repair which meant that the 
leak area had to be dug out with a grinding tool and then fused with new molten metal 
and the casting re- tested for leaks, or scrap it and make a new one. More often than 
not, the casting was scrapped and a new one made, with a replacement casting voucher 
to cover the costs.  

Well on this particular day I was busy testing some castings prior to dispatch. The test 
bench, by the way, was located in the Trimming Shop Annexe of the Iron and Brass 
Foundry.  I was just about to finish up what I was doing when Mr Goad, looking very 
smart in his BEST SUIT, entered the place and came over to me. “David,” he replied 
brightly to me, “do me a favour, will you water test this big valve body casting? It is 
VERY URGENT and it MUST GO TODAY.” Mr Goad pointed to a large right angled, 
8-inch bore valve body casting on the floor near the test bench. “Yes, okay Mr Goad, it 
won’t take a jiffy to do”.  Of course Nobby saw that this casting would be heavy to lift 
and I would get a hernia! “Hang on David, let me help you.”  Grunting and puffing, we 
lifted the casting onto the test bench. Gosh, it was a weight too!  I duly commenced to 
connect up everything and, once the water had filled the casting, the test could 
commence.  Mr Goad watched my progress - which made me feel uncomfortable. Of 
course everyone dreads the Boss watching you.  Len  
Mansfield also came into the annex to watch.  I turned on the pump. All was well for 
the first 10 minutes.  

 “Any leaks?” asked Mr Goad bending down to look at the casting under the “A” frame 
clamp.  I blew a squirt of compressed air onto the castings surface.  “Not a sign, Mr 
Goad” I rejoined.  “What pressure is it on?” he asked. “One hundred and five P S I” I 
replied.  Mr Goad was a bit upset. “One zero five?  That's NO GOOD, put it up to one 
hundred and sixty; an eight inch bore that size will take more pressure than what you 
put in.” I was worried that the rubber seal joints would blow and, with that amount of 
water in the casting and under that pressure, would squirt out like a fireman’s fire 
hose!  “Mr Goad, if I do that the seal joints might blow with all that---”. Mr Goad held 
up his hand. “POPPYCOCK! You WILL do AS ASKED!” he said to me. “All right Mr 
Goad, if you insist” I replied, but under my breath, “On your own head be it!”  Orders 
were orders, he KNEW BEST!  But pride goes before a fall so they say. I duly raised the 
air pressure as directed to 160 P S I. Again, all was well for the next 10 minutes. “There 
you are, perfect! I told you that pressure would hold!” rejoined Mr Goad gesturing with 
his hands and a big smile on his face. Famous last words!  

Len and I exchanged worried glances; the pressure had gone up to now 175 and was 
rising! “Er sorry, Mr Goad, but the look of that air and water pressure it’s gone up; 
things will blow!” “Len, shall I turn it off quick before something happens?” I said 
getting worried. “Leave it ALONE!” snapped Mr Goad. Of course then things began to 
happen. There was a small squeak and a farting noise as the top rubber flange began 
to lose its water tight seal, followed by a thin jet of water which shot right across the 
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annex shop!   Mr Goad suddenly realised that he had gone too far and he was wrong, 
but did not like to admit it. “OH GOD, DAVID QUICK! STOP IT!” I duly turned off the 
water and air pressure, the gauge needle going back to zero.  “Just in time David, well 
done!” beamed Mr Goad.  

I then, without thinking, began to undo everything, forgetting of course that there 
would be some residual pressure and that I should have let the water dribble out 
SLOWLY.  Of course, with THAT amount of water inside the casting, there was only 
one way it could go!  As I unscrewed the top of the “A” frame clamp, there was a big 
“BANG!”. The top rubber washer flew like a frisbie! At the same time a solid jet of 
water, 8 inches in diameter, hit Mr Goad squarely in the chest!  “AAAAARGH!” yelled 
Mr Goad.  “YOU!, YOU!,  STUPID CLOT!”  “LOOK AT ME!  I am soaked THROUGH!” 
MR Goad was now dripping wet, a very wet BIG patch on his BEST SUIT and his shirt 
and tie.  “I HAVE GOT TO ATTEND A VERY IMPORTANT MEETING IN HALF AN 
HOUR IN THE CENTRAL OFFICE BLOCK.  I CAN’T GO  
LOOKING LIKE THIS!”  Len didn't know whether to laugh or not; he stifled a grin by 
placing his hand over his mouth.  Embarrassed red-faced, I could only mumble an 
apology and tried to wipe Mr Goad down with a clean piece of rag.  Talk about Laurel 
and Hardy and “another fine mess”!  “Leave it ALONE! You are making things worse!” 
retorted Mr Goad.  

He stormed off to his office, wondering what to do next when one of the furnace men 
suggested that he stood next to one of the furnaces flashed up for the day’s cast. With 
that heat, Mr Goad would dry out in no time!   Mr Goad did so - the steam rising up 
from his suit, shirt and tie. Trouble was, his suit, shirt and tie were now crumpled; no 
longer immaculate!   What the very senior officers up in C O B 1 thought of Mr Goad’s 
appearance was anybody's guess.  Later on his return, I was summonsed to his office 
FORTHWITH! where I received a blistering ear bashing on my carelessness!   The 
report of the incident, that I had HALF DROWNED the Foundry Foreman, spread like 
wildfire!  Even Mr Bond, my Inspector, was amused.  Nobby and Ben Breeze, the two 
trimmers in the annex where it happened, were beside themselves in fits!  “I ASK you! 
Fancy half drownin’ the FOREMAN!  You WOULD, DAVID!” said Nobby with a hearty 
laugh!  Of course, Arthur Capel and Charlie Evans got to hear.  “Best thing that could 
`ave `append to `im!” retorted Arth.  Len Mansfield of course also laughed but also 
gave me a mild telling off.  “David? HOW on EARTH did you manage to HALF 
DROWN Mr Goad?” “Sorry Len, but in my haste to get it all stopped and finished, I 
totally forgot for the moment!” “That is the UNDERSTATEMENT FOR THE YEAR! 
Davy boy, you will drive me into a early grave you will!” I just decided to keep Mum 
and say nothing. It was AGES before I was allowed to forget the incident and I never 
lived it down either!  I would be constantly referred to ... “David, do you need a 
plumber?” or “If you had a leak it must be WELSH WATER, Welsh water, leek, gid it?”  
“Huh!” I said but then saw the funny side of what I had done and laughed until I could 
laugh no more.     

David Barber Jinx! Jonah!  

If you recall, I told you that for the first six months after my arrival in the Foundry 
shops, I was a jinx, a Jonah, a curse, an ill wind that blows no good, or whatever you 
want to call it; for some unexplained reason I WAS!  Many a true word said in jest as 
they say.  I would grin, point at something and say: “Mockers on it, that will go wrong 
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tomorrow” and it DID!  Trouble was that after a while my saying jokes started to get 
thin; people began to get annoyed. But wherever I went trouble followed me and I was 
grimly determined to get rid of these gremlins once and for all! And I kept quiet as 
well! But it was no good.  One day in the Steel foundry, I was over there for Len 
Mansfield on an errand and both electric arc furnaces were flashed up. Normally only 
one at a time was used but, because of a very urgent and large order of steel castings 
to be made, both had to be switched on. However, things were to go wrong in a 
spectacular fashion.  I do not know how or to this day why, that my presence in the 
shop caused both furnaces to break down!  Number 1 furnace suddenly gave out a 
terrific bang and an almighty greenish blue flash was seen at the top of one of the 
carbon rod electrodes, on the copper collar which held it in place.  Somehow the carbon 
arc rod had fractured. The furnace needed all 3 to work properly and as no spare was 
available, the furnace was shut down.  Mr Goad, who was then the Inspector of the 
Steel Foundry, was most upset and rated the furnace men for being careless; but it was 
not their fault.  So far at least the other furnace was still working for the moment and 
some of the order could be cast.  But it was not to be. The other furnace also played up 
in sympathy!  Without warning, the molten metal suddenly burned through the back 
of the furnace - the furnace brick lining had given way. Of course all the furnace men 
scattered as 3 tons of orange to white hot molten metal poured out and down into the 
floor pit below, where the furnace would tilt to tap out the metal into the ladle. With 
all the electric cables etc to the furnace also down there, they just went bang - as well 
as the electric switch board control. Both furnaces dated from 1923 when the Steel 
Foundry opened.  Of course that day, all casting had to be abandoned!  Mr Goad was 
most upset. I only upset him further, when I hummed the tune: “Happy days are here 
again!”  “And YOU can shut up as well!” he thundered, as he went off to report to Mr 
Pedrick the Foreman what happened.  “You are flippin’ jinx DAVE,” echoed Charlie 
Wareham.  The way he said it and his cross expression made me curl up with laughter. 
Mr Bond my own Inspector also had a favourite saying any mistakes I made “he would 
have my guts for garters!”   His other name was JAMES, so behind his back we called 
him 007!    

  

Nat Watson Founder and the Cores!   

  

Nat Watson was a founder who worked in the Iron and Brass Foundry, later moving 
over to the Small Brass.  Later in years he would sit and pass all the exams and 
interviews rising through the ranks to become a Chargeman, and finally to be the very 
last Inspector of the Iron and Brass before the complexes closed down for ever.  Sadly 
after 6 years of retirement Nat died of cancer, aged 71.  Now you must remember that 
sadly now many of the people I have worked with over many years have died; although 
some are still around but not many.  Nat did have at times a fiery temper but he never 
held a grudge and whatever was soon forgotten.  Of course though, it was just MY luck 
that I kept on breaking his sand core moulds. If you recall what I told you, the function 
of the cores was to make the casting hollow.  I think that Nat dreaded seeing me around 
his moulds and would often whip away the core ones out of harm’s way when he saw 

me coming. Try as poor Nat might he NEVER succeeded and yes - “CRACK!  
SMASH!” another small bunch of sand cores got broken!   “GO AWAY!” he would 

thunder at me.  “YOU ARE A BLEEDIN’ MENACE!”   I think the last straw was when 
one day I wandered over to the Small Brass Foundry to see if I could have the pattern 
of a casting Nat made; the reason being that the drawing number and the order on the 
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casting had not reproduced clearly enough. I had to check that I was sending away the 
right casting.  I asked him for the pattern. “Sure Dave, just a mo”.  Nat had just started 
to reach for it when I spotted it before he did.  “Found it” I cried.  Trouble was, the 
pattern was just out of reach and, in order to steady myself to reach it on the window 
sill, I put my right hand on the work bench  SMACK ONTO THE NEW SAND MOULD, 
CORES AND ALL, that he just made!.  Nat went barmy!  “YOU’RE THE THIRD 

AWKWARD SOD THAT'S DONE THAT!  GO ON SOD OFF!” It seemed 

that someone else also had smashing time with Nat.  Nat then went bonkers, smashing 
up the moulds he had just made, kicking also piles of sand!  “Wastin’ MY TIME HERE 
TODAY; I MAY AS WELL GO HOME!” Of course I had a hell of a struggle to keep a 
straight face and left the casting shop before anymore trouble I could cause!    
  

Les Scillitoe   

  

Les was the regular Iron and Brass Foundry overhead travel crane driver, along with 
the Albert Malley.   Les would often tell us that he held the record of being the only 
man in the Foundry shops that he had NEVER had a day off sick; that was always on 
time; and the holiday plans where he would be going next; and his investments in the 
building society he belonged to.  Of course Les was single living on his own and quite 
content. But we began to get fed up of hearing all about it after a while. Les was a 
likeable chap, very hard working but he was one of those sort who would more or less 
outstay his welcome, if you know what I mean; too imposing.  We were of course sorry 
to see him go when he retired but at the same time relieved.  Our good fortune did not 
last long for a few months later Les poked his head through the doorway; he just could 
not keep away!  “How are we, me old mate?” he cheerfully intoned.  “Oh by the way, 
did you know poor old so and so died last week?” That was all we got from him and 
what he said all before.  We just politely grinned and said yes or no, but at the same 
time we were seething under our breath:  “In the name of God, GO!” like Neville 
Chamberlain. It was no good; he kept on visiting us about once a month. For founder 
Cyril Welch it was more than flesh and blood could stand. Soon as he heard Les was 
coming he would hide out of the way and stay hidden till Les had gone.   Of course Les 
now is no longer living, having died in 2007 and his visits stopped altogether once the 
foundries had closed.     
  

George James Rogers.  

  

George James Rogers was the Foreman of the Foundries from 1932 until 1956, serving 
through the war years in the place.  He invented many ideas that helped casting 
production enormously, particularly on the furnace function side, and his ideas spread 
to the other 3 Naval Dockyards - Devonport, Rosyth and Chatham.   I never met or 
worked under him. But the tales I had been told by those that did made me glad that I 
hadn't.  Mr Rogers was of the old school, a very strict no-nonsense type. He demanded 
that EVERY CASTING should be perfect regardless, no excuse! Any that failed to make 
the grade, to his standards, the founder who made the job was sent for. The poor 
founder received a right grilling by Mr Rogers in his office with the dire warning that 
if it happened again, he would get the sack!  So any castings that were bad, even if not 
the founders fault, were hidden from him before he could see them, re-melted down 
and made again.  One very funny incident, a dim witted labourer was asked to fetch 
some brad nails by a founder in the Steel Foundry to put in the sand mould so as to 
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feed the metal as it flowed in. He was told that the nails were located in the Foreman's 
Office!  Of course the labourer took his word for it, not realising that it was just a joke. 
Trouble was the joke backfired!  The labourer, without as much as a by-your-leave, 
went right to the Foreman`s door and wrenched it open without knocking. “Excuse 
me, me old mate, is this where you keep the brad nails?”  Mr Rogers went almost 
purple! No less than the Port Admiral and a very high Defence department official 
were in a private meeting discussing a lot of new castings required for a very urgent 
contract.  Mr Rogers just exploded!  “WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING IN 
HERE?!!!”  “Oh sorry squire, I thought you kept the brad nails in ‘ere for the sand 
moulds; any idea where they are mate?”  Mr Rogers went even more purple! 
“NAILS?!!!!! GO ON! GET OUT! I WILL DEAL WITH YOU LATER!” He did too! When 
Mr Rogers retired and left the Foundries he became boss of Sperrings Castings Ltd, in 
Clarendon Street off Lake Road. It was a filthy rat hole of a place to work in. Mainly 
they made cast iron castings, mostly drain and manhole covers for the City Council. 
Those who had left the Portsmouth Dockyard foundries and went to work in Sperrings 
found to their dismay that they were under Mr Rogers yet again!  Mr Rogers never 
forgot old faces and his beady eye was on them from day ONE!  Behind Mr Roger's 
back the workers called him IKEY!  Sperrings lasted from 1857, would you believe, till 
1972.  Mr Rogers died in 2003.  I do have a video of him and the Dockyard foundries 
made for the Wessex archives.  
  

Foundry Worker Dave Webster and his Mate Brian Quayle.    

  

Dave Webster and his mate, Brian Quayle, were founders in the Small Brass Foundry. 
This was before Brian became a Chargeman.  Mainly they cast flanges, all diameters 
from solid to ones with holes in. To speed up production they used a mould press.  The 
wood pattern, several in a circle with a centre riser, was placed on the machine base. 
Then a mould flask or box was placed around them and then filled up with sand. 
Pressing the treadle, the press came down via compressed air and packed tight the 
sand. The mould box was then removed. After an interval it was turned up the other 
way, revealing the impressions of the flanges in the sand, the patterns remaining in 
the base of the machine for the next lot of sand. This was all very well but, often as not, 
I would have constant arguments with Dave Webster, saying that for order so and so, 
I was 5 flanges light! He would retort and say that I had had every one!  I would 
resound back, saying come and count them yourself then! Muttering to himself that I 
must be blind or daft, he would come over and investigate.  More often as not I would 
be right but, to be fair, I was wrong sometimes!   

David Barber and the Time Keeping Clock.  

One day at out muster, 1630 hours or 4.30 pm, we were all waiting to clock out. Of 
course yours truly noticed that the time keeping clock in the Iron and Brass Foundry 
trimming area was just 2 minutes fast.  Everyone thought that was GREAT; we will get 
out earlier and quicker!  Yes! Until yours truly, for a joke and grinning, piped up and 
said to our timekeeper (recorder): “That clock looks a bit fast Dave!”  Dave Loveridge 
was our timekeeper. Some timekeepers would put the clock forward, stop the 
pendulum and everybody went home 3 min early!  Not our Dave; he would not give 
one inch!; even though he was a nice enough work friend.  He even would not issue 
our wages on payday until the 12 o’clock hooter noise had died; not one second before 
or after.   Dave of course, hearing my remark, looked at the clock, opened the case and 
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put the hands TWO MINUTES BACK, with the remark: “Oh yes, so it is, thank you 
very much David, glad you reminded me!” My joke had backfired spectacular fashion! 
I wished the floor would open up and swallow me! You should have heard the oaths 
and threats I got! “WHY DIDN'T YOU KEEP YOUR BIG TRAP SHUT?!!!”   “You just 
WAIT till you are outside UNICORN gate!”   “I WILL have yer guts for a necktie, etc, 
etc, etc.”  I learned my lesson yet again, many a true word----.   The Dockies’ Bikes 
and the Dockyard Cat!    

When the Portsmouth Naval Base had a large workforce of nearly 12,000 employees, 
a great number of them had their own bicycles.  At out-muster 4.30pm, you could not 
cross the road for the endless stream of men on their bikes going out the gates and on 
their way home. On this occasion, in 1973, a very large group of dockies were peddling 
like mad, glad to get home out of the wet and windy weather; a nice hot dinner and put 
their feet up to watch the soccer match on TV that evening.  Suddenly a large wild 
ginger dockyard cat flew right in front of ALL of them chasing a mouse!   Of course the 
result was inevitable!  One dockie, trying to avoid pussy, wobbled into his neighbour 
who in turn crashed into the next one and so on.  Some even sailed over the 
handlebars!  The result was a mass of swearing dockies sprawled in the road, buckled 
front wheels, burst tyres and locked tangled bikes!  You should have heard the oaths 
and threats!    Of course, the spectators on foot just laughed till they could laugh no 
more and a big cheer went up as yet another dockie crashed into the pile!  “Hooray! 
There goes another one!” they would chortle!   
George Abbott and the Spider.  

George Abbott, only 5 ft nothing, was one of the furnace men that worked in the Steel 
Foundry.  His size was a great asset for loading up the arc furnaces in preparation for 
the days cast, since he could crawl inside and places the metal so that the struck arc 
was evenly and not cause the furnace to short out. Another of one of his tasks was to 
re – line the very large ladles in use with new fire bricks, then a layer of special loam 
sand which when set was washed with graphite or plumbago and left to dry out. Once 
done, the ladle heater was placed over it, lit and run until the ladle was made red hot, 
then turned off and allowed to cool down; thus it was prepared for new casting melts.  
In order to renew a ladle, George had to climb a small ladder placed against it and get 
inside, armed with a hammer, chisel and goggles to smash out the old linings.   Of 
course all one could hear from the ladle, but no one in sight, was the steady “chip, chip, 
chip” of the chisel as it smashed the old linings. Then the air would explode with blue 
expletives as George whacked his thumb yet again.  

It was always some bright spark grinning with delight, would call out “Hello George, 
are we in the wars again?” George had a short fuse, and stuttered as well which got 
worse as he became angry. “W, W, W, WHO, S, S SAID T, T, THAT?”  By the time 
George managed to peer over the rim of the ladle, whoever made those remarks had 
gone.  The Foundry apprentices also made life hell for George. Nothing delighted them 
more than to wind George up by: (1) taking away his ladder, so that he was stuck inside 
the ladle; or (2) lobbing a large paper bag full of ice cold water high in the air to explode 
on contact with him soaking him wet through.  George roared blue murder with threats 
of retribution to the wrong doer. Trouble was, one day this joke backfired and Mr 
Bond, the Inspector on the Iron and Brass foundry side, got soaked. The aforesaid 
apprentice got his just desserts later!   Anyway, one day during lunch break Bill Cook 
(also a furnace man) found a huge black spider and placed it in George’s pint-sized 
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white china tea mug, Army issue.  Its legs touched the sides of the mug. George was 
asleep and Bill awaited the fun and games to follow.  George was really terrified of 
these creatures. Come the end of lunch break, George yawned and woke up, and 
sleepily groped for his tea mug to rinse out the tea dregs.   Suddenly George’s eyes went 
wide in horror and he let out an almighty yell.  He threw the mug high in the air before 
it fell to the ground smashing to pieces.  The spider, now free from its temporary 
confinement, scuttled away like a rocket, disappearing into some dark corner never to 
be seen again.  Bill Cook was in fits “Y, Y, Y, You, L, L, L LOUSY, B, B, B, BASKETS!” 
yelled George.  “ You are NOT allowed to have pets in the Dockyard, George” said Bill 
grinning but placing his hand in  friendly manner  on George’s left shoulder and then 
giving him a new mug of the same type that got broken.   George retired in 1978; sadly 
he too is no longer with us.        
Charlie Evans and the Annealing Furnace.  

As previously mentioned, the foundries had 2 annealing furnaces for the steel castings, 
one in the Steel Foundry trim shop annex, the other in the Iron and Brass Foundry 
yard.  The latter was not lit that often but, when it was, this was for one of the following 
reasons: (1) the Steel Shop Annex furnace was under maintenance or (2) there was so 
much steel castings to be done that both furnaces had to be lit in order to get rid of the 
backlog of work.  On this occasion the former applied. Charlie Evans, the oxy- 
acetylene trimmer in the Steel Foundry annex, was detailed to run the furnace since 
his work load for the moment was somewhat light.   

After the bogie carriage had been loaded it was hauled into the annealing furnace by a 
winch wire through a pulley block, the 20 ton overhead travel crane having the eye 
loop of the winch wire in the lifting hook; as it rose it pulled on the wire which in turn 
hauled the bogie along the rails set in the ground.  It was essential that people were 
well clear during the manoeuvre for if the wire broke it would whiplash back 
dangerously and could cause very serious injuries.  Once the bogie was inside, the 
furnace door was pulled down shut and the furnace fired up. The furnace was in a steel 
and fire brick shell that stood inside the brick furnace building. On top was the diesel 
oil fuel tank, reached for inspection by a small steel ladder. From there, pipes with 
open and shut valves ran down into the sprayer nozzles located in small holes in the 
furnace wall. When open the diesel emitted was like a fine mist spray which had to be 
ignited by a lit oily rag thrown in through the nozzle port.  With a soft “boomph” the 
flames were lit. Then the nozzle was adjusted until the correct flame colour was 
reached. When done, the fan blower was turned on to raise the temperatures to over 
1500 F. A tallish chimney was alongside, taking away the smoke or fumes. If a thin 
fine, slight brownish haze was seen, the furnace was working fine. It was essential that 
the furnace was watched all the time for, if one of the dampers shut, the furnace would 
not work properly and the chimney would emit filthy black smoke.  

It was a beautiful sunny day on this occasion as Charlie Evans made his way to the Iron 
Foundry yard to begin the task of annealing the steel castings in the furnace.  As this 
job was somewhat boring, Charlie had with him 2 paperback novels to read whilst the 
furnace was doing its work.  After the furnace had been lit and was up and running 
Charlie settled down to read his book, sitting in a small chair outside the building. All 
was well for the first few hours but on the 4th hour it happened.  Charlie had so become 
engrossed in reading the 2nd book, well into the plot, that he did not notice that for the 
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past ¾ hour the chimney had begun to belch black smoke - so thick you could almost 
pick it up with a shovel.  

With a slight breeze, from the North, the smoke had drifted southwards and hung in a 
large pall over no less than THE PORT ADMIRAL’S GARDEN of his official residence.  
It looked like a huge inkblot on a clear blue sky. One of the dampers had slipped so 
thus causing the draught of air to drop. Charlie suddenly smelt unburnt diesel fuel and 
looked skywards. “Oh my GAWD!” Charlie dropped his paper back and rushed inside 
the furnace to open the closed damper. The black smoke stopped but too late; the 
damage had been done.  

If the wind had been blowing the other way, and not from North to South, the smoke 
would not have gone over that garden.  Charlie gazed at the pall in the distance and 
muttered to himself “Oh well never mind it will disperse eventually.”  He settled down 
to read his 2nd paper back novel. It was not long afterwards that an elegant dark-haired 
lady in twin set and pearls came from under the Foundry archway and into the Iron 
Foundry yard. She strode briskly up to Charlie outside the annealing furnace.  Charlie 
got up from his seat and put down the book he was reading.  “Are you in charge here?” 
asked the lady in a very cut-glass accent.  “I am sorry Madam, I don’t quite follow” said 
Charlie puzzled - and then it dawned on him what she was on about.  “I am in charge 
of this furnace if that is what you mean”.   “No, I want the person in charge of the place” 
came the reply.  Charlie then realised what she was on about. “Oh I believe you wish 
to see our Foreman, Mr Pedrick?”  “Yes, I do and at ONCE! Where is his office please?”  
Charlie could see that she was a bit upset, her eyes glinted and her cheeks were rather 
flushed.  “If you would care to kindly follow me Madam, I will show you” said Charlie.  
The lady followed Charlie where he took her to the Foreman’s writer, Frankie Booth, 
who then ushered her to see Mr Pedrick.   

It was not until the aforesaid Lady had gone from Mr Pedrick`s office that a rather 
pale-faced Len Mansfield rushed up to Charlie Evans!   “Cor! NOW you ‘ave gorn an` 
BIN AN` DONE IT!” “Done what?” said Charlie rather puzzled. “That woz only the 
PORT ADMIRAL` S WIFE THAT `S OOO!” “So?” said Charlie still not with it.  “Yer 
don't understand Charlie, the Port Admirals wife ‘as only gone ter see Mr Pedrick and 
made a big complaint!”  “Oh? what about?” Charlie was still in the dark and not very 
happy; he hated mysteries!    “’Er washin`, that’s what!  She is complainin` that ALL 
`er snow-white laundry --- IT AINT!  IT’S ALL BLACK  wiv sooty specks, smuts an` 
streaks!” Charlie just laughed. “Oh! Well serves her right! We have got work to do; we 
can’t shut down just because she puts out her washin’.” “Yeh, but Charlie look at the 
big cloud of black smoke hangin’ over the Admiral’s official residence garden.” “Wot 
‘appened ‘ere Charlie?” Charlie then explained about the damper fault.  “Ow the ‘eck 
are we ter git out of this predicament then Charlie?” said Len still worried sick.  “You 
leave that to me” said Charlie with a wink.   Just then into the foundry yard strode Mr 
Pedrick, looking very angry!  

He went right up to Len and Charlie.  “What the HELL has been going on here 
gentlemen? I have just had in my office none less than the WIFE of the PORT 
ADMIRAL!   She has just complained that a large cloud of black smoke came from this 
yard and”, Mr Pedrick pointed to the furnace chimney, “that chimney”.  Mr Pedrick 
carried on.  “The smoke cloud gathered over her residence garden whereupon it 
delivered millions of soot specks all over her snow white laundry that the house staff 
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had just washed. Well, what do you have to say?” Charlie looked Mr Pedrick straight 
in the eye and replied with all serious convincing said “Oh No, Mr Pedrick! Not from 
here it wasn’t”.  Mr Pedrick almost exploded!  “Are YOU calling ME a LIAR?!!” Charlie 
looked most shocked.  Poor Len went paler than ever for, if the truth came to light, Len 
would be in more hot water than Charlie for (1) hiding the truth and (2) not checking 
on Charlie on the job; for the buck rested with him.  “Oh, MR PEDRICK! As if I would! 
No the smoke did not come from here but I think it came from HMS Brighton moored 
over against South West Wall jetty. She has just finished a refit and today they are 
doing boiler flash-up trials. Everyone knows the state of a ships boiler after a refit and 
it’s flashed up for the first time - the amount of smoke it makes.” Mr Pedrick would 
have none of it!  “POPPYCOCK! If you EXPECT me to BELIEVE THAT you are 
mistaken!” But Charlie still insisted it was so. Mr Pedrick gave Charlie the benefit of 
the doubt.  “All right, if you say so. But you know full well as I do that that smoke cloud 
DID COME from THAT CHIMNEY!”  Mr Pedrick left Charlie and Len with a parting 
shot.  “Do NOT let it HAPPEN AGAIN!” “That’s all!”  “No Mr Pedrick” replied Charlie.  
Charlie gave Len a wink and a wide grin. Len blew a whistle. “Phew, that was a narrow 
squeak, thanks Charlie I owe yer one.”  Always pays to have a good story lined up Len, 
you never know when it may come in handy!” replied Charlie.  They then burst out 
laughing as they visualised the Admiral’s wife’s laundry black with smuts. Of course 
Arthur Capel burst out laughing as well when he heard about it.  “Good job too an’ all; 
serves her right! She should not ‘ave put out her washin` when we are workin` should 
she?”  And Charlie and Len got away with it!     
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Chapter 5 - THE BEGINNING OF THE END.  

The year was 1980. Prior to this, in 1979, the Conservatives under their leader 
Margaret Thatcher won a landslide victory at the General Election and she became  
Britain’s first lady Prime Minister. This was after the winter of discontent with the 
Trade Unions under the Labour Government of Jim Callaghan as PM in 1977-78 
wildcat strikes in industry over practices, wage levels, and the rate of inflation. Jim 
Callaghan by the way was born in Portsmouth.  The trouble was the unions were NOT 
prepared to WAIT for the schemes that he had proposed; they wanted what they 
wanted NOW! Wonderful things as the Trade Unions are, protecting the workers’ 
rights, working conditions, sick pay, health care, 4 weeks paid leave a year and so on; 
they really went too far and cooked their own goose.  Now politics can be a very hot 
potato and get you into all sorts of arguments. Sometimes it is best to keep ones 
opinions to oneself. I DO HOPE that I will NOT offend anyone here reading this and I 
offer my apology if I do.  Mrs Thatcher was out to get revenge.  She was of the old 
school whereby one doffed your cap to your elders and betters!  The Tories were 
always, and always will be, the party of the super rich, your Peers of The Realm, Lords, 
Dukes, Earls who own nearly 98% of the UK, your Merchant City Bankers, Industrial 
Big Whigs. They had, and still do have, utter contempt for the hard working normal 
people, the pensioners; we are oiks!  HOW DARE US LESSER MORTALS try and get 
above our station! Those days of them and Us!  That's why the Trade Unions were 
formed and the Labour Party. They had one hell of a fight - as the rich were very 
powerful and still are; friends in high places ensured the status quo would remain. 
Trouble is, it is still like it now, winks and nods, the old school tie, Eton, Harrow, and 
all the other public schools, open the gates to rank, wealth, and every fiddle or perk 
given.   Mrs Thatcher at one stroke, smashed the heart of the UK industries - Iron and 
Steel, Coal, Shipbuilding and Naval Dockyards.  Then sent all these industries abroad 
with vast wealth investments to the big boys of those industries to produce the work 
their employees carried out, under shocking unsafe conditions, long slave labour or 
sweat shop hours, and very poor pay.  Any complaints and you were sacked!  It still 
goes ON!  

Some of the Trade Union leaders, like Arthur Scargill of the Mine Workers Union, were 
considered a threat to the establishment - the Lords and Peers of the Realm.  They 
were NOT going to let these people spoil their way of life, rank, wealth, and privilege 
enjoyed for centuries from their ancestors.  Mrs Thatcher drew up a draft to counter 
act this - one swift stroke.  Strikes would be made illegal. Anyone who did so would be 
sacked without redundancy money. No wages in lieu of notice either and the Bosses 
be allowed to sue the workers for breach of contract.  Of course, with this tactic, the 
result would be inevitable!  The workers of all of UK industry were furious. There were 
many ugly scenes, as the workers bitterly confronted the Government.  They were NOT 
going to kowtow to the days of the 19th century, where one doff one’s cap to your 
betters, slave labour, shocking working conditions, poor wages. Unfortunately this 
lead to many ugly riots in the streets; some of the hooligan element secretly got in, the 
few who always lived for a good fight. Public Transport, Shops, Factories, and other 
buildings suffered arson, looting and damage.  To squash the strikes and the so-called 
rabble, Mrs Thatcher ordered in the Police.  They already had enough to do fighting 
crime; this only inflamed the situation worse.  The workers were defiant!  So the next 
step up was to send in the Army.  This tactic was now going too far!  It was turning like 
the time in the General Strike of 1926, when the Tory steel magnate and now PM 
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Stanley Baldwin,  ordered a heavy Royal Navy cruiser up the River Mersey to the City 
of Liverpool to train its guns on the strikers! With that tactic and against hopeless 
odds, the strike broke; the ring leaders tried and each were imprisoned for 15 years for 
acts against the Nation and His Majesty King George V.  They were LUCKY to escape 
the death penalty for treason. Trouble was, our Army were at full stretch in overseas 
postings and the war with the I R A in Northern Ireland. The armed service chiefs 
advised her not to send them in.  In a nutshell it was just plain bullyboy tactics.  I think 
that Mrs Thatcher, given half the chance, would have loved to have staged a coup 
overthrow our QUEEN and rule as a Dictator with an iron fist.  She had started to use 
the words - the Royal WE.  We are this; We are that and so on.  One thing she forgot 
was humanity and consideration of our neighbours, brothers and sisters less fortunate 
than us; the compassion and love and the mighty strength of our nation’s people, the 
envy of the world who will boldly defy and stand shoulder to shoulder to fight and 
defeat all would-be brutal dictators who would love to tear up our most treasured Bill 
of Rights - all that we hold dear - Magna Carta and the love of the nation’s people for 
our Queen.   Prince John tried it AND FAILED; so did Napoleon and Adolf Hitler!  But 
hang on I hear you all shout, what has all this to do with the Portsmouth Naval Base?   
I am just coming to that, for I have just shown what dirty tactics the Conservatives get 
up to.  

In early February of 1980 the Government drew up a White Paper on the future of the 
armed forces and cost cuttings savings elsewhere.  What could they do? Where could 
they cut? They eyed the 4 Naval Bases: Chatham on the River Medway in Kent, 
Portsmouth on the south coast, Devonport in Plymouth; and in Scotland, Rosyth on 
the Forth. Rosyth and Devonport, HAD to remain open, as they were the repair yards 
and bases for Britain's nuclear deterrent and nuclear submarines.  So out of the four 
the axe would fall on Chatham and Portsmouth.  Poor Chatham - it was totally axed; 
altogether shutting down I think in 1986.  Luckily it is now a wonderful museum with 
many historic buildings saved and a WW2 Destroyer, HMS Cavalier, a submarine, 
HMS   Oberon, and other craft.  I must go and visit the place one day.  Portsmouth was 
to be semi-mothballed and the fleet run down.  This was unthinkable!  Portsmouth, 
the heart, and soul and home of the Royal Navy for over 500 years in peace and war!  
The First Sea Lord, the other senior Admirals and other armed forces chiefs were up 
in arms at this proposal.  For one thing Portsmouth was in a VITAL strategic position, 
able to rush troops by ships to where the conflicts were in record time; rather than sail 
all the way down from Scotland and waste valuable time. Also its distance from 
London (only 74 miles) and of course the nearby great commercial port of 
Southampton and the Army sea port of Marchwood.  But the Government were 
determined to carry out their proposals regardless.    

When the news reached everyone, including yours truly, it was a bombshell!  Men who 
had worked in the place all their lives, from a boy to a man, some with almost 40 to 45 
years of proud service and a gift of craftsmanship that was second to none were to be 
thrown on the scrap heap.  Others, who had just joined, would be the case of last in 
first out. All of us felt very bitter at being betrayed, for all the many, many years of 
sacrifice, toil, sweat, labour and, above all, pride, in producing some of the finest 
craftsmanship ever to repair a warship in refit. Also, to be able to do any emergency 
rapidly, quickly , and get the warship back in the front line in record time, AND under 
budget, loyalty to a MAN!, in peace and war.  Now, all that was to be thrown out of the 
window. Everybody was worried to death - who would get the chop from Management 
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downwards.  Of course this caused anger and uproar. This lead to a mass meeting of 
all the employees by the Union Leaders, Shop Stewards, as to take strike action against 
the Government cuts.  This was held outside Central Office Block 1.  They went upstairs 
to see the Management located on the 7th floor to plead their case.  But the Managers 
response was: “GET BACK TO WORK!”  On their return to the mass crowd waiting 
below, with a megaphone, the main Union leader relayed the message what the 
Management had said.  There was instant uproar and all hands showed for strike 
action there and then!  They did too and of course me, all downing tools and clocking 
off at 10.30 am in the morning!  I was worried that I would get the sack for my actions 
and not get paid, losing almost a day’s pay. But my shop steward Ernie Bradwell  of 
the Transport and General Workers Union , one of the UK`s  biggest unions said not 
to worry I would not.  Of course our actions got headline news - in the local paper, 
television and I think the national press.  These actions of lightning strikes lasted for 
more than 6 months as far as I recall.  When the Secretary of State for Defence paid a 
visit, Mr (now Sir) John Knott, the workforce was outraged; eggs were thrown at his 
staff car and he was almost lynched by the mob as he stepped out of the car to visit the 
C. O. B. 1.  Several charged the revolving door knocking it off its centre pivot, and 
cracking the armour plate glass.  The Defence Secretary had to take refuge in C O B 1 
‘til things quietened down.  He eventually agreed to meet us all, the entire work force. 
With the exception of those excused because of vital services to be kept running, and 
emergency services, we all waited outside the entrance of C.O.B.1. When he met us and 
outlined the Governments plans, by speaking though a megaphone and standing on a 
hastily erected scaffold stage, the message was not well received. There were boos and 
cat calls and chants of “OUT, OUT, OUT”.  They tried to drown him out but he finished 
his speech in time.   It transpired in the end that the Government would turn the Naval 
Base into a private company but still attached to the Ministry of Defence. Contractors 
would take over ship refits along with naval personnel. This was unheard of, as the 
workforce was all dockyard men and contract workers were a rarity.  Even the nature 
of the ship refit would change, no longer in dock for say 2 to 3 years, just a sort of 
garage type refit of a few months.    
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Work places would also go - some craft trade shops would merge with others.  It was 
all very soul destroying. The Government, by cunning and tactics, had won! Those who 
were kept on could be transferred to one of the other 2 Naval Bases of their choice.    I 
did NOT want to move to either; how would my dear Mum and Dad, now pensioners 
cope, trying to live?  Bless them! They both died in 1990. Mum with her heart, aged 78 
and my Dad a stroke at 91.  But there was suddenly an event in 1982 when the 
Falklands were invaded by Argentina. The Falklands, a British-owned group of islands 
8,000 miles away in the bitter cold Atlantic Southern waters.  For the Prime Minister, 
Margaret Thatcher, this was a Godsend to renew her popularity and stay in power for 
another 5 years.  Of course though, the English residents there, their homeland had 
been invaded. Britain had been invaded by a brutal Dictator and we were NOT 
prepared to let that happen. We were at WAR! When the chips were down the whole 
NATION buckled down to it to get the task force to sea in 72 hours - men, ships and 
equipment to liberate the Falkland Islands. The employees in the Portsmouth Naval 
Base worked loyal as one man, working 24 hours a day to get the ships to sea with their 
notices of lay-off in their pockets.  Of course a lot of merchant ships were taken over 
by the Government called STUFT, Ships Taken up from Trade. These also involved the 
luxury liners the Cunard, Queen Elizabeth 2, shortly to retire in 2008 and the P & O, 
Canberra, now scrapped.  In late 1982 we heard the bombshell news that the foundries 
were to close.  We could not believe it!  Because of modern technology in ship design, 
engine changes becoming more like jet aircraft gas turbines; the days of the old steam 
ship systems that required 100’s of castings were old fashioned and obsolete.  Despite 
a large order of steel castings for an Admiralty floating dock, which we thought would 
save us.   It didn’t!  The end came during the year 1983.  First to go was the Steel 
Foundry then the Small Brass. Those staff surplus to requirements who could not be 
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used in either Small Brass or Iron Foundry having to be reduced before closure were 
either sent to Rosyth or Devonport - which meant moving home from Portsmouth; or 
were lucky enough to be retained in Portsmouth but transferred  to other departments.  
In my case, I was VERY LUCKY being in the latter.  I would be transferred to the 
Resources Department of the Yard Services Manager, located would you believe it!, in 
Murray Lane, a stone’s throw away.  My job there was to co-ordinate all the dockside 
and jetty requirements for ships as they came in. Signals were sent to us in advance of 
their needs, sent by the Captain of the Port department.  Believe you me! At times it 
could get very stressful, and sometimes we had to drop everything at a moment’s 
notice to organise things at 5 minutes notice!  YES, I AM NOT JOKING!  But all that 
is another story.  Of course my leaving was gradual, having to train up would you 
believe the furnace man Ernie Hutton.  My final day was on Saturday overtime; 
working in the Steel Foundry clearing out all rubbish and junk into tidy bin skips.  I 
said my final farewells; it was a emotional moment but not quite the end.  On the VERY 
LAST DAY OF ALL 28th JULY 1983, I had permission to watch the very last cast of all.  
This took place in the Iron and Brass Foundry, the cast iron cupola furnace was 
running.  The very last castings made were big cast-iron buoy sinkers or feet.  
Everybody, from those in the Pattern Shop to the remaining foundry staff was there, 
history in the making.  As the last drops of molten metal entered the final mould of all 
a big cheer went up and a round of applause.  Then the furnace was stripped for the 
last time and its embers left to die, never to be lit up again.  Of course the official last 
group photo was taken and everybody had a copy.  The Iron and Brass foundry lingered 
on for a few more months as the remaining castings had to be trimmed and dispatched. 
All others though, for the second and final time, were cut up and melted down into 
ingot slabs for disposal.  After over 100 years it was finally all over!    Then the stripping 
out began of everything. I paid a visit; it was a sad sight to see but at least I had my 
happy memories of the happier times that I spent all those years ago in the Foundry 
complexes and how proud I felt to have played my part in the service of Her Majesties 
Naval Base, PORTSMOUTH!  
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 EPILOGUE     

I stayed with the Naval Base in my new surroundings hoping I would be with them till 
I retired at 60 which I asked for. But the fates decreed otherwise. There were to be 
further cut backs!   This wretched Tory Government; would they never stop?  They 
were determined to grind us into the ground!  As the years went into late 1980s, I was 
so far still lucky but in late 1992 came a decision that was very hard to make.  Should 
I stop on and take the risk of getting the chop and possibly NO golden handshake after 
33 loyal year’s service; or go now and take the money and run?   I pondered the ins and 
outs. Morale in the entire work force was now at rock bottom. In the end I decided to 
leave. It was a wise decision.  With great reluctance I handed in my notice. At first they 
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refused me to let me go until the YSM Manager said otherwise.  All that I had worked 
for, strived for, was gone in a flash!  At least one thing the Tories could not do is to take 
away my experience of working there. I left on August 23rd, 1993. As I passed through 
the new main gate called Unicorn Gate for the final time, never looking back, I 
wondered if at my age in my late 40s how I would get another job.  I could NEVER 
forgive that demon Lady and her Government what she has done to the ordinary 
decent working people of my nation.   

I was outraged that this formidable woman now frail and in her 80s and with a title, 
Baroness Thatcher (her husband Dennis died in 2002), will get a STATE FUNERAL!   
It is an insult to every decent hard working man and woman in this nation whose job 
she sacrificed, decimated and cut the index link to the pensioners.  What of the Naval 
Base in Portsmouth these days?  Well it is now called Fleet Support LTD.   There have 
been many changes.  The old 12 and 13 dry docks have gone - filled in; their place is 
the massive cathedral-like shed of the shipbuilders, Vosper Thornycroft , which has 
only just been extended even bigger !  Here they are building the new Daring class 
Type 45 destroyers  sections of course which are then floated on huge barges, towed to 
Scotland to be assembled there.  We shall also be building the 2 new super carriers in 
service 2014 - 2016 and based at Portsmouth.  The Pattern Shop has been radically 
altered inside but the building exterior nicely restored, and all the equipment that was 
on the outside when it was part of the foundry complex has gone, as well as Len 
Mansfield’s office.  The archway to the foundry yard now is sealed in and the foundry 
wall pulled down to make a car park for the employees. ALL ITEMS in that yard have 
been swept totally away.  The building is now owned by the Defence Company, BAE 
Systems Ltd.     The new main gate is now the Unicorn Gate whilst the original one, 
with the golden globes on the gate posts down by the HARD area, is called Victory Gate 
and is now part of the Historic Naval Dockyard heritage area. The large No. 4 
boathouse has gone, used for exhibitions and the like. No. 7 boathouse is now the 
DOCKYARD APPRENTICE EXHIBITION of all trades long gone including the 
foundries!  No. 6 is the Action Stations exhibition where you can have a go at firing the 
missile, the gun or flying a helicopter, plus the boat house cinema.  Yes, the Steel 
Foundry and Small Brass shops are still there but now used as store rooms. Likewise 
the Iron and Brass.  COB1, built in the early 1960s, has been demolished; why I have 
no idea - possibly due to the asbestos content.  COB 2 added in the early 1970s is still 
standing. Also gone are all the dockyard canteens.   Even my regular one which was 
the Victory canteen pulled down and a brand new one built in its place, THE TOP 
DECK, opened in 1972; that too has been pulled down. I suppose the subsidies they 
used to get were withdrawn; and the hours changed, resulting in the men now bringing 
in their own food.  Where you used to be able to walk from HMS Victory and the Mary 
Rose into the base proper and likewise near the C in C official residence, you can’t; 
security gates have been installed.  However on Navy Days the whole place is open to 
the general public. In July 2008 I may go and visit. I have done so before, and it will 
be nice to see the sights and sounds, fond memories of the place I worked in for 33 
very happy and rewarding years.  Her Majesties Naval Base PORTSMOUTH!  LONG 
MAY IT REIGN!   

Copyright: DAVID BARBER, JULY 2008  
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Annex - Foundry Staff as 1970  
These are some of the Foundry Staff names I knew.  A few did rise to lofty ranks in the foundries or changed from 
being on the moulding shop floor to becoming Progress Planners Technical (PPT).   Sadly, many are no longer with 
us; so far as known, there are just 6 left.    

FOREMAN:  Mr R  Pedrick.   

INSPECTORS:  Mr J Bond - Iron & Brass Foundry; Mr G Goad - Steel Foundry; Bill Bishop – 
Pattern Shop      

CHARGEMEN:  Mr K Snook - Iron & Brass Foundry; Mr E Berriton - Small Brass; Ben Morrison – 
Pattern Shop  

Mr T Wilkie - Steel Foundry; Mr L Mansfield - Trimmers/Shot blast/ Casting dispatch.      

FOREMAN WRITER:   Mr F Booth.    

Iron and Brass  

MOULDERS: - Doug Kitson, Arthur Mathews, Roy Weston, Reg   Mothershill, Nat Watson,  
Richard Lawrence, John Cleverly, Fred Neil, Cyril Welch, George Kelly, Ian Bronze, Charlie 
Fuller, Reg Smith, J. Gartshore. 

LABOURERS:   Fred Smith - Core and Mould oven      

OVERHEAD TRAVEL CRANE DRIVERS:  Albert Mally, Les Scillitoe.     

FURNACEMEN: Ted Parker, Joe O’Toole.    

FETTLERS: Jim Kinsley, George Carter, Dennis Hayles, Ben Breeze, Nobby Clarke, Malcolm 
Samways, Len Fry, Ron Nowell, Charlie Hunt, George Day.   

SHOT BLASTERS: Charlie Wareham, George Batchelor.  

Small Brass  

MOULDERS: Bob Smith, George Humphries, Len Berrisford, Dave Webster,Brian Quail.   

FURNACEMEN: Edie Doyle, Ernie Hutton.   

Steel Foundry  

MOULDERS: Ruben Johnson, Fred Nevette, Peter Sparshot, Ian Hunt    

FURNACEMEN: Bill Cook, George Abbott, George Drain, Les Scillimore.   CRANE 

DRIVERS:   Dave Plumpton; Overhead crane/ Fettler: Ernie Hare    

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN: Bob Lyle.   Assistant: Bob Greenaway.     

WELDER: Ernie Bryant    

GAS TORCH BURNERS AND FETTLERS: Arthur Capel, Charlie Evans, Wally Geer, Ivor James, 
Ernie Hare, Ernie Bryant.     

Pattern Shop  

PATTERN MAKERS: Nobby Clarke, Bill Trimboy, Ted Pople, Jock McAvoy, Ted Ralph, Bernie 
Bowes, Norman Franklin.  

Saw Mill: Dick Whittington, Bill Crowson.  
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CASTING DISPATCH NON-TECHNICAL PROGRESSMEN: Danny Hairfield (steel), David Barber  
(Iron and Brass).    

DUTY ELECTRCIANS: Roy  Ralph, Tom Chalmers.     

UNION REP. TGWU: Ernie Bradwell.  

PLANNING:  1st floor office of Iron and Brass foundry building; Fred Thomas, Roger Stevens, 
John Dawson, Bert Nuttall, Bert Butcher.  

  


